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ABSTRACT. 

Background. Glycans play crucial roles within the central nervous system (CNS) and their study is essential 

for a thorough comprehension of neurochemistry, but the scientific knowledge about CNS glycans remains 

scarce. The aim of this thesis is to provide the glycochemist and glycoanalyst with novel tools for 

neurochemistry studies, towards the exploration of glycan roles in the CNS. This thesis presents a novel 

analytical method for brain N-glycans investigation (LSD); the state of the art of an ongoing work for the 

investigation of N-glycans and N-glycoproteins differentially expressed in brain tissues of different species; 

an efficient chemical labelling method for (glyco)proteins, successfully applied on Neuroserpin (NS), a 

pathologically-polymerising CNS N-glycoprotein; and the syntheses of glycosides and glycodendrimers 

with potential room for neuromedical studies. 

Methods. LSD comprised brain tissue (bt) chemical lysis, proteome precipitation (i.e., 

methanol/chloroform), enzymatic deglycosylation (i.e., PNGase F), N-glycans purification, chemical 

labelling (i.e., reductive amination on terminal N-acetylglucosamine), and LC-MS bioanalysis. The method 

has been optimised on bt and thoroughly validated (i.e., sensitivity, precision, linearity, range, selectivity, 

robustness). N-glycans analysis has also been carried out through protein electrophoresis in-gel 

deglycosylation, while in-gel trypsinisation was used for the LC-MS identification of N-glycoproteins and 

N-glycosylation sites. NS has been dimethylated (i.e., reductive amination on lysine) in its monomeric 

(mhNS) and polymeric (phNS) forms, and the reaction outcome has been evaluated using MS, towards the 

investigation of NS polymerisation-driving molecular features. Glycosides were synthesised with a Fischer-

type glycosylation reaction on unprotected monosaccharides using either allyl alcohol or decenol as glycosyl 

acceptors, while glycodendrimers were obtained decorating olefin-metathesis-synthesised dendrimers with 

maltose moieties, exploiting oxime chemistry. 

Results. LSD displayed the lowest detection limit (1 mg of bt) in comparison to many other works 

reported in the literature and is the most thoroughly validated neuro-N-glycomic method reported to date. 

In-gel deglycosylation for brain N-glycans analysis furnished informative chromatograms for every 

proteome fraction with high resolution (e.g., sensitivity up to 100 EU from a single gel band), permitting 

the analysis of deglycosylated peptides from the same sample (i.e., a total of 1200 peptides, 570 proteins, 

57 N-glycoproteins, and novel N-glycosylation sites identified). NS chemical labelling displayed high 

efficiency (i.e., 80-90% yield), compatibility with the protein folding, and suitability towards the intended 

purpose, being able to highlight statistically significant differences in mhNS and phNS labelling patterns 

(i.e., 9 lysines). The syntheses of glycosides furnished products with good yield (i.e., 70%) and a-

stereoselectivity, while that of glycodendrimers afforded molecules exposing several maltose moieties, 

employable in the context of neurochemistry studies. 

Conclusions. Methods and molecules delivered within this thesis will benefit the glycochemistry 

community, by enlarging the glycochemist and glycoanalyst toolkits to carry on the investigation of glycans-

related effects in neurological and neuromedical context. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 

1.1 N-GLYCOSYLATION RELEVANCE. 

1.1.1 N-glycosylation in life sciences. N-glycosylation is a widespread post-translational 

modification, in which oligosaccharides or polysaccharides (N-glycans) are covalently linked to 

proteins at asparagine residues (N) by an N-glycosidic bond. N-glycosylation modulates cellular 

biochemistry in all the domains of life, Eukarya, Bacteria, and Archaea.1,2 Although the existence 

and biological relevance of glycans and glycoproteins were long known since the beginning of the 

20th century (e.g., Fischer's works on hexoses; Landsteiner's study of ABO blood groups),3 only 

about the end of the 90s the life sciences community initiated to substantially dedicate its attention 

to this class of macromolecules, and the interest in their features and biological effects has grown 

ever since. Simple researches within the PubMed database [National Center for Biotechnology 

Information (NCBI)], deliver a measure of the growing interest of the life sciences community in 

glycobiology. When general terms, such as "glycosylation", "glycans" and "glycoproteins" (i.e., not 

confined to N-glycosylation, but also including any other kind of mono/di/oligo/polysaccharide 

glycosidically linked to a biomolecule or chemical functionality; e.g., O/C-glycosylation on 

proteins, glycolipids, synthetic glycosides or other glycomolecules) are used as database queries, 

the amount of returned articles increased several folds during the last forty years (1978-2018; Fig. 

1.1, A-C); and even when more specific terms, such as N-glycosylation, N-glycans and N-

glycoproteins are fed to the database, the results of the research follow the same trend (Fig. 1.1, 

E-G). More recent concepts, such as "glycomics" and "glycoproteomics" (i.e., the study of the 

entire glycan ensemble of a glycosystem; e.g., a cell or tissue glycan or glycoproteomic repertoire) 

behave similarly under the same parameters (2002-2018; Fig. 1.1, D, H), therefore further 

demonstrating the consistency of the growing relevance of glycobiology in life sciences. 

1.1.2 N-glycosylation in biomedicine and industry. Stemming from the interest of the life 

sciences community into glycobiology, a substantial number of glycotools and glycan-based 

applications have contributed to the evolution of biomedicine.3 Glycan-based small molecule 

drugs proved to be biomedically valuable in the fields of antibacterial (e.g., aminoglycosides like 

neomycin),4 antiviral (e.g., zanamivir),5 and glycan-based diseases treatment (e.g., miglitol6 for 

diabetes and miglustat7 for Gaucher disorder), among others.3 Another class of glycan-based 

biomedically effective molecules are carbohydrate-based vaccines, either derived from natural 

sources (e.g., Salmonella typhi, TYPHIM Vi; Streptococcus pneumonia, Prevnar; Neisseria meningitides, 
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Menactra; Haemophilus influenzae type b; Hib, Hiberix, Comvax),8 or fully synthetic (e.g., Haemophilus 

influenzae type b; Quimi-Hib),9 with many others showing promising results in animal models.3  

 

Fig. 1.1. N-glycosylation in life sciences. Histograms show the amount of retrieved articles (n° 
PUBLICATIONS) per single query (histogram titles) per year (1978-2018 for A-C and E-G; 2002-2018 for 
D and H), resulting from searches in the PubMed database [National Center for Biotechnology Information 
(NCBI)]. 

Apart from these already on the market glycan-based biomedical systems, various other 

(macro)molecules, such as multivalent glycoconjugates (glycopolymers, glycodendrimers and 

glyconanoparticles), showed promising potential towards biomedical applications either at the in 

vitro or in vivo evaluation step.3 A recently synthesised glycopeptide, containing the glycoepitope 

recognised by the human PG9 antibody (i.e., a broadly neutralising antibody, capable of 

neutralising different HIV genetic variants) furnished a specific example of N-glycan based 

biomedically relevant biomolecule in the context of carbohyrdate-vaccines.10 Two closely spaced 

N-glycans, harboured on N160 and N156, and belonging to gp120 (i.e., a hIV envelope 
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glycoprotein) are contained in the glycopeptide, making it capable of binding the PG9 antibody 

with high affinity. The glycopeptide immunogenicity and HIV protective potential is currently 

under evaluation in animal models. Another prominent field where N-glycosylation is studied and 

exploited towards more efficient biomedical applications is biotherapeutics development. Protein-

based therapeutics are clinically highly successful. Hundreds of natural or modified therapeutic 

proteins have been approved for clinical use in Europe and the US, generating hundreds of billions 

of USD revenues every year.11 To date, many glycoproteins such as erythropoietin, cytokines, 

antibodies, glycosylatransferases, and glycosidases are present on the market, generating tens of 

billions of USD revenues per year.12 The most successful biotechnological case to date is that of 

Erythropoietin (EPO; i.e., a circulating cytokine that binds the erythropoietin receptor, which 

induces the proliferation and differentiation of the erythroid progenitors in the bone marrow), 

developed to treat anaemias deriving from lack of endogenous EPO or chemotherapy-related 

effects. EPO is a glycoprotein, carrying three sialylated complex N-glycans and one sialylated O-

glycan, which activity in vivo is reduced by almost 90% for the underglycosylated versions, due to 

increased and quicker kidney clearance. Undersialylated EPO is also rapidly cleared by galactose 

receptors in hepatocytes and macrophages. These evidences demonstrate the importance of 

glycosylation profiles of glycotherapeutics for in vivo biomedical applications and highlight the 

necessity to develop highly controlled manufacturing procedures ensuring batch-to-batch 

consistency of the product glycosylation array. This is crucial, since more than half of human 

proteins are estimated to be glycosylated,13 and the majority of therapeutic proteins are produced 

as a mixture of glycoforms (i.e., different forms of a glycoprotein showing diverse glycan 

components),14 showing unequal properties and biological activity.15 Therefore, producing and 

isolating homogeneously glycosylated products remain a necessary and delicate task to be carried 

out to achieve better biomedical efficacy and avoid antigenic reactions.16,17 Recombinant 

monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) are the dominant class of N-glycoprotein therapeutics to date and 

the fastest growing class of biopharmaceuticals, with a global market valued around tens of USD 

billion and expected to reach hundreds of USD billion by 2024.18 More than sixty mAbs and fusion 

molecules, against over thirty molecular targets linked to cancer, autoimmune and cardiovascular 

diseases, have received the USFDA approval since the 80s.19 Notwithstanding their significant 

employment in many disease treatments and the evolving technologies permitting a finer 

regulation of the mAbs molecular features (i.e., post-translational modifications; e.g., N-

glycosylation), even fully human mAbs, such as the current market best-seller adalimumab®, still 

show immunogenicity.20 Recent studies,21,22 analysing evidences of benefits on survival and quality 

of life gained in association with the use of USFDA-approved cancer treatments (including mAbs), 
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concluded that the extent of these benefits is in fact only marginal, and only a small proportion of 

these drugs showed unequivocal enhancement of the quality of life or overall survival. These 

studies significantly suggested, in addition to the possibility of reconsidering some parameters of 

the drug approval process towards more empirically-driven verifications, the necessity to further 

fine-tune mAbs production and analytical quality control, towards the development of more 

efficient and safer N-glycotherapeutics. Despite these limitations, reported examples of 

glycomolecules and therapeutic glycoproteins demonstrate that N-glycan-based therapeutics are 

already a viable and concrete option in biomedicine, in addition to their above introduced value as 

interesting targets for basic science investigations. Proposed examples thereby highlight N-glycans 

and N-glycoproteins as a substantially interesting, biomedically promising, and highly profitable 

classes of biomolecules.  

1.2 N-GLYCOSYLATION IN NEUROCHEMISTRY. 

1.2.1 N-glycosylation in vertebrates. In vertebrates, N-glycosylation is one of the most 

frequent, abundant and ubiquitous post-translational protein modifications23 and, although not 

being a prerequisite for the viability of mammalian cultured cells,24 defects in its wild-type (WT) 

pattern result in mice embryonic lethality.25,26 Human embryos with complete defects in one step 

of glycosylation do not usually survive, and deficiencies in the assembly of the N-glycans precursor 

in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and abnormal N-glycan processing, concretising in mis-

glycosylated proteins, are the basic mechanisms of type I and II congenital disorders of 

glycosylation, which imply a variety of severe developmental and motor deficits, along with serious 

organ and tissue problems.27 Mammalian glycans are assembled from a limited subset of 

monosaccharides (Fig. 1.2): Fucose (Fuc), galactose (Gal), glucose (Glc), N-acetylgalactosamine 

(GalNAc), N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc), glucuronic acid (GlcA), iduronic acid (IdoA), mannose 

(Man), sialic acids (N-acetylneuraminic acid; NeuAc; N-glycolylneuraminic acid, NeuGc; and 2-

keto-3-deoxy-D-glycero-D-galacto-nononic acid, KDN), and xylose (Xyl).  
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Fig. 1.2. Monosaccharides used to assemble mammalian glycans. Monosaccharide structures are reported 
with the anomeric configuration mainly present in mammalian biology (1-7, 10-12 are found in N-glycans; 
8, 9 are found in glycosaminoglycans and O-glycans).28 1. α-D-glucose. 2. β-D-galactose. 3. α-D-mannose. 
4. α-L-fucose. 5. β-D-N-acetylglucosamine. 6. β-D-N-acetylgalactosamine. 7. β-glucuronic acid. 8. β-
iduronic acid. 9. β-xylose. 10. N-acetylneuraminic acid. 11. 2-keto-3-deoxy-D-glycero-D-galacto-nononic 
acid. 12. N-glycolylneuraminic acid.  

All N-glycans share a common core structure (Manα1-3(Manα1-6)Manβ1-4GlcNAcβ1–

4GlcNAcβ1–Asn), which precursor is synthesised in the ER on a polyisoprenoid lipid, and then 

transferred to nascent proteins (usually on a canonical, but not unique, glycosylation sequon: N-

X+1-S/T+2, where X cannot be Pro), successively undergoing various modifications within the ER 

and the Golgi complex, to acquire the final chemical architecture. N-glycans can be divided into 

three main groups: oligomannose N-glycans, in which only Man residues extend the core; complex 

N-glycans, in which “antennae” initiated by GlcNAc extend the core; and hybrid N-glycans, in 

which Man extends the Manα1-6 arm of the core, and one or two GlcNAc extend the Manα1-3 

arm (Fig. 1.3).  
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Fig. 1.3. Exemplifying chemical structures of the three main classes of N-glycans. 1. Oligomannose. 2. 
Complex. 3. Hybrid.  

The number of glycan determinants in the human glycome is estimated to be more than 7000 

(700 proteins required to generate its full diversity), of which ~3000 belong to N/O-linked glycans 

and glycolipids,29 and over 2000 N-glycan structures were experimentally determined.30 However, 

these numbers likely represent an underestimation, since the real N-glycan complexity of a cell 

repertoire, let alone an organism, is given by intricated biosynthetic pathways, in which multiple 

enzymes potentially compete for the same glycan substrate, giving rise to a vast ensemble of 

differentially branched glycan structures, alternatively present even at the same glycosylation site 

of otherwise identical proteins (glycoforms), a phenomenon known as “microheterogeneity” (site-

specific glycan structure).31,32 To further complicate one organism glycosylation profile there is 

another phenomenon, called “macroheterogeneity” (glycosylation site occupancy), which is the 

structural diversity arising due to the absence or presence of a glycan at one protein glycosylation 

site. This is because glycosylation pathways are inherently inefficient, especially the initial transfer 

of the oligosaccharidic core to the nascent protein (which could be N-glycosylated even if not 

presenting the canonical glycosylation sequon), and this inefficiency shapes an additional layer of 

structural diversity in mature glycoproteins.33 In addition to differences in monosaccharide 

compositions, glycan diversity is further broaden by the monomer anomeric state (α or β), type of 
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linkage (e.g., 1-3, 1-4; 2-3, 2-6, 2-8), branching, and chemical modifications (e.g., phosphorylation, 

sulfation, acetylation),34 suggesting a potentially huge number of possible combinations, creating a 

complex and dynamic system which reflects the actual metabolic state of the cell.35 Despite this 

overwhelming scenario, the analysis of N-glycans is still a feasible task. In fact, the number of 

glycosyltransferases is limited, and this severely contains the ensemble of occurring structures. For 

example, the analysis of free oligosaccharides in human milk, carried out with liquid 

chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry (LC-MS) approaches, showed that rather than 

the potentially millions of structures thought to be present, a single mother’s milk contained 

approximately between 23 and 130 structures, and five different mothers produced less than 500 

different structures in total.36 In another work, the creation and investigation of a neural network 

of potential oligosaccharides afforded the different compositions that could be produced, and the 

estimated size of the serum N-glycome: employing standard monosaccharides found in humans, 

less than 500 possible compositions were highlighted as plausible.37 Furthermore, the resulting 

glycosylation pattern in one tissue appears to be phenotypically conserved: the serum glycomic 

profile of an individual is highly reproducible, in regards to N-glycan structures and their 

abundances.38 Even the N-glycoprofile of more complex tissues (e.g., brain) of different species is 

not so diverse (e.g., including, but not limited to, rodents39), and main differences are observed in 

the N-glycan relative abundances rather than in N-glycan structural differences (e.g., rodents, dogs, 

primates, humans; Klarić T., Gudelj I., unpublished work). These works and evidences suggest 

that, amongst the almost infinite possible monosaccharide combinations within N-glycans, only 

some are really present in biological samples, due to biological constraints. This suggestion depicts 

a much more experimentally-friendly scenario, in which the glycome is in fact limited and 

characterizable in its entirety using annotated glycan libraries, some of which have been already 

started to be compiled.37,40,41 The best known function of protein N-glycosylation in eukaryotes is 

protein folding and quality control within the cellular secretory pathway,31 but N-glycans are 

implicated in a full plethora of other cellular events, ranging from the interactions with the 

extracellular microenvironment, providing cues mediating cell adhesion and signalling, through 

the alteration of the dynamics of glycoprotein endocytosis and cell surface half-life,42 to the 

modulation of macromolecule interactions and pathogen infection.43,44 The “glycocode”45 is thus 

a complex set of information manoeuvring many vital cellular aspects, recognised as being the 

third alphabet of life,46,47 with N-glycans representing a substantial part of its biological words. 

1.2.2 N-glycosylation in the nervous system. A growing body of evidences is highlighting 

N-glycosylation crucial involvement within the nervous system, where it influences a plethora of 

aspects of brain development and physiology, such as cell adhesion, axonal targeting, synaptic 
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transmission and excitability.48,49 Furthermore, many glycosylation disorders impact the central 

nervous system (CNS)50 and N-glycosylation alterations appear to play an important role in diverse 

neuropathies,51 like Alzheimer’s,52 Parkinson’s,53 and Prion54 diseases among others. In addition, 

defects in N-glycosylation result in remarkable neurological abnormalities at birth and during 

childhood, as demonstrated by the studies on human congenital disorders of glycosylation.55 

Although the roles of N-glycosylation in guiding protein folding are fairly known, N-glycans 

mechanisms outside the cell are still poorly understood. These N-glycosylation mechanisms, as 

stated above, are in fact complex, pleiotropic and dependent on the metabolic state of the cell, and 

therefore require, along with preliminary investigations carried out with ex vivo screenings, in vivo 

analyses to be fully addressed. In this context, the genetic inactivation of glycosyltransferase genes 

in cells and mice has been fundamental to unveil the importance of N-glycosylation in the 

pathophysiology of the nervous system.56 

1.2.3 N-glycosylation in neural development. Although the brain-targeted inactivation of 

the enzyme β-1,6-N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase (GlcNAcT)-I (gene MGAT1), required for the 

biosynthesis of hybrid and complex N-glycans in the medial Golgi complex, resulted in severe 

neurological phenotypes and early postnatal death in mice,57 the detailed analysis of N-

glycosylation mutants with defects in the core structure is complicated by the above-mentioned 

complexity and pleiotropy of mammalian N-glycosylation. A more informative approach is the 

generation of N-glycosylation knockout mutants in which N-glycan terminal epitopes are altered, 

towards more nuanced, specialised, and thus easier to study cellular effects. In this context, a clear 

example is given by studies conducted to unveil the remarkable role of sialic acids (SA) in CNS 

development. SA are a vast family of organic acids, comprising nearly 50 members which are 

derivatives of the structures displayed in Fig. 1.2 (10-12). Neuraminic acid, another member of 

SA carrying a free amine at C-5, can also exist in glycosidic linkages, being however rare in nature. 

NeuAc is the most common structure in vertebrates, along with NeuGc which, however, is not 

present in the CNS, and suggested to be toxic for vertebrate neural systems.58,59 From a chemical 

point of view, the number and diversity of functional moieties carried by these molecules is 

remarkable: their basic structure comprises a carboxyl group (a strong acid, due to the anomeric 

position; pKa ~2.6), an exocyclic glycerol chain (C7, C8 and C9, each carrying a hydroxyl group) 

suitable for hydrogen bonding, an N-acetyl group (NeuAc) which can mediate hydrophobic 

interactions and be changed to a hydroxyl (KDN) or N-glycolyl group (NeuGc) to enhance the 

molecule hydrophilic properties. Each of these moieties can participate in the binding features of 

SA-containing glycans. Furthermore, SA as subjected to various additional substitutions on the 

hydroxyl groups at C-4, C-7, C-8, and C-9: O-acetylation, O-methylation, O-sulphation or O-
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lactylation, extending the already wide gamut of their chemical potentialities. Further complexity 

arises from the fact that the carboxylate group at C-1 can condense with nearby sugars hydroxyl 

groups or with a free amino group at C-5, forming an uncharged lacton or lactam, respectively. 

Ultimately, different linkages at terminal positions of N-glycans (α2–3, α2–6, α2–8, Fig. 1.4, 1-4) 

in addition to the above-mentioned chemical modifications, make them very good candidates to 

shape the biochemical information for glycan-protein, cell-cell, and pathogen-cell interactions. SA 

are sharp and versatile molecular tools, among the most rapidly evolving classes of glycans in 

nature, which ensemble in a given biological system has deserved its own definition of “sialome”.60 

SA occur in the cell as monosialyl residues capping the branches of N-glycans (Fig. 1.3, 2-3), but 

often also as polymers, in the form of oligo and polysialic acids (PSA) on glycoproteins (Fig. 1.4, 

4). In particular, PSA is one of the most biologically important glycoprotein epitope in vertebrates, 

it is conserved from the sea urchin to humans,61 and represents a good example of N-glycan 

terminal epitope involved in neuronal development. PSA is a unique, linear homopolymer of α2–

8 linked SA (Neu5Acα2-8)n (Fig. 1.4, 4), added mostly, but not only,61 on the neural cell adhesion 

molecule (NCAM, a glycoprotein expressed on the surface of neurons, glias and skeletal muscles, 

critical for cell-cell interactions and cognitive functions) on the termini of two specific N-glycans, 

and it regulates brain development, neurite outgrowth and targeting, while also affecting synaptic 

plasticity, memory and learning.62–64 PSA importance in neural development was demonstrated 

through the genetic deletions of ST8Sia II and IV polysialyltransferases in mice, which showed 

severe phenotypes in response, among which impaired movements and forebrain anatomical 

disorganisation associated with cellular apoptosis, leading to death within a few weeks.65,66 PSA 

was found to be involved in the myelination process and the migration and differentiation of neural 

and glial precursor cells, and its deficit led to a decreased expression of Pax6, an important actor 

for cellular migration processes and for the differentiation of neural precursors during cortex 

development.67 Another interesting example of N-glycan epitope involved in neural development 

is poly-N-acetyllactosamine (poly-LacNAc, PLN), a polymer constituted by repeating units of the 

common disaccharide (Galβ1,4-GlcNAcβ1,3)n (Fig. 1.4, 6), which synthesis, extension and 

branching are cooperatively regulated by the enzymes β1,6-branching glycosyltransferase GCNT2 

and glycosyltransferase β3GnT2, which expression in the nervous system are restricted to the 

olfactory epithelium and other sensory ganglia.68 Genetic deletion of the β3GnT2 glycotransferase 

in mice led to multiple abnormalities in the development of both the main olfactory system 

(olfactory sensory neurons, OSN) and accessory olfactory system (chemosensory neurons of the 

vomeronasal organ, VNO), including axon guidance, functional connectivity defects and neuronal 

survival.69,70 In the case of OSN in the main olfactory system, neural deficits are associated with 
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PLN hypoglycosylation of adenylyl cyclase 3, impairing the enzyme localisation and activity, 

leading to a decrement in the concentration of cAMP, which is a key signalling molecule in 

olfactory axon targeting.69 The human natural killer-1 glycan antigen (HNK-1; -SO3-3GlcAβ1-

3Galβ1-4GlcNAc, Fig. 1.4, 5), was originally identified as a marker of human natural killer cells 

(CD57 in immunology)71 and later found to be predominantly expressed in the nervous system on 

glycoproteins (N- and O-glycans) and glycolipids, being functionally involved in neural cell-

adhesion, recognition and migration.72 The HNK-1 antigen is widely expressed in CNS regions 

associated with neurogenesis and synaptic plasticity, such as the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus, 

perineuronal nets and in neural stem cells, where it has a direct impact on synaptic plasticity and 

higher brain functions such as spatial learning and memory formation.73–76 The GlcAT-P 

glucuronyltransferase is a key enzyme in the HNK-1 glycan antigen biosynthesis: its deletion 

caused abnormal dendritic spine morphogenesis in early postnatal mice and in cultured 

hippocampal neurons. Although HNK-1 was suggested to regulate synaptogenesis and post-

synaptic function through the ligand-gated channel AMPA-type (α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-

isoxazolepropionic acid type) glutamate receptor subunit GluR2, and post-synaptic protein PSD-

95, this glycan epitope is widely expressed on a series of cell adhesion (e.g., NCAM, L1, MAG) 

and extracellular molecules (e.g., tenascin-R, phosphacan) in the nervous system, which are almost 

completely deleted of it in GlcAT-P-deficient mice. Therefore, the effects seen on GlcAT-P-

deficient mice, could involve multiple HNK-1 bearing actors, making still not completely clear 

what are the precise molecular mechanisms of spine formation and synaptic plasticity regulated by 

the HNK-1 glycoepitope.77 In this context, a recent work suggested that tenascin-C (TNC), an 

extracellular matrix protein that regulates neurite outgrowth by interacting with the GPI-anchored 

protein contactin-1 (CNTN), is one of the major HNK-1 carrier proteins in the embryonic brain, 

and that the HNK-1 epitope is a key modifier of TNC and CNTN in the regulation of embryonic 

brain development.78 The authors showed that the presence of the HNK-1 antigen on the C 

domain of TNC promoted neurite outgrowth, that this signal was mediated by the HNK-1-

expressing neuronal receptor CNTN, and that neurons lacking the glucuronyltransferases GlcAT-

P and GlcAT-S, thus defective in neuronal HNK-1 expression, did not show neurite-promoting 

activity. 
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Fig. 1.4. N-glycan sialoepitopes involved in neural development. 1. NeuAcα2–6Gal (ST6GAL, 2 coding 
genes). 2. NeuAcα2–6GalNAc (ST6GALNAc, 6 coding genes). 3. NeuAcα2–3Gal (ST3GAL, 6 coding 
genes). 4. (NeuAcα2–8NeuAc)n (PSA, ST8SIA, 6 coding genes). 5. -SO3-3GlcAβ1-3Galβ1-4GlcNAc 
(HNK-1 antigen). 6. (Galβ1,4-GlcNAcβ1,3)n PLN. 

1.2.4 N-glycosylation in neural physiology. N-glycosylation affects the functioning of 

various actors involved in synaptic-related processes, with multifaceted effects on synaptic 

physiology. The HNK-1 antigen (Fig. 1.4, 5), discussed in the previous section, is suggested to be 

important for synaptic functions: genetic inactivation of enzymes involved in its biosynthesis 

(GlcAT-P, sulfotransferase HNK-1 ST, and β4-galactosyltransferase-2) caused neurological 

phenotypes in mice, comprising neural electrophysiological abnormalities, defects in neural 

plasticity, learning and memory, and reduced long-term potentiation of hippocampal synapses.75,79–

81 The HNK-1 glycan epitope was found to downregulate the endocytosis of the AMPA-type 

glutamate receptor subunit GluR2, to stabilise its expression on neuronal plasma membranes, and 

to possibly regulate the stability of GluR2 at synaptic connections by promoting its interactions 

with N-cadherin.77 Other neurotransmitter receptors, that function as ligand-gated ion channels 

(LICs, commonly referred to as ionotropic receptors), mediating the communication between 

neurons and at neuromuscular junctions, are also commonly glycosylated on their extracellular 
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domain. Ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs), a family encompassing large subfamilies of 

AMPA, kainate, and NMDA receptors, mediating fast synaptic transmission at the majority of 

mammalian excitatory synapses, and being involved in synaptic plasticity and extrasynaptic 

neuronal modulation,82 are N-glycosylated. N-glycosylation does not seem to be generally required 

for iGluRs function, since the biosynthesis, the transport, and subunit assembly of functional 

receptors on the cell membrane are not significantly affected by the lack of glycosylation.83–85 

Furthermore, crystallisation studies on kainate receptors showed that N-glycosylation is not 

directly involved in ligand binding,86 but N-glycans do affect desensitisation of these kind of 

receptors.87 Nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) are another class of LICs bearing N-linked 

carbohydrates and belonging to the pentameric ligand-gated superfamily of ion channels, also 

including glycine, serotonin and γ-aminobutiric acid (GABA) receptors.88 These receptors are 

involved in several neural functions, including the processing of sensory information, along with 

learning and memory, and regulate post-synaptic responses at neuromuscular junctions and brain 

synaptic connections.89 The functional properties of these receptors are regulated by N-

glycosylation: it promotes the local folding of some nAChRs functional domains,90,91 it is 

implicated in receptor conductance and desensitisation,92 and it influences their surface expression 

and cholinergic agonist-dependent gating.93,94 Another N-glycosylated neural actor is synaptic 

vesicle protein 2 (SV2), which is ubiquitously present at vertebrate synapses, it is suggested to 

mediate a maturation step of primed synaptic vesicles, and is critical for synaptic physiology, since 

its targeted gene inactivation in mice caused postnatal lethality due to severe seizures in the brain, 

but without any sign of developmental defects.95 There are three known SV2 isoforms, all 

harbouring N-glycans in their intravesicular loop, and the removal of all the N-glycosylation sites 

on SV2a (the most abundant isoform), inhibits its function and synaptic targeting, suggesting that 

SV2a N-glycans are important towards the protein proper folding and trafficking within the 

neuron.96 Differently, the removal of individual N-glycosylation sites on SV2a, demonstrated that 

single N-glycans are partially dispensable and seemingly redundant for the proper sorting of this 

protein to synaptic vesicles.97 In the same study, two other major glycoproteins of synaptic vesicles 

were taken into consideration, synaptogamin 1 and synaptophysin, and the results highlighted how 

N-glycans can play highly individualised regulatory roles, tailored for distinct glycoprotein targets 

dedicated to specific neural functions: N-glycosylation is completely dispensable for the sorting of 

synaptogamin 1, but essential for the synaptic localisation and function of synaptophysin. N-

glycosylation can also alter ion channels biophysical properties influencing channel gating, as in 

the case of the agonist-mediated regulation of the transient receptor potential Vanilloid Type 1 

(TRPV1, also known as capsaicin receptor), an unspecific cation channel functioning as a key 
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sensor of pain-sensing nerves,98 and belonging to a large family of transient receptor potential 

(TRP) ion channels, playing essential roles in sensor physiology. Human embryonic kidney cells 

(HRK-239) expressing a non-glycosylated version of the receptor (TRPV1-N640T), correctly 

displayed it on the plasma membrane but were rapidly desensitised, after capsaicin-evoked 

increments in intracellular calcium, in comparison to WT TRPV1 HEK-293. This underlined 

TRPV1 N-glycosylation as a fundamental chemical determinant of TRPV1 capsaicin-evoked 

desensitization and ionic permeability, and suggested that pathophysiological alterations in TRPV1 

glycosylation can affect the receptor function and, thus, pain transmission.99 Another example in 

this context is given by the TRPM8 receptor, also known as the cold and menthol receptor 1 

(CMR1), which is expressed in sensory neurons that respond to cold and cooling compounds (such 

as menthol). TRPM8 has been heterologously expressed in HEK-293 cells as both WT and 

unglycosylated mutant (TRPM8-N934Q), the latter showing a shift in the threshold of temperature 

activation and a reduced response to menthol and cold stimuli, due to a shift in the receptor 

voltage-dependent activation towards more positive potentials. This again showed the important 

roles that N-glycosylation can play in affecting the biophysical properties of receptors expressed 

in the nervous system.100 N-glycosylation is also able to influence neural cell excitability by 

modulating the expression and physiological response of voltage-gated ion channels, which 

regulate the membrane permeability of certain cations like Na+, K+ and Ca2+ and contribute to 

directionally propagate the electric signals.101–105 In this context, the importance of SA106 (Fig. 1.2-

1.4) in proper protein functioning is highlighted once again: Na+ channels in vertebrates are heavily 

decorated with SA107 and sialylated carbohydrate chains are negatively charged and can participate 

in electrostatic interactions with ions and other charged groups exposed on the cell surface, being 

also substantially present in the vicinity of the channel pore. Often this multiple SA are organised 

in the above-mentioned PSA molecule (Fig. 1.4, 4), and its involvement in the regulation of 

voltage-gated Na+ channels was unveiled by studies conducted on mouse mutant cardiomyocytes, 

with the ST8Sia II polysialyltransferase genetically inactivated. This enzyme is involved in PSA 

biosynthesis and its inactivation caused defects in atrial myocytes excitability and channel gating, 

with abnormal action potentials characterised by altered waveforms with a delayed peak, 

considerable depolarising shifts of the gating curves, and compromised fast inactivation.103 The 

role of channel sialylation in the nervous system was also investigated with murine models, by 

inhibiting the animal endogenous neuraminidase supply or treating the animals with exogenous 

neuraminidase, altering the SA physiological pattern in the brain: glycoprotein sialylation was 

found to profoundly affect the excitability of neural networks, also influencing the threshold for 

seizures in kindling epilepsy models.108,109 Although further studies are still necessary to fully 
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comprehend the extent and nuances of the N-glycosylation effects on neural glycoproteins, the 

examples presented within this section clearly demonstrate that N-glycans are important actors of 

vertebrate nervous system physiology and cannot be overlooked when dealing with 

neurobiochemical systems. 

1.2.5 N-glycosylation in neural pathology. In the light of the aforementioned examples of 

N-glycans relevance in vertebrate nervous system physiology, it is not surprising that major N-

glycosylation alterations have been observed in various CNS pathologies. For instance, considering 

Alzheimer’s disease, lectin-based blotting and immunostaining experiments on human samples 

have highlighted a decrease in SA and PSA-NCAM molecules,110,111 and anion-exchange column 

chromatography investigations led to the discovery of a non-physiological increment in high 

mannose and sialylated bi- and triantennary-type glycans on Tau proteins.112 Considering 

Huntington disease, mass spectrometry (MS) analyses of mouse brain showed non-physiological 

increase of different N-glycans, among which core-fucosylated, bi-antennary sialylated, and 

bisecting GlcNAc (GlcNAc in a β1-4-linkage to the mannose residue at the base of the trimannosyl 

core of the N-glycan, Fig. 1.5, 1) ones.113 In amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, HPLC and MALDI-

TOF-MS analyses on human sera showed an increase in sialylated glycan expression and a decrease 

of core-fucosylated glycans harboured on IgGs,114 while immunostaining experiments highlighted 

an increase in PSA-NCAM in samples from patients with multiple sclerosis.115 A fair number of 

studies have discovered altered N-glycosylation patterns in patients with schizophrenia. HPLC 

investigations showed that tetra-antennary, tetra-sialylated glycans with a PLN extension, from low 

abundance serum proteins, dislpayed a 2-fold increase in serum from male schizophrenia patients; 

tri-antennary tri-sialylated glycans containing the sialyl Lewis X glycoepitope (Fig. 1.5, 2) were 

significantly increased in male schizophrenia patients, on both high and low abundance serum 

proteins; and the levels of bisecting and sialylated glycans in the cerebrospinal fluid showed a 

general down-regulation in schizophrenia patients and a 95% positive predictive power for 

distinguishing patients from controls.116 Immunostaining experiments showed reduced PSA-

NCAM in the great majority of schizophrenic brain hippocampi, suggesting an altered plasticity 

of this structure in a large proportion of schizophrenic brains.117 Western Blot (WB) analyses on 

post-mortem tissue from the dorsolateral prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortices of patients with 

schizophrenia showed a decrease in glycan expression on excitatory amino acid transporters, 

suggesting an altered functioning of the protein with a decreased capacity for glutamate reuptake.118 

Other WB and lectin affinity assays highlighted alterations of N-linked high mannose and/or 

hybrid glycans on ionotropic glutamate receptor subtypes.119,120 Brain cancers also display aberrant 

N-glycosylation profiles seemingly promoting the disease pathological effects. In Glioblastoma 
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multiforme (GMB), label-free quantitative MS investigations, lectin microarray, and multi-lectin 

chromatography, showed an increase in fucosylated N-glycans expressed on human and mouse 

cell surfaces.121,122 Furthermore, immunostaining studies revealed an increased content of PSA-

NCAM in glioma cell lines, suggesting PSA-NCAM as a valuable biomarker for the prognosis of 

GBM patients.123 In the context of paediatric brain cancers (astrocytoma and ependymoma), a 

study124 conducted using lectin staining displayed an increase in bisecting N-glycans, coherently 

with what was seen in other experimental tumour models, in which bisecting GlcNAc was 

correlated with tumour progression, thus suggesting that bisecting GlcNAc in paediatric brain 

tumours may have a potential relevance as a tumour marker. 

1.2.6 The N-glycosylation “brain-type” pattern. A fair number of glyco(proteo)mics studies 

have investigated N-glycosylation patterns and their roles on immunoglobulins,125,126 plasma 

samples,127 and even blood, 128 although comparatively scarce work has been carried out on solid 

tissues which, mainly due to their higher complexity, still remain a fairly underexplored territory. 

Early studies from the 90s comprising brain N-glycan purification and analysis, delivered the first 

evidence of a “brain-type” glycosylation pattern, highlighting the main types and distribution of 

N-glycans in rodent brains. Wing et al. generated a “library” of N-linked glycans from murine brain 

and they found that it was dominated by anionic N-glycans (~85%) that were heterogeneous in 

character: sialylated N-glycans were identified after neuraminidase treatment (~30%), along with 

sulphated (methanolysis, ~25%), phosphorylated (aq. hydrofluoric acid treatment, ~30%), and a 

small part of neuraminidase/methanolysis/HF-resistant but anionic species, suggested to belong 

to the uronic acid family (e.g., glucuronic acid). 129 Chen et al., reported that the percentage of neutral 

N-glycans in the rat brain was approximately 25%, in agreement with the above-mentioned data, 

and demonstrated that the neutral N-glycan profiles deriving from adult mouse and rat brain tissue 

were basically identical.39 They also showed, using MALDI-MS, exoglycosidase sequencing 

followed by one or two-dimensional HPLC analysis, that the neutral N-glycan fraction was 

composed, in respect to the total n° of glycans, by oligomannosidic N-glycans (~15%), di/tri-

antennary complex N-glycans (~6 and 1% respectively), and hybrid structures (~3%), with the 

latter two classes being uniformly α(1-3) fucosylated on the outer-arm (Lewis X determinant, Fig. 

1.5, 2) and α(1-6)-core fucosylated (Fig. 1.5, 4), but also carrying a bisecting GlcNAc residue (Fig. 

1.5, 1), even if in a less uniform way. The relative abundance of oligomannosidic N-glycans (Fig. 

1.3, 1), highlighting their substantial expression in the CNS, is significative, since this class of N-

glycan is not usually associated with glycoproteins belonging to other tissues (e.g., kidney, liver).130 

A fair share of the analysed di-antennary complex neutral N-glycans were found to be truncated, 

lacking the Gal residue entirely or without having the Manα(1-3)-arm of the trimannosyl core 
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substituted, an observation coherent with previous studies, where a high proportion of N-glycans 

with non-substituted terminal GlcNAc residues (consistent with truncation) was found, along with 

bisecting GlcNAc residues.130 Hybrid N-glycans (Fig. 1.3, 3) were also found, presenting an outer-

arm Fuc in the absence of core fucosylation, another unusual feature in respect to other tissues. 

No terminal GalNAc residues or α(1-2)-fucosylation of terminal Gal were found in this study, 

even if the former modification was found in sheep brain131 and the latter is suggested to be 

involved in memory consolidation,132–134 though they might be present in the brain N-glycan 

anionic fraction or be enriched in some other species apart from rodents. An extension of this 

work investigated the sialylated N-glycans from rat brain (~30% of the total N-glycan population), 

using a combination of endoglycosidase and exoglycosidase sequencing, anion-exchange 

chromatography, normal and reverse phase HPLC, MALDI-MS, and GC-MS. Mono/di/tri/tetra-

sialylated N-glycans showed abundances of approximately 12, 10, 7 and 7% respectively (in respect 

to the total N-glycans population), and PLN-containing and hybrid N-glycans were detected too. 

The authors found that α(1-3)-outer-arm and α(1-6)-core fucosylation (Fig. 1.5, 2, 4), along with 

bisecting GlcNAcs (Fig. 1.5, 1) were frequently present, and structural groups such as sialyl Lewis 

X (Fig. 1.5, 3) and NeuAcα2-3Galβ1-4GlcNAc antennae (Fig. 1.4, 3) were common. 

Furthermore, a widespread distribution of β1-3-linked Gal was observed, allowing for a high 

degree of sialylation, as exemplified by the finding of the di-sialyl Lewis C epitope [NeuAcα2-

3Galβ1-3(NeuAcα2-6)GlcNAc] (Fig. 1.5, 5).135 These results highlighted how the N-glycans 

derived from adult rat brain are able to display rich and peculiar arrays of NeuAc residues, in the 

form of multi-antennary, PLN-containing and hybrid structures, along with exploiting the unusual 

sialylation of GlcNAc residues, β1-3-linked to sialylated Gals within the di-sialyl Lewis C epitope, 

furnishing tailored patterns of information readable by neural lectins. 
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Fig. 1.5. N-glycan features typical of the “brain-type” N-glycome. 1. Bisecting GlcNAc (GlcNAcβ1–4Man). 
2. Lewis X antigen [Galβ1–4(Fucα1–3)GlcNAcβ1–3Gal]. 3. Sialyl Lewis X antigen [NeuAcα2–3Galβ1–
4(Fucα1–3)GlcNAcβ1–3Gal]. 4. Core Fucose (Fucα1–6GlcNAcβ1–Asn). 5. Di-sialyl Lewis C antigen 
[NeuAcα2–3Galβ1–3(NeuAcα2–6)GlcNAc]. 

1.2.7 N-glycosylation on a CNS protein target: the case of Neuroserpin. Neuroserpin (serpin 

I1, NS) is an axonally-secreted protein firstly identified from cultured chicken dorsal root ganglion 

neurons,136 and later assigned to the serpin superfamily, a large family of serine protease inhibitors 

sharing a universal conformation called the “serpin fold” (three β-sheets core surrounded by 8-9 

α-helices).137 Serpins inhibit serine proteases with a particular mechanism: an exposed structural 

feature of the protein, called the reactive centre loop (RCL), acts as a pseudo-substrate for the 
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target protease, which cleaves it, causing a conformational transition in which the protease is 

translocated from the top to the bottom of the serpin, while its RCL inserts into its β-sheet A, 

leading to the protease irreversible inactivation by molecular rearrangement.138 The serpin-protease 

stable complex reveals new epitopes, thanks to the conformational changes taking place during 

the process, which are recognised by membrane receptors mediating the complex cellular 

internalisation towards degradation.139 Human NS (UniProtKB ID. Q99574) is a 46 KDa 

glycoprotein of 410 amino acids predominantly expressed in the nervous system. NS main target 

is the tissue plasminogen activator (tPA),140–142 in both the single and double chain forms, while 

other proteases such as urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA), trypsin, NGF-γ, plasmin, and 

thrombin are also inhibited, even if to a moderately to substantially lesser extent.143,144 NS has been 

found involved in several physiological processes, such as the regulation of emotional behaviour, 

synaptic plasticity, neural functioning and neuroprotection; on the other hand, it has been linked 

to several neuropathologies, such as familial encephalopathy with neuroserpin inclusion bodies 

(FENIB), Alzheimer’s, schizophrenia, and brain cancer.145 Amongst these, FENIB is the most 

widely studied: this serpinopathy is caused by point mutations in key residues of the enzyme serpin 

fold (β-sheet A for RCL insertion), causing structural instability, and making NS prone to form 

loop-sheet polymers. NS mutations cause multiple damages: firstly, they lower the concentration 

of available NS through polymers and inclusion bodies formation, therefore impairing NS 

physiological effects; secondly, NS polymers overwhelm the cellular metabolic system, ultimately 

leading to cell death due to the activation of the ER overload response;146 in addition, NS mutants 

display secretory problems, which prevent the enzyme to be in place to exert its function; and 

finally, NS mutants are poorer tPA inhibitors in comparison to WT NS.147–149 These effects 

concretise in a severe neurodegeneration of FENIB patients, which worsen with the progression 

of the disease, along with epileptic events probably due to the protein loss-of-function.149,150 NS 

presents three glycosylation sites on N157, 321 and 401, an important feature for its maturation 

quality control, since NS mutants are directed to protein degradation through the ER-associated 

protein degradation (ERAD) system, thanks to the interactions with the OS-9 lectin, depending 

on the N-glycans at positions N157 and N321.151 While it is logical to imagine a role for NS N-

glycans in its folding, stability and functioning, little work has been done so far to investigate these 

aspects, both in physiological and pathological context. Moreover, a structural characterisation of 

NS N-glycan chemical structures is still lacking. Moriconi et al.,152 demonstrated that N157 and N321 

are glycosylated in human WT NS and in its pathogenic versions (e.g., G239E, S49P, S52R, 

H338R), while N401 usually does not harbour N-glycans. However, when the G392E NS mutant 

was analysed, the authors found a variable portion of it presenting the N401 site glycosylated in a 
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cell-type independent fashion. Furthermore, they showed that this different glycosylation pattern 

is not common in other NS polymerogenic mutants and that the portion of NS molecules bearing 

it increased with the mutant time of residence within the ER. The authors set out to investigate 

NS glycosylation role in the serpin polymerisation mechanism, by creating and analysing the 

N157A, N321A, and N157A/N321A WT and G392E mutants. Through SDS-PAGE, WB and 

ELISA approaches, they observed a small to moderate increase of polymer formation for the single 

mutants, augmented in the case of the double ones, suggesting that NS N-glycosylation plays a 

role in preventing aberrant polymer formation within the ER. The presence of the N-glycan chain 

at N401 on the G392E NS mutant increased with its time of permanence in the ER, and is specific 

to this mutant, since WT NS experimentally locked in the ER by the use of brefeldin A (an 

inhibitor of the normal ER-Golgi recycling, inducing accumulation of secretory proteins) did not 

show the modification. N401 glycosylation on G392E NS was then found to facilitate the mutant 

degradation when the proteasome machinery was inhibited, suggesting a role in the NS mutant 

clearance efficiency. The authors thus reported different roles for NS N-glycans: those at positions 

N157 and N321 protect against polymerisation, but not by stabilising the protein folding. In fact, 

the one displaying the strongest effect (N321) was tested for its ability to trigger the unfolded 

protein response (UPR, an ER stress response activated by the accumulation of misfolded 

proteins), by co-transfecting COS-7 cell lines with NS mutants and UPR reporter: no significant 

UPR activation was observed, indicating that the N-glycan is not required for the maintenance of 

NS globally folded state. Therefore, to explain the increased polymerisation behaviour of N321A 

and N157 NS, the authors ascribed the mutant effects to steric hindrance of intermolecular 

interactions or to stabilisation of a region with a tendency to increased conformational lability, 

particularly during polymerisation, as previously reported in analogous cases.153 The addition of 

the N-glycan at position N401, a site present in most species and normally unmodified, was 

suggested to promote the mutant degradation when point mutations near this site cause local 

destabilisation, potentially leading to polymerisation. In this scenario, the N-glycan at position 

N401 would act as a reporter of NS C-terminal lability, even if this uncommon NS glycosylation 

was not associated with polymerisation across any of the other NS variants studied. This suggested 

that such C- terminal behaviour might not be critical for polymer formation in FENIB, indicating 

that different mechanisms might contribute through different extent towards the pathological 

effects of serpinopathies. Notwithstanding the relatively moderate and not so far clearly 

generalised effects of NS N-glycans, these experiments pointed out the involvement of these 

macromolecules in NS polymerisation behaviour, thus calling for further studies to fully unveil the 

seemingly fine glycochemical features of the process. 
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1.3 GLYCOANALYTICAL TOOLS FOR NEUROCHEMISTRY STUDIES. 

In the light of the above-mentioned evidences of N-glycans involvement in a plethora of 

nervous system related pathophysiological processes and considering the complexity of N-glycan 

samples due to macro-/microheterogeneity, the necessity to have precise and robust 

glycoanalytical tools and methods for N-glycans thorough investigation is clearly crucial. Glycans 

have been in fact largely neglected in the large proteomic effort started decades ago,154 arguably 

due to their high complexity, and glycoproteomic analyses still remain far from routine when 

compared to proteomics. It is thus imperative to develop efficient platforms for glycoanalysis, and 

to enrich the molecular toolkit of a glycoanalyst, in order to unveil reliable glycobiomarkers 

towards functional studies. In this context it is fundamental to consider the complete 

glycomolecular system to be investigated, which is always composed by the N-glycan(s) and the 

carrier glycoprotein, one influencing the properties of the other (e.g., protein folding affecting the 

exposure of the N-glycan on the surface and/or the N-glycan affecting the folding, and the 

biological recognition properties of the protein; different ensembles of N-glycans on the same 

glycoprotein site, creating glycoforms with possibly different folding/biochemical effects), in the 

context of a “breathing” object, which actual in vivo state is a function of the tissue metabolism. 

This translates into the necessity to perform N-glycoprotein analyses, which are more complicated 

than glycomic ones, because they involve the investigation of the glycan(s), the glycan-carrier 

protein, and its glycosylation site(s). Despite the need for comprehensive information regarding 

the glycomolecular system, glycomics data alone are certainly not useless, because they can often 

identify aberrant glycosylation changes in diseases and facilitate the characterization of 

glycoproteins, solving a part of the N-glycosylation puzzle, possibly simplifying and confirming 

the N-glycoproteomic analyses. Consequently, glycotools and glycoanalytical methods that 

facilitate precise and robust analysis of both neural N-glycans and their carrier N-glycoproteins 

presence, distribution and structure, are critical for advancing the understanding of N-glycosylation 

role in the CNS, and are also necessary for the discovery of new biomarkers for disease diagnosis 

and prognosis.  

1.3.1 Glycan binding proteins: detection and targeting in the CNS. Lectins are one of the 

most basic though precious tools for glycobiology. Most of them originate from plants, but some 

also come from animals (e.g., snails) or mushrooms. Different lectins have different specificities 

towards N-glycan epitopes and usually show binding affinities (Kd) of about 1-10 µM (i.e., complex 

N-glycans), lowered to the nanomolar range for complex glycoconjugates with multiple 

determinants or multivalency. One well-known example is Concanavalin A (ConA), an α-
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mannose/α-glucose-binding lectin that recognizes N-glycans and is not known to bind common 

O-glycans on animal cell glycoproteins. Its affinity is higher for oligomannose-type N-glycans than 

complex-type biantennary one, and it does not recognise more highly branched structures, though 

it can be used to bind hybrid ones. Other widely used lectins are Lens culinaris agglutinin that can 

be used for mannose residues; Ricinus comnuis agglutinin-I (RCA-I) which recognises β-linked 

terminal Gal; Erythrina cristigalli lectin (ECL), specific towards β1-4-linked terminal Gal, and 

Griffonia simplicifolia agglutinin-I-B4 (GS-I-B4), binding α1-3-linked terminal Gal. There are also 

lectins able to discern the presence of Fuc residues: Ulec europaeus agglutini-I (UEA-I) and Anguilla 

anguilla agglutinin (AAA) recognise α1-2-linked Fuc present on Gal β1-3/4-linked to GlcNAc; 

Tetragonolobus purpureas agglutin-I (TPA) and Aleuria aurantia lectin (AAL) bind to α1-3-linked Fuc 

when carried by a GlcNAc residue eventually elongated by a Gal residue, without the addition of 

SA; AAA and AAL agglutinin and lectin are also capable of binding α1-4-linked Fuc, and the latter 

recognises α1-6-linked Fuc too; Lens culinaris agglutinin (LCA) and Pisum sativum agglutinin (pea 

lectin) are capable of binding di/tri-antennary-core α6-fucosylated complex-type N-glycans, but 

not tetra-antennary or 2,4-branched tri-antennary N-glycans. Similar to the latter examples, there 

are lectins specifically binding N-glycans features, like Phaseolus vulgaris erythroagglutinin (E-PHA), 

recognising bisected di/tri-antennary complex-type N-glycans; Phaseolus vulgaris leucoagglutinin (L-

PHA), binding to 2,6-branched tri/tetra-antennary complex-type N-glycans; and Datura stramonium 

agglutinin (DSA), specific towards 2,4-branched tri/tetra-antennary complex-type N-glycans. 

There also lectins able to bind SA, of which importance and presence on CNS N-glycans has been 

previously discussed: wheat germ agglutinin (Triticum vulgaris; WGA) and Limax flavus agglutinin 

(LFA) recognise SA (α2-3, α2-6 or α2-8-linked); Maackia amurensis leucoagglutinin (MAL) binds 

α2-3-linked SA when exposed on Gal residues β1-4-linked to GlcNAc, but also 3-O-sulphated 

LacNAc residues; while Maackia amurensis erythroagglutinin (MAH) recognises 2-3-sialylated core 

1 (sialylated T antigen), and Sambucus nigra agglutinin (SNA) is specific towards 6-O-sulphated 

LacNAc. Other lectins are useful towards linear and branched poly-N-acetyl lactosamine moieties, 

or terminal GlcNAc or GalNAc, making the glycoanalyst lectin-based toolkit rich and versatile.155 

Lectins have been exploited in the CNS for neuronal tracing applications, in which anatomical 

labelling approaches are used to understand the organisation of the brain, and where in vivo visibility 

is crucial for reliable high-resolution tracing of neuronal tracts. WGA capacity of binding neural 

cell-surface glycan epitopes such as SA and GlcNAc has been extensively exploited to study 

neuronal synapses and the wiring patterns among specific types of neurons that control the 

processing of the information in the brain.156 More recently, a WGA tracer conjugated with an 

Alexa fluorophore was used for the same purpose within the mouse cerebellum, to mark and map 
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neural circuits controlling motor functions with high-resolution and specificity,157 and for trans-

neuronal tracing in other animal species, among which Drosophila158 and rodent brains.159 Lectins 

have been extensively used for neural glycoprofile and tracing, even if the generally exhibited low 

affinities, and the requirement of multivalency to achieve efficient binding, limit their suitability 

for glycobiomarker detection purposes. This limitation clearly highlights the necessity of 

finding/developing high-affinity glycan binding proteins, of which antibodies (Ab) represent one 

of the most promising candidates. Although Ab against protein antigens belonging to specific 

neural cell types have been developed and characterised,160 efficient monoclonal anti-glycan Ab 

remain scarce, due to the challenging processes of development and selection.161 IgM and IgG 

subtypes anti-glycan Ab obtained from mice are however fairly used in glycobiology, some of 

which are commercially available, while others only obtainable from individual laboratories or 

stock centres. Ab against mammalian antigens recognise mainly terminal glycan determinants, but 

a significant role in determining specificity and affinity is played by the context of the antigen 

expression (free glycan/glycoprotein/glycolipid), and the class of the glycan (N/O-linked), which 

means that also the non-terminal glycan architecture, and the global environment harbouring it, 

account for the recognition process. An example of anti-glycan Ab for CNS studies is given by the 

use of mAb735, which binds to the α2–8-linked SA chain of PSA (Fig. 1.4, 4). This Ab was used 

to demonstrate PSA involvement in the formation and maintenance of myelin. 

Immunofluorescence staining in transgenic mice models, using the above-mentioned Ab, showed 

that the down-regulation of PSA is a prerequisite for efficient myelination and myelination 

maintenance on mature oligodendrocytes.162 More generally, glycan binding proteins can be used 

for glycan identification (e.g., using the right Ab to elucidate the presence of a specific glycan 

epitope in a biological system), purification (e.g., affinity chromatography, 

immunoprecipitation/lectin-induced precipitation, or WB approaches), characterisation of cell 

surface glycoconjugates (e.g., (immune)histochemistry techniques, flow cytometry with cell 

sorting, cell agglutination strategies), and to select cell lines expressing altered cell-surface glycans, 

among others.155 

1.3.2 Bioorthogonal chemical reporters for metabolic glycan labelling. SA analogues (or 

biosynthetic precursors like N-acetylmannosamine) functionalised with chemically reactive and 

low cytotoxic groups (e.g., azide, thiol, alkene, alkyne, diazo, photo cross-linkers) are used to target 

and label sialoglycans in living animals, through a strategy called metabolic glycan 

labelling/engineering (MGL/MGE). In MGL, the SA promiscuous biosynthetic pathway, which 

enzymes tolerate subtle chemical differences of the substrates, is “hijacked” to make the animal 

expose sialoglycans modified with reactive functional groups, by feeding it with the biocompatible 
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but chemically modified sialo-analogue that is “naturally” incorporated in the final glycan. This 

biorthogonal chemistry approach grants the presence of reactive groups on the animal cell surface, 

that can be further in vivo bioconjugated with various functionalities (e.g., imaging probes or affinity 

tags), using a two-step chemical reporter strategy towards the desired investigation.163 The 

methodology has been used for in vivo brain imaging,164–166 even if the administration of sialo-

analogues can be hampered by the presence of the blood-brain barrier (BBB). To overcome the 

problem, some strategies have been adopted, like further conjugating the sialo-analogues with 

neuroactive carriers such as choline, to exploit the carrier-mediated transport system at the BBB 

and reach the brain via simple tail intravenous injection in mice.166 This approach is a powerful 

way to investigate one of the major components of the CNS N-glycome, exploitable to study the 

actual, in vivo, metabolic-state dependent sialoglycome composition. 

1.3.3 Chromatography and MS-based techniques. In addition to the investigation of the 

presence and distribution of N-glycans in neural tissues, a thorough chemical characterisation, by 

the point of view of monosaccharide composition, connectivity and stereochemistry, is necessary 

to fully unlock the chemical information within these structures. The chemical identification of 

the N-glycosylation pattern of a system (e.g., protein, cell or tissue) requires powerful analytical 

set-ups, able to separate and identify the N-glycan or N-glycoprotein components of the biological 

sample in the most possible accurate way. The most widely used technique to do so is probably 

liquid-chromatography coupled to (tandem) MS (LC-MS/MS), in which the chromatographic step, 

usually carried out employing (ultra)high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC/UPLC) 

analytical set-ups, furnishes the first two levels of information (intensity of the signal, e.g., 

fluorescence vs retention time of the analyte), while the detection step achieves two additional 

levels (identification of the mass of the analyte at a specific retention time, and fragmentation data 

deriving from the selected analyte, Fig. 1.6).  
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Fig. 1.6. Informational dimensions of a typical LC-MS/MS experiment. A. A 2D resolution is achieved in 
the chromatographic step, in which the analytes are separated according to their retention time (RT-axis) 
and the relative abundance of the chromatographic peaks (i, j, z) containing the analyte(s) is measured using 
the chromatographic peak area, which is a function of the signal intensity (EU-axis = emission units; e.g., 
fluorescence) and the RT (i.e., peak elution window). B. An enlargement of peak j is shown (i.e., between 
∆t1 and ∆t2): peak j is represented as an ideal peak in which only one analyte is contained. As the analytes 
are continuously eluted from the chromatographic step into the detection (MS), the instrument records the 
MS information (m/z, mass to charge ratio of the analyte), by acquiring an x number of spectra across the 
peak (x depends on the analytical set-up). MS scans of peak j are reported in green alongside the m/z axis; 
ID = isotopic distribution of the analyte contained in the j peak (i.e., in the example, a doubly charged ion). 
According to the experimental set-up of the spectrometer, a number of precursor ions (e.g., one, red circle) 
are chosen from the MS spectrum to undergo fragmentation, affording the MS/MS information necessary 
for the analyte structural determination. 

These chromatographic analytical set-ups ensure a fair level of analyte separation within the 

analysed mixture, and the N-glycan labelling, achieved by using appropriate fluorophores (e.g., 2-

Aminobenzamide, Procainamide), permits the analyte detection and boosts its ionisation, by 

augmenting its proton affinity, thus enhancing the structural identification via MS. As already 

introduced above, N-glycomics is the analysis of released N-glycans, without their protein carrier, 

while N-glycoproteomics is the analysis of the glycopeptides, retaining the information about both 

the protein and glycan component. The state of the art of both approaches will be briefly described 

in the following, focusing on the most recent methodological developments.  
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1.3.4 LC-MS based N-glycomic approaches. Considering LC-MS based N-glycomics, a 

basic qualitative workflow can be summarised as in the following (Fig. 1.7):  

 

Fig. 1.7. Schematic representation of a general LC-MS based N-glycomics workflow. 1. N-glycan release. 
2. N-glycan purification. 3. N-glycan labelling. 4. N-glycan separation and structural elucidation via LC-
MS/MS. 

N-glycans are firstly released from the biological system under investigation, by using chemical 

treatment (e.g., hydrazinolysis,129 NaClO – oxidative-release of natural glycans167) or enzymatic 

digestion (e.g., Peptide N-glycosidase F, peptide N-glycosidase A, endo-β-N-acetylglucosaminidase 

H). Enzymatic digestion is generally preferable over chemical treatment for the release of N-

glycans, because it can provide specific and efficient sugar removal under milder and cleaner 

conditions in respect to chemical treatments. The most common method for N-glycan release is 

enzymatic digestion using peptide-N-glycosidase F (PNGase F), in which the release of N-glycans 

from glycoproteins or glycopeptides contained in complex mixtures is usually achieved by 

overnight incubation at 37°C. There are also faster protocols involving microwaves (10 min)168 or 

immobilised PNGase F under ultrasonication (2 min).169 PNGase F is able to detach all kind of 

high-mannose, complex, and hybrid N-glycans except the ones with α1-3- linked core-Fuc.170 

There are also other enzymatic options such as PNGase A, which cleaves N-glycans with or 

without α1-3-linked core-Fuc residues, although being more efficient on glycopeptides than 

glycoproteins, meaning that an additional step of glycopeptides generation is required to fully 

exploit the enzyme performance. PNGase H+, is a novel bacterial enzyme showing the advantages 

of both PNGase F and A, although working at a pH optimum of 2.6,171 in which the loss of SA is 

a probable drawback. A variety of endoglycosidases cleaving between the two GlcNAc residues in 

the core region (leaving one GlcNAc bound to the protein) also exist. These enzymes have 

narrower specificities for different types of N-glycans than PNGase F or A. Endoglycosidase H 

(Endo H) and Endo F1 cleave high-mannose and some hybrid-type oligosaccharides, but not 

complex-type oligosaccharides; Endo F2 cleaves high-mannose and biantennary complex-type 

oligosaccharides; Endo F3 works on bi-antennary and tri-antennary complex-type 

oligosaccharides, especially if core-fucosylated.172 Free N-glycans obtained after enzymatic release 

are then purified/enriched with suitable methods (e.g., lectin-based,173 solid-phase extraction-

based174,175), and chemically labelled (e.g., reductive amination,176 hydrazide chemistry,177 carbamate 
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derivatisation178) to be analysed by the detection system (e.g., fluorescence/UV detection and/or 

mass analyser). The first kind of derivatisation usually performed on N-glycans is reducing end 

derivatisation, most commonly carried out through reductive amination (Fig. 1.8): the primary 

amine group from the fluorophore chosen for the labelling reacts with the aldehyde group of the 

glycan to form a secondary amine under reducing conditions.  

 

Fig. 1.8. Proposed mechanism of reductive amination for N-glycan labelling. 1. PNGase F cleaves the 
GlcNAcβ1–Asn bond, releasing the N-glycan, terminating with a GlcNAc-glycosylamine (R = N-glycan; 
R1,2 = protein. 2. Reductive amination; 2a = the mildly acidic conditions promote glycosylamine hydrolysis, 
possibly through the formation of an iminium ion, as reported in the literature for less complex 
structures.179,180 2b = After glycosylamine hydrolysis, the GlcNAc-terminating N-glycan is present as an 
equilibrium between the hemiacetalic and aldehydic forms, with the latter promoted by the acidic 
conditions. 2c = The GlcNAc aldehydic group reacts with the fluorescent dye (e.g., aminobenzamide, 2-
AB, R3 = CONH2, used in excess), affording the iminium ion intermediate further reduced by the reducing 
agent (e.g., 2-methylpyridine borane complex, 2-MB) to yield the labelled N-glycan (2d). 2e = competing 
side reaction showing the direct reduction of the N-glycan aldehydic group by the reducing agent, yielding 
the unlabelled N-glycan (2f), invisible at the chromatographic level but detectable with MS. 
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A variety of reagents have been developed as chemical tags, adding a chromophore or fluorophore 

to the N-glycan structure, such as 2-aminobenzamide (2-AB), 2-aminobenzoic acid (2-AA), 2- 

aminopyridine (PA), 2-aminonaphthalene trisulfonic acid (ANTS), 1-aminopyrene-3,6,8-

trisulfonic acid (APTS) and Procainamide (ProA).181–183 As briefly mentioned above, apart for 

making it possible to identify the N-glycan structures and perform relative quantification using UV 

or fluorescence detectors, these chemical labels introduce functional groups (e.g., secondary 

amine) that can hugely improve the ionisation efficiency of glycans in positive ion mode when 

performing MS analyses. Reductive amination is not the only way to functionalise the reducing 

terminus of glycans, although the most widely employed: Michael addition reaction can be 

performed using 1-phenyl-3-methyl-5-pyrazolone (PMP) or its analogues,184,185 and hydrazide 

labelling using (carboxymethyl)trimethylammonium chloride hydrazide was another tested 

strategy,186,187 among the others.188 A further step of the labelling strategy can also be adopted when 

the goal is also to elucidate some N-glycan isomers, and it concerns the N-glycan termini instead 

of the reducing end: SA α2,3 and α2,6 differential linkage can be discerned by performing an 

esterification reaction. Esterification (e.g., 1-ethyl-3-(3-(dimethylamino)propyl)carbodiimide, 

EDC; 1-hydroxybenzotriazole, HOBt; ethanolic solution) of SA results in linkage-specific mass 

shifts for the α2,3 and α2,6 linked forms: internal cyclic esters are generated in the former, while 

alkyl esterification reaction occurs in the latter, prompting defined mass differences easily 

recognisable in mass spectra (Fig. 1.9).  
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Fig. 1.9. Esterification reaction performed on α2-6-linked and α2-3-linked SA. 1. The carboxyl group of 
α2-6-linked (A) or α2-3-linked (B) SA (R3 = glycan) reacts with EDC (R1 = 1-ethyl; R2 = 3-
dimethylaminopropyl). 2. The carboxyl group of SA is further activated with HOBt in acid catalysis (HA = 
acid, A- = base) towards nucleophilic substitution with the desired alcohol (e.g., ethanol). 3a. Nucleophilic 
substitution at α2-6-linked SA activated carbonyl group by ethanol. 3b. In the case of α2-3-linked SA, 
intramolecular reaction involving the hydroxyl group at C-2 of the nearby monosaccharide (e.g., Gal) is 
favoured over nucleophilic substitution by the free alcohol. 4. Subsequent acid-base reactions lead to the 
collapse of the tetrahedral intermediate and removal of HOBt as the best leaving group, affording the ethyl-
esterified α2-6-linked sialoglycan (A) or the intramolecularly lactonized α2-3-linked one (B). 

Furthermore, the procedure is efficient in stabilising acidic glycans, therefore enabling their 

simultaneous analysis along with the neutral ones.189 Another chemical approach to enhance N-

glycans stability prior to mass analysis is the use of permethylation (e.g., dimethyl sulfoxide, methyl 

iodide, solid hydroxide;190 further improved more recently191–193), suitable for the aforementioned 

purpose with either matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) or electrospray ionization 
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(ESI),194 and employable in combination with SA dimethylamidation to further boosts the 

experimental sensitivity.195 After the labelling step, N-glycans are then separated with diverse 

methods, such as Hydrophilic Interaction Liquid Chromatography (HILIC),196 or Porous 

Graphitised Chromatography (PGC),197 (but non-chromatographic techniques can be used also, 

such as Capillary Electrophoresis198 or Ion Mobility199), and their structural profile is detected using 

appropriate mass analysers within mass spectrometers able to deliver fragmentation data. If the 

goal of the analysis is the sample absolute quantification, the use of internal or external standards, 

as well as isobaric/isotopic labelling is necessary prior to detection.200 The N-glycan separation 

step is of course crucial for further structural elucidation, and LC-based approaches are currently 

the most prevalent glycan separation technique for several reasons: (1) there is ample choice of 

methods for either native or derivatised glycans, based on the interaction between glycans and 

stationary phases; (2) the use of top-notch LC instrumentations, such as UPLC201 (column packed 

with < 2 µm sorbent particles, pressures up to 10.000-15.000 psi, flow rate of 0.5-1 mL/min) or 

nanoLC202 (column packed with < 5 µm sorbent particles, pressures up to 6000-7000 psi, flow rate 

of 50-500 nL/min) systems, further boost the separation efficiency and sensitivity, delivering on-

line, continuous analyses when coupled with MS detection; (3) good isomeric separation can 

normally be achieved without the use of non-volatile salts, another parameter favouring the 

compatibility with MS detection. Despite the numerous techniques available to date, however, 

there still is an increasing demand for the identification and characterisation of glycan isomers 

which, notwithstanding the technological improvements, still represent a challenge. SA linkage 

isomers shape some Ab unique interactions,203 and several types of carcinomas have been found 

to have aberrant expression of glycan isomers,204 highlighting how the separation of these 

structures could be crucial in the context of biomedical applications. Considering the LC-based 

separation techniques, even though partial isomeric separation has been observed employing a 

C18 column205 (i.e., hydrophobic stationary phase usually employed for peptides separation), PGC 

or HILIC columns definitely represent the most advanced LC stationary phases to date capable of 

facilitating the isomeric separation of glycans,206 and the latter will be shortly introduced in the 

following since part of the analytical set-up used within this thesis experimental work. HILIC is a 

separation technique related to normal phase chromatography, differing from the latter from the 

point of view of the analyte interactions with the stationary phase. The chromatography of 

carbohydrates conducted on HILIC stationary phases (Fig. 1.10) has been shown to involve a 

partitioning mechanism in contrast to the traditional adsorption chromatography on normal phase 

materials.207 In HILIC in fact, the analyte partitions between the mobile phase (organic solvent 

with a small percentage of buffers) and a water-enriched layer at the surface of the highly polar 
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stationary phase, with a retention mechanism207,208 involving hydrogen bonding, ion-dipole and 

dipole–dipole interactions, depending on the analyte in question and on the employed HILIC 

stationary phase (silica particles, amine-, hydroxy-, amide-bonded (Fig. 1.10), zwitterionic particles 

or monoliths).209,210 

 

Fig. 1.10. HILIC stationary phase of the column (1, Waters, Milford, MA) used within this thesis 
experimental part. 2. Bridged ethyl siloxane/silica hybrid particles (polyethoxysilane, 1.7 µm), synthesized 
from tetraethoxysilane and bis(tryethoxysilyl)ethane. 3. Amide moiety linked to silica particles for analyte 
interaction. 

Within HILIC, analytes interacting with highly polar stationary phases are eluted by usually 

applying a binary gradient consisting of an aqueous part and a less polar organic solvent (e.g., 

acetonitrile), with increasing aqueous portions promoting the elution of hydrophilic molecules. 

Generally used buffers for the polar part of the mobile phase are ammonium salts of acetate and 

formate (high volatility and excellent solubility in organic solvents), which are prepared at low 

concentrations (e.g., 100 mM or lower), within a 10-25% water in acetonitrile solution, 

representing the typical equilibration conditions for HILIC-(U)HPLC analysis of mono-

/oligosaccharides and glycopeptides.211 The aqueous fraction of the mobile phase is then usually 

gradually increased up to 50% for glycan elution. The retention of glycans or glycopeptides on 

HILIC material depends on the analyte hydrophilicity, influenced by structural features such as 

size, charge, composition, linkage and oligosaccharide branching212 but, however, separation 

mainly occurs on the basis of the number of polar/charged groups, making the elution pattern 

rather intuitive and predictable.213 HILIC is also quite a robust analytical tool, since it tolerates a 

vast variety of analyte modifications (e.g., different fluorescent tags, esterification, amidation), and 

permits a certain level of structural isomers resolution, along with providing retention of highly 

polar analytes that might be difficult to separate on reversed-phase material, making it a valuable 

tool for the separation and structural analysis of glycan and glycopeptide species.  
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1.3.5 LC-MS based N-glycoproteomic approaches. Different from the characterisation of 

N-glycans is those of N-glycoproteins, which however has the ability to provide both glycan and 

protein information, thereby linking glycomic and proteomic analyses. Glycoproteomics combines 

the tools, and the difficulties, of proteomic analysis and site-specific glycomics. As done in 

proteomics bottom-up approaches, the analyses of peptides and glycopeptides provide the 

simplest route for the development of glycoproteomic platforms. However, site-specific analysis 

of glycoproteins employing intact glycopeptides is challenging due to the presence of multiple 

glycosylation sites, which are subjected to glycan heterogeneity. MS analyses of glycopeptides are 

hindered by the fact that glycans tend to substantially diminish the respective peptides ionisation 

efficiencies, and that the vast number of glycoforms distribute further the peptide signals over 

several species. Furthermore, well-established proteomics tandem MS methods are not sufficient 

to obtain thorough and simultaneous information from both the glycan and the peptidic part. 

Considering LC-MS based N-glycoproteomics, a basic qualitative workflow can be summarised as 

in the following (Fig. 1.11): when the N-glycoproteome is obtained from the biological system 

under analysis, eventually fractionated to reduce the sample complexity,214–216 and then usually 

enzymatically digested (e.g., Trypsin, Lys-C, Glu-C), a fundamental step to be performed prior to 

any other is glycopeptide enrichment.  

 

Fig. 1.11. Schematic representation of a general LC-MS based N-glycoproteomics workflow. 1. Proteome 
fractionation. 2. Glycopeptides generation (e.g., in-gel Trypsin digestion). 3. Glycopeptides enrichment 
(e.g., HILIC). 4. Chemical labelling of N-glycans (harboured on glycopeptides). 5. N-glycopeptides 
separation and structural elucidation via LC-MS/MS. 

The direct MS analysis of glycopeptides in complex samples is in fact analytically challenging, 

due to the low ionisation efficiency of glycopeptides and the low glycopeptide : peptide ratio, 

which causes glycopeptide signal suppression in favour of the most abundant non-glycosylated 

peptides, belonging either to glycoproteins or non-glycosylated ones. Therefore, isolating 

glycopeptides from complex samples by an appropriate enrichment method is the most efficient 

way to achieve in-depth glycoproteome analyses, and can be performed with several methods such 

as lectin affinity chromatography,217,218 electrostatic repulsion hydrophilic interaction 

chromatography (ERLIC),219,220 the already introduced HILIC,221,222 hydrazide223 or boronic acid224 
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chemical enrichments. Glycopeptides can be then chemically derivatised towards the desired 

purpose with basically the same set of reactions previously enlisted for N-glycomics (e.g., 

amidation, esterification, permethylation, isobaric/isotopic labelling),225 and subsequently analysed 

via LC-MS/MS approaches in a qualitative or quantitative way. Although it has been facilitated 

thanks to recent progresses in chromatography techniques, labelling and derivatisation strategies, 

enrichment methods and bioinformatics,226–228 quantitative N-glycoproteomics still remains an 

overwhelming analytical task, which is out of the scope of this thesis and thoroughly reviewed 

elsewhere.225,229 The chromatographic separation of glycopeptides can be achieved with techniques 

similar to those already cited for glycan analysis (e.g., CE230 or IM-MS231), though usually reversed-

phase liquid chromatography (RPLC) employing a C18 column is the most widely used method 

for untargeted site-specific glycoproteome analysis, since the peptidic part of the glycopeptides 

significantly shift the macromolecule hydrophilicity towards more hydrophobic values. In fact, the 

RPLC separation of glycopeptides is mainly based on the binding interaction with the peptide 

backbone and the stationary phase, predictable by looking at the amino acid sequence.232 Generally, 

the glycan moiety has less influence in the interaction of glycopeptides to RPLCs. However, it was 

observed that a reduction of retention time occurs with increasing number of neutral 

monosaccharide units on the glycan linked to the peptidic backbone, highlighting how the glycan 

composition and structure anyway influences the retention behaviour of glycopeptides even if to 

a lesser extent if compared to the amino acid sequence.233 This evidences give the glycoanalyst a 

certain level of prediction power over the retention time of different glycoforms, even if the actual 

retention time is a function of various chromatographic conditions, and the number and kind of 

N-glycans harboured on the glycopeptide (e.g., SA).234 RPLC has however some drawbacks when 

employed for glycopeptide analysis, like the poor retention of highly hydrophilic glycopeptides and 

the limited resolution power on different glycoforms; problems that can be overcome by 

employing orthogonal separation methods (e.g., combination of RPLC, PGC, HILIC), for more 

efficient site-specific analysis,235–237 where complementary separation by PGC or HILIC can 

efficiently recapture the hydrophilic glycopeptides lost in the conventional RPLC step. After the 

chromatographic separation step, the detection of the analytes (for now on either N-glycans or N-

glycopeptides, unless specified) occurs: usually, the labelled-analytes are detected thanks to an 

inherent (amino acids aromatics) or linked fluorophore (e.g., 2-AB) using fluorescence/UV 

detection (i.e., N-glycans), still within the chromatographic step, and then ionised in a mass 

spectrometer source, detected in a mass analyser, and finally fragmented for structural elucidation. 

1.3.6 MS analysis of N-glycans and N-glycoproteins. MS is the ideal detection technique 

for N-glyco(prote)omics since it can provide structural information on small amounts of material, 
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reaching femtomolar to attomolar limit of detections for glycans, with a dynamic range (the ratio 

of the largest to smallest detectable signal) of typically 4/5 orders of magnitude.238,239 Structural 

analysis of glycans can be performed on abundances typically in the femtomolar range, and there 

is no other method currently available able to reach such a low limit of detection while retaining 

the necessary structural information. The instrumental requirements for glycomics and 

glyco(prote)omics are summarized in Fig. 1.12,240 and compared to bottom-up proteomics as well-

established method.  

 

Fig. 1.12. Qualitative depiction of the instrument and software requirements for glycomics and 
glycoproteomics. Requirement levels are given a score from 1 to 5, and percentages are reported. Bottom-
up proteomics is reported as well-established method for quick comparison (adapted from Ruhaak et al., 
2018). 

Glycomics and glycoproteomics experiments need a higher level of sensitivity in respect to 

bottom-up proteomics, because of the poorer ionisation efficiency of glycans and glycopeptides 

in comparison to peptides. Extensive separation of analytes (LC/CE) and glycan derivatisation 

boosting ionisation efficiency and therefore detection limit, are surely beneficial for glycomics 

experiments resolution and crucial in glycoproteomics. MS-derived structural data come from N-

glycans or N-glycopeptides fragmentation patterns and, therefore, the MS/MS method is of crucial 

importance for structural glyco(prote)omics. Collision-induced dissociation (CID)241,242 

fragmentation is traditionally the low-energy method of choice for bottom-up strategies, providing 

a good level of information in glycomic experiments (Fig. 1.13),243 but being generally not 

sufficient in glycoproteomics and intact glycoprotein analysis, where alternative dissociation 

techniques such as electron-transfer dissociation (ETD),244 electron-transfer/higher-energy 

collision dissociation (EThcD),245 ultraviolet photodissociation (UVPD),246 or activated-ion ETD 

(AI-ETD),247 are better suited to provide more comprehensive fragmentation patterns for both 

the peptide backbone and the glycan.  
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Fig. 1.13. Simplified model of glycans fragmentation using CID MS/MS. Fragmentation pattern presented 
according to the nomenclature introduced by Domon and Costello (1998),248 based on peptide 
fragmentation (reducing end positioned in the same location of peptidic C-terminus), and exemplified on 
a glucose oligomer. Fragments containing the oligosaccharidic reducing end are indicated as X (cross-ring 
cleavage) and Y/Z (glycosidic bond cleavage). Fragments containing the non-reducing end are indicated as 
A (cross-ring cleavage) and B/C (glycosidic bond cleavage). Subscript numerals represent cleavage along 
the glycosidic bond, whereas superscript numerals denote the position of the cross-ring cleavage.  

In fact, fragmentation of glycopeptides is complicated by the presence of two chemically 

dissimilar groups: glycan bonds are more labile than peptide bonds, and glycans also have 

significantly lower intrinsic basicity than peptides. This means that both the ionization and the 

fragmentation conditions of glycans differ significantly from that of glycopeptides, and that the 

latter requires tailored conditions, usually involving high-energy dissociation methods. CID 

fragmentation, in the case of native glycans, mainly affords cleavage along glycosidic bonds (Fig. 

1.13); Fuc and SA are also readily lost, resulting in abundant fragment ions with Fuc/SA loss from 

the quasimolecular ion in immediate succession. SA are more labile than Fuc, and in the positive 

ion mode, they are the major fragment ions. An important issue with native glycans is the 

occurrence of migrating species during CID. When the MS analysis is performed in positive ion 

mode, Fuc tends to transfer from the termini to the reducing end in native glycans, which results 

in the loss of internal residues. This unwelcomed effect is however significantly diminished when 

the reducing end is reduced to alditol or derivatised, which is another reason why it is advantageous 

to analyse labelled glycans instead of underivatized ones.249 It is also worth to note that, as 

introduced above, the main problem in glycan structural elucidation is isomers discernment, and 

the fragmentation method, along with the number of fragmentation events employed in the 

analysis (which depends on the mass spectrometer capabilities), plays a crucial role in that. Even 

if the main cleavage type in CID spectra of glycans is on the glycosidic bond, cross-ring cleavages 

may also occur and are enhanced through the use of multiple fragmentation events (MSn, where n 

> 2).250 This permits the identification of the linkage position, even though without readily 

determining the stereochemistry nor the anomeric character of the linkage. Other fundamental 
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aspects of MS-based glyco(prote)omics are the instrument resolution, mass accuracy and scan rate. 

It is crucial to outline accurate masses, particularly in global profiling of released glycans, to ensure 

rapid differentiation of glycan peaks from non-glycan ones (e.g., peptides/lipid contaminants with 

masses that nominally corresponds to glycan compositions). Among the mass spectrometer 

currently available, Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance MS (FTICR-MS) was the earliest 

technique used for high resolution analysis of glycans,251 proven to be useful, for instance, in the 

global glycan profiling for cancer biomarker discovery.252 However, these instruments are fairly 

expensive, not so widespread, and generally lacking the capability of fast LC-MS analysis required 

for glycoproteomics, even though they have been used also to this extent.253 On the contrary, the 

still recent employment of Orbitrap technology for glycoproteomics investigations,254 is on the 

rise,247 thanks to its excellent performances and versatility. Time-of-flight analysers in QTOF and 

MALDI-TOF instruments represent the most common way to successfully deal with global glycan 

profiling. These instruments have high scan rates and are highly essential in high-throughput 

analyses to get reliable quantitative data, but can be also used in glycoproteomics to quantitate 

glycans and site-specific glycosylation.255,256 Considering the mass spectrometer ion sources, 

MALDI257 and ESI258 are routinely used for oligosaccharide analysis, because glycans contain labile 

residues (e.g., Fuc, SA) easily fragmentable either in-source or post-source during ionisation, and 

therefore soft ionisation techniques delivering little excess energy and generating intact molecular 

ions are preferred for glyco(prote)omic analyses. Due to its greater sensitivity, its generally lower 

ionisation energy, and the capability to be coupled with liquid chromatography, granting on-line, 

continuous analyses of the sample exiting the chromatographic step, ESI is more commonly used 

for glycan analysis. Another advantage of the ESI set-up is that both neutral and anionic native 

glycans can be efficiently analysed in positive mode, whereas with MALDI neutral compounds are 

better resolved in positive mode while sialylated species in negative mode. The ESI-QqTOF MS 

set-up employed in the experimental section of this thesis will not be described here since it 

represent an MS basic configuration and has been thoroughly dissected elsewhere.259  

1.3.7 MS-based N-glyco(prote)omic applications for CNS studies. Roughly ten years later 

the papers reported in section 1.2.6 of this introduction, new studies added pieces of knowledge 

about the brain N-glycome spatio-temporal composition and genetic regulation,260,261 although 

providing little methodological improvements. In recent times, niftier bioanalytical methods 

strongly contributed to better resolve the brain N-glycosylation puzzle. These experimental 

workflows were able to produce reliable signals from milligram amounts of mouse and rat brain 

tissues, to strongly reduce the sample preparation time, and to often enhance the N-glycan 

recovery through PNGase F enzymatic release, employing more precise and sensitive analytical 
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set-ups.113,215,262–267 However, these bioanalytical methods still present limitations. For instance, 

some proposed procedures employ hydrazinolysis for N-glycan release, complicating their 

purification after the chemical reaction with multiple chromatographic steps, yielding only few N-

glycan structures,262,264 and destroying the proteins.268 In another case,263 a smart approach almost 

eliminated the sample preparation steps but only achieved little improvement in resolution, 

affording 43 N-glycan monosaccharide compositions with very low precision (CV 35%). Other 

proposed methods follow a similar concept:266,113 authors aimed to avoid laborious 

chromatographic steps for N-glycan purification employing a chemoselective procedure to trap 

N-glycans from unpurified proteolytic digest and quickly fish them out of the complex mixture. 

This approach led to the identification of 40 to ~80 N-glycan monosaccharide compositions from 

human and mouse brains respectively, but it employed trypsinisation before enzymatic 

deglycosylation, which prolongates the workflow in comparison to methods in which 

deglycosylation is carried out at the intact protein level. Other bioanalytical methods, focused on 

brain membrane-associated glycoproteins, resolved ~70 N-glycan monosaccharide compositions, 

even if with suboptimal mass accuracy (mostly > 20 ppm, up to 80 Da delta mass);215 set the lowest 

starting amount of brain tissue producing reliable signals across the literature (1.5 mg) along with 

a resolution of up to 120 N-glycan monosaccharide compositions;265 and efficiently distinguished 

the relative amounts of majorly expressed isomeric glycotopes with high sensitivity through 

MS2/MS3 data acquisition, even if dedicating only little space to brain N-glycans, amongst N- and 

O-glycan analyses from adenocarcinoma cells. 267 Very recently, a new study of the mouse brain N-

glycome was reported,269 using LC-Orbitrap-MS set-up and HCD fragmentation, in both positive 

and negative ion modes, along with employing an in-house developed N-glycan database search 

engine named GlySeeker. In this work, both permethylated and native N-glycans belonging to 

mouse brain were analysed with C18-RPCL-ESI(+)-MS/MS (HCD) and PGC-LC-ESI(−)-

MS/MS (HCD) set-ups respectively, identifying more than 200 N-glycans with putative 

topological structures (monosaccharide composition, sequence, and glycosidic linkages), and 

providing a basic reference for future glycosylation study of mouse brain. In the same year a 

similarly thorough work was carried out on glycopeptides from mouse brain tissue,247 which 

analytical set-up, comprising the use of a quadrupole-Orbitrap-linear ion trap hybrid MS 

instrument equipped with AI-ETD fragmentation system, was able to capture the N-

glycoproteome site-specific microheterogeneity. This large scale glycopeptide profiling method 

was ultimately capable of characterising 1.545 N-glycosites ( > 5.600 unique N-glycopeptides) from 

mouse brain tissue, showing that the N-glycosylation profiles can differ between subcellular 

components (e.g., extracellular, cell surface, Golgi complex, lysosomes, vesicles, ER, secreted) and 
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between structural domains. Furthermore, the authors showed that N-glycosite heterogeneity 

manifests in several different forms, such as dramatic differences in glycoforms, and provided 

some visual maps summarising their large-scale glycoproteomic dataset that will serve as references 

for analysing intact glycopeptides in future studies.  

1.4 GLYCOTOOLS TOWARDS NEUROMEDICAL APPLICATIONS. 

1.4.1 Glycosides as potential neuroregenerative tools. Regenerative medicine aims to 

regenerate damaged tissues through tissue engineering, in which a structural and functional 

bioactive replacement of the injured tissue is created and implanted where the damage occurred, 

to promote and guide tissue restoration and healing.270 Tissue engineering is usually pursued using 

a combination of cells and bioactive materials, carriers of physical and/or biochemical information 

able to influence cell microenvironments, guiding cell behaviours towards the desired effects. 

Bioactive materials or biomaterials, are chemically decorated scaffolds, exposing natural or 

synthetic (macro)molecules (e.g., peptides, growth factors, glycans), to orchestrate tissue formation 

and integration within the host environment. The covalent exposure of carbohydrates on 

biomaterial surfaces, through bioconjugation of previously synthesised glycosides, has been shown 

to be able to promote the interaction with cellular proteins, mimicking the biological and structural 

properties of the ECM, leading to a variety of biochemical responses and cellular behaviours of 

medical interest.271 Although still representing a niche of biomaterials applications, glyco-

functionalised scaffolds for neuroregeneration have displayed interesting features. Biomaterials 

choice and bioconjugation techniques to decorate the scaffolds for neuroregeneration are a 

research topic on their own and have already been discussed elsewhere.272 Their detailed analysis 

is beyond the scope of this thesis, while some glycan epitopes that have shown interesting 

neuroactive properties will be briefly discussed in the following to give an overview of glycoside 

potentialities as bioactive cues for biomaterial decoration. Russo et al. demonstrated the ability of 

collagen scaffolds, covalently decorated with α-glucoside residues (exposing α-D-Glu, Fig. 1.14, 

1), to drive F11 neuroblastoma cells differentiation into active neurons.273 The authors showed, 

using confocal microscopy, that the cells displayed a significantly higher frequency of neuritic-like 

processes when grown on the glyco-functionalised biomaterial in comparison to the controls. 

Moreover, using immunofluorescent staining with Ab against the late neuronal marker β-tubulin 

III, the authors highlighted the presence of active neurons after seven days of cell growth on the 

glyco-functionalised biomaterial. More than 90% of these cells were able to generate a mature 

action potential and, due to the neuron electrophysiological properties, the authors inferred that 

the glyco-functionalised biomaterial favoured the expression of sodium and/or potassium 
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channels on cell membranes. In another work, Masand et al. investigated the effect of the HNK-1 

carbohydrate and of PSA (Fig. 1.4, 4) on different neuronal cells when immobilised on collagen 

scaffolds.274 Both HNK-1 and PSA are upregulated after neural injuries and this is required for 

effective regeneration, which stops when these molecules expression is experimentally inhibited. 

The authors demonstrated that motor neurons outgrowth was enhanced when neural cells were 

grown on a collagen scaffold functionalised with a hNK-1 glycomimetic peptide epitope, while 

grafted PSA glycomimetic peptide stimulated Schwann cells proliferation and process extension 

along with both sensory and motor neuron outgrowth. Kalovidouris et al., demonstrated that Fuc 

α(1-2)Gal disaccharides are able to dramatically change hippocampal neurons morphology and 

promote neurite outgrowth in a density-dependent way, when grafted onto polyacrylamide 

scaffolds (Fig. 1.14, 2); while the use of different glycans epitopes failed to reproduce the same 

results, highlighting a very specific structure-dependent response.275 In a more recent work, Zhang 

et al. tested a polycaprolactone/PSA hybrid nanofiber scaffold, encapsulating glucocorticoid 

methylprednisolone (PLC/PSA/MP), in the treatment of spinal cord injury within rat models with 

spinal cord transection.276 In addition to the demonstrated capacities of PSA in inducing peripheral 

nervous system cells proliferation and neuritogenesis,274 the polysaccharide is itself biodegradable 

and widely studied for its ability to control the CNS development, by regulating cellular adhesive 

properties and promoting axonal growth. In fact, the transplantation of the PCL/PSA/MP 

nanofiber scaffold suppressed the tissue acute inflammation (decreased interleukin-6 and tumour 

necrosis factor-α) and apoptosis (reduced Caspase-3 expression), enhanced axonal regeneration by 

inhibition of its demyelination process and the expression of the glial fibrillary acidic protein, along 

with increasing the expression of the neurofilament 200, greatly enhancing the neurological and 

functional recovery of injured rats, which actually showed improved locomotor behaviours in 

comparison to the control group. 

1.4.2 Glycodendrimers as potential neuromedical tools. Dendrimers are highly branched, 

nano-sized molecules, comprising one or more dendrons originating from a single constitutional 

unit (central core). Dendrons are defined as a part of a molecule with only one free valence, 

comprising exclusively dendritic and terminal constitutional repeating units and in which each path 

from the free valence to any end-group comprises the same number of constitutional repeating 

units.277 The number of monomers covalently linked to the core of dendrimers form consecutive 

layers called generations, exposing several functional groups on the surface, which are suitable for 

conjugation with different kinds of biomolecules. Dendrimers can be synthesized using mainly 

two distinct synthetic approaches, named convergent and divergent,278,279 and using a variety of 

different cores and building blocks, giving rise to disparate structural features,280 among which the 
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most important is monodispersity, granting ordered architectures more similar to uniform 

biological polymers.281 Apart from the above-mentioned monodispersity, which favours 

reproducible pharmacokinetics, dendrimers display lack of immunogenicity, good stability, and 

high cellular uptake levels (due to efficient cell-membrane permeability), making them excellent 

tools for biomedical applications (e.g., drug and gene delivery, anti-cancer agents, magnetic 

resonance imaging contrast agents, photodynamic therapy).282–286 Glycodendrimers appeared for 

the first time in the literature in 1993287 and became quickly one of the most promising classes of 

dendrimers for biomedical applications, because the functionalization of dendrimer branches with 

sugar moieties significantly lowered the molecules cytotoxicity, improved biocompatibility and 

prolonged their blood half-life.288–290 In addition, as saccharides are fundamental signalling 

molecules, glycodendrimers tend to display enhanced molecular recognition potential due to the 

sugar-dependent interactions with lectins, thus setting themselves as promising tools in the 

targeting of a variety of pathological states.291 Among the broad spectrum of glycodendrimers 

therapeutic promises,292 the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases is a growing field with 

encouraging studies, a selection of which is presented in the following to deliver an overview of 

these molecule potentialities towards neuromedical applications. Prion diseases, also called 

transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs), are triggered by the conversion of a normal 

cell-surface glycoprotein (PrPC) into a misfolded isoform (PrPSc), which is infectious in the 

absence of nucleic acids via transmission of its conformationally altered structure to other native 

PrPC units. This phenomenon causes the propagation of the pathological state and destruction of 

neuronal tissues through ordered proteins aggregation.293–295 There is no effective therapy for prion 

diseases both in humans and animals, principally due to difficulties in identifying compounds 

affecting PrPSc, which are also capable of accessing the CNS by crossing the BBB. Specific 

glycodendrimers are promising molecules in this context, as they were shown to be able to cross 

the BBB and eliminate PrPSc in a dose and time dependent fashion. McCarthy et al.296 described the 

efficacy of a low cytotoxic maltose poly(propyleneimine) generation five glycodendrimer (mPPIg5, 

Fig. 1.14, 3) in eliminating PrPSc from scrapie infected neuroblastoma cells, with therapeutic 

effects comparable to more established anti-prion compounds. Moreover, they investigated 

mPPIg5 intracellular therapeutic mechanism in vitro within cells and prion infected brain 

homogenates and noted that glycodendrimers can alter the PrPSc structure, most likely by 

rendering the glycoprotein susceptible to proteolysis and unable to induce PrPC misfolding. The 

most prevalent neurodegenerative disorder is Alzheimer’s disease (AD), triggered by pathological 

protein misfolding and aggregation, which leads to toxic effects mediated by both soluble amyloid 

beta peptides (Aβ) oligomeric species and Aβ fibrils (longer and highly structured β-sheet-like 
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aggregates of Aβ oligomers).297 No efficient nor definitive medication for AD is currently available, 

however, some treatments based on interference with the aggregation dynamics have been 

proposed. There are two seemingly contrasting strategies that involve glycodendrimers as new 

potential therapeutic candidates: i) the disruption of aggregated structures or avoidance of protein–

protein interactions that could cause aggregate formation and ii) the promotion of protein 

aggregation in order to accelerate the formation of large inclusion architectures, locking Aβ 

oligomers into Aβ fibrils. The latter approach is based on evidence that classify soluble Aβ 

oligomeric intermediates as the real neurotoxic species to be sealed into potentially less toxic Aβ 

fibrils.298,299 The fact that similar glycodendrimer structures can provoke quite opposite outcomes 

on Aβ systems seems to be ascribable to dendrimer-peptide ratios (DPr) used in the experiments. 

A lower DPr seems to induce fibril clumping, while higher ratios favour non fibrillar structures, 

and both of these effects, as mentioned above, are expected to reduce the pathogenic properties 

of amyloids. Regarding the first strategy, Janaszewska et al.300 tested the effect of a multivalent 

anionic 4th generation poly(propyleneimine) glycodendrimer, partially functionalized with 

sulphate groups in the outer shell (G4S), on the aggregation behaviour of Aβ peptides and 

oligomers, in presence of Cu(II) as Aβ aggregation promoter.301 The study was conducted via a 

multidisciplinary approach comprising dynamic light scattering, circular dichroism, fluorescence, 

electron paramagnetic resonance and molecular modelling analyses. The general aim of the work 

was to clarify the role of Cu(II) ions in Alzheimer’s pathology and to prevent Aβ fibrils formation 

through glycodendrimers interference. Different conditions were tested in the form of binary and 

ternary systems composed by a combination of Cu(II) ions, Aβ and G4S. The toxicity of Aβ 

oligomers and glycodendrimers as well as the mechanism of action of the latter against aggregates 

formation have been demonstrated in embryonic mouse hippocampal cells. Stable Cu(II)–peptide 

complexes were observed and Cu(II) effect was demonstrated to be responsible for Aβ α-helix to 

β-sheet conformation transition, leading to aggregation into Aβ fibrils. Lastly, glycodendrimer G4S 

was found to stabilize Aβ α-helix structure, with or without Cu(II) ions, preventing their collapse 

into structured β-sheet-like fibrils. This work demonstrated that Aβ fibrils formation resulted from 

specific interactions between Aβ and Cu(II) ions, and that glycodendrimer G4S is able to 

perturbate these interactions, suggesting possible applications in neurodegenerative fibrillopathies 

treatments. Concerning the second strategy, Klementieva et al. investigated glycodendrimers 

therapeutic promises against neurotoxic Aβ oligomers both in vitro and in vivo.302,303 Maltose 

poly(propyleneimine) glycodendrimers (mPPI, Fig. 1.14, 3) were exploited to convert Aβ 

oligomers into Aβ fibrils, through a fibril clumping anti-amyloid toxicity strategy. The mechanism 

of action of mPPI against growing amyloid fibrils (Aβs) is not completely clear but cytotoxicity 
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reduction is suggested to be achieved by impeding Aβs to penetrate cells, blocking their putative 

intracellular detrimental effect. Glycodendrimers are suggested to bind to Aβs, changing their 

surface charge or simply clumping them into large size glyco-aggregates, thus reducing interactions 

with cell membranes. Different open-shell (OS) and dense-shell (DS) mPPIs (Fig. 1.14, 4-5) were 

tested in vitro on Aβs aggregation against Aβ peptides stock solutions, and toxic AD brain tissue 

extracts were used on human neuroblastoma cell lines. In both cases, glycodendrimers effect 

resulted in enhanced fibrillar formation and lower cytotoxicity in a structure-dependent fashion. 

In vivo experiments were also conducted where OS/DS-mPPIs were FITC labeled and found to 

accumulate within APP/PS1 transgenic mice brain tissues after intranasal administration, 

indicating they had crossed the BBB in significantly different and structure-dependent amounts. 

Moreover, glycodendrimers have been found to be able to promote the aggregation of soluble Aβs 

into potentially less toxic fibrils in APP/PS1 mice. However, no memory improvement was 

detected via the two-object recognition test after chronic treatment in comparison with control 

animals. Unfortunately, significant detrimental effects were observed in WT APP/PS1 mice after 

chronic treatment with cationic OS-mPPIs, highlighting once more the known setbacks linked to 

positively charged structures when it comes to medical applications. In conclusion, 

glycodendrimers have demonstrated interesting features (see above, Klementieva et al.) ranging from 

their generally recognized biocompatibility,304 ability to interfere with synthetic Aβ fragments, 

human Aβ fragments, and prion peptides/proteins assembly,305 ability to cross the BBB, capacity 

to exclude prion proteins infection in pre-treated cells (see above, McCarthy et al.) as well as their 

destabilizing activity upon misfolded prion protein aggregates.306 Apart from these potentialities, 

these studies also pointed out the necessity to refine glycodendrimers characteristics to reduce 

their conceivably harmful side effects before considering them for neuromedical applications.  
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Fig. 1.14. Exemplifying structures of glycosides and glycodendrimers for neurochemistry applications. 
Glyco-epitopes grafted on biomaterials: α-D-Glu (1) and Fucα1-2Gal (2) functionalized collagen. 3. Maltose 
poly(propyleneimine) glycodendrimer (mPPI) scaffold: idealized general structure exposing functional 
moieties in the outer shell. 4. Representation of the functional moieties in dense-shell (DS) mPPI (n° of 
functional moieties reported for 4th and 5th generation mPPI). 5. Representation of the functional moieties 
in open-shell (OS) mPPI (n° of functional moieties reported as before).  
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2. PREMISES AND OBJECTIVES. 

Plenty of studies have been carried out to uncover how the biological information is translated 

into cellular effects from the Genome through the Proteome, unveiling how the letters of the first 

two alphabets of life, nucleotides and amino acids, assemble into genes and proteins, coding the 

message of cellular biochemistry. A fair body of biotherapeutics and biomedical applications has 

been generated throughout the years from both proteins and nucleic acids, starting from 

recombinant Insulin, through vaccines and mAbs, towards gene therapy. As amply referenced 

within this thesis introduction, the glycan component of any biochemical system plays a significant 

role in its development and behaviour. It is therefore imperative to distance the experimental lens 

from genes and proteins in order to broaden the scientific view, to include the letters of the third 

alphabet of life, the monosaccharides, which organize into glycans, towards the achievement of 

more complete and efficient biological models and biomedical applications. Glycans still represent 

a fairly overlooked biological component, which implications in cellular and tissues biochemistry, 

along with potentialities in biomedical applications, are suggested to be enormous by an already 

substantial and however fast-growing body of evidences. The core body of the studies investigating 

the glycosylation patterns and their roles regards immunoglobulins, plasma samples, and 

sometimes blood, but comparatively limited work has been conducted on more complex solid 

tissues which still remain an underexplored territory. Amongst these, the CNS is to date still almost 

an uncharted land when it comes to glycobiology, although suggested to be biomedically fertile by 

a growing body of interesting works. Considering the necessity to map this unfamiliar landscape, 

which calls for adequate instrumentations, equipment, and methods, the objective of the projects 

contained in this thesis is to provide the glycoanalyst with novel tools, glycoanalytical platforms, 

and glycomolecules for neurochemistry studies. This thesis experimental work travels from the big 

picture (brain N-glyco(proteo)mics approaches), through the analysis of single biological targets (a 

specific brain N-glycoprotein), towards the synthesis of small glycoepitopes for neural studies. 

More in detail, it comprises the design, development and thorough validation of a bioanalytical 

method for brain N-glycans investigation, eventually applicable to any other solid tissue; the state 

of the art of an ongoing work regarding the investigation of neurologically interesting N-glycans 

and N-glycoproteins found to be differentially expressed in brain tissues belonging to different 

animal species; the development of an efficient chemical labelling method for (glyco)proteins, 

successfully applied on Neuroserpin, an N-glycoprotein expressed in the CNS; and the syntheses 

of glycosides and glycodendrimers with potential room for neuromedical studies. 
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3. RESULTS. 

3.1 A PRECISE AND VERSATILE PLATFORM FOR RAPID GLYCOSYLATION 

ANALYSIS OF BRAIN TISSUE. 

3.1.1 Framework of the study. As stated in section 1.3.7 of the introduction, the body of work 

carried out to investigate the CNS N-glycan repertoire is not vast and improved, reliable (e.g., 

precise, sensitive, robust) and versatile (e.g., compatible with diverse detection system and 

analytical set-ups) glycoanalytical workflows are required to broaden the glycoanalyst capabilities 

to investigate the pattern(s) of solid tissues glycosylation. Glycoanalytical workflows that optimize 

the sample preparation steps, minimize sample loss and reduce analytical variability are required 

to capture the spatio-temporal diversity of the brain N-glycome. Furthermore, methods able to 

provide glycomics and (glyco)proteomics analyses from the same sample have the potential to 

synergistically deliver a comprehensive investigation of glycan-related neurobiology. This is of 

paramount importance, since the nature of the brain N-glyco(proteo)me is so fluctuating265 that 

any sample can be strikingly different from another one, even if derived from the same brain 

piece.263 This means that combining the information deriving from both N-glycans and their 

respective N-glycoproteins from the same brain tissue sample is critical to build reliable knowledge 

towards functional studies and biomedical applications. Cell and tissue lysates are routinely 

prepared in many laboratories around the world and they are typically used for the extraction of 

various cellular components such as lipids, nucleic acids, and proteins for downstream analysis. 

However, to the best of the author's knowledge, currently no validated method has been described 

for the analysis of N-glycans from a crude lysate. Existing methods for the analysis of N-glycans 

from cells or tissues generally rely on the use of homogenates,39,113,265–267,129,135,196,215,260–262,264 which 

differ from lysates in that they are typically obtained via physical disruption of the sample and are 

not stabilized by chemical means to prevent degradation of cellular components by autolysis. As a 

result, homogenates cannot be stored; they must be used immediately and therefore represent a 

transient, single-use medium from which typically only one component (i.e., kind of 

macromolecule) can be isolated in a single experiment. Lysates, on the other hand, represent a 

more versatile, multipurpose medium, since they have the advantage that they are stable, can be 

stored long-term, and hence can be re-used multiple times for different experiments of different 

modalities. In this project a method for the extraction and purification of N-glycans directly from 

a chemical lysate is described and, in doing so, a novel application of the common crude lysate is 

presented, thereby expanding the uses of this already multipurpose medium to the growing field 

of glycomics. In addition, a thorough validation of the method, called Lysate in-Solution 
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Deglycosylation (LSD), is presented. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the LSD-isolated N-

glycans can be labelled, modified, or derivatized as desired, and then investigated by common 

glycomics approaches, such as LC and MS. In addition, the crude lysate from which N-glycans are 

extracted, can be used for classical proteomics and glycoproteomics applications, such as gel 

electrophoresis and MS (i.e., sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.5). To evaluate and validate the LSD method, 

a lysate prepared from rat brain tissue was used, to ensure the applicability of the LSD method in 

analysing real biological samples. Furthermore, the same rat brain tissue lysate has been 

successfully employed to address real biological issues, by reporting N-glycoprotein and N-

glycosylation site data (i.e., section 3.2.5). As amply referenced within this thesis introduction, a 

growing body of evidence is highlighting the crucial involvement of N-glycosylation within the 

nervous system, where it influences a plethora of aspects of brain development, physiology and 

pathology, such as cell adhesion, axonal targeting, synaptic transmission, excitability, Alzheimer's, 

Parkinson's and Prion diseases among the others.48–54 Consequently, reliable and thoroughly 

validated bioanalytical methods that facilitate rapid, precise, sensitive, and robust analysis of both 

N-glycans and their respective N-glycoproteins from the same brain tissue sample are critical for 

advancing our understanding of N-glycosylation role in the CNS and are also necessary for the 

discovery of new biomarkers for disease diagnosis and prognosis. To place LSD in context, recent 

progresses and methodological advancements in the field of tissue N-glycomics have been 

reviewed and, with particular emphasis on brain N-glycomics, several of the pioneering methods 

(i.e., sections 1.2.6 and 1.3.7) that have preceded it have been examined (Tab. 3.1.1).39,113,264–

267,269,129,135,196,215,260–263 A recently published method (from now on called Homogenate in-Solution 

Deglycosylation, HSD) developed in the author Erasmus host institution,196 was the first one to 

use HILIC-UPLC to separate the complex ensemble of N-glycans structures purified from brain 

tissue, with good sensitivity and resolution, but one limitation of the HSD method was that it was 

not possible to analyse both N-glycans and proteins from the same sample, thus losing valuable 

information about the N-glycoprotein component. One important shortcoming common to all of 

the above-introduced (i.e., sections 1.2.6 and 1.3.7) glycoanalytical workflows, when the analysis 

of N-glycans from brain tissue is considered, is the lack of adequate method validation. In this 

context, it is crucial for the analyst to deliver to the scientific community well-characterized and 

thoroughly validated bioanalytical methods, yielding reliable results, that can be easily interpreted 

to obtain grounded, biologically relevant conclusions. The publication of insufficiently validated 

analytical papers might fuel the reproducibility problems the scientific community is 

experiencing,307 and contribute to the generation of results with questionable reliability, thereby 

lowering the quality of the published records, as recently highlighted in the context of quantitation 
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of antidiabetic agents in blood.308 Of the fifteen works introduced above, only three196,263,265 stated 

some validation parameters (e.g., sensitivity and precision), even if above the acceptance threshold 

for bioanalytical methods309,310 (i.e., precision)263, or below it (i.e., precision)196, or lacking a proper 

mathematical definition (i.e., sensitivity)265. Twelve out of fifteen N-glycomic workflows applied 

to brain tissue samples completely lacked a proper method validation on brain tissue samples (Tab. 

3.1.1). The aim of this project is, therefore, to introduce to the field a thoroughly validated method 

for the analysis of N-glycans from tissue samples that is simple, effective, and compatible with 

common proteomic workflows which typically begin with the generation of a sample lysate using 

chemical means. The newly developed method, LSD, is based on enzymatic deglycosylation of 

intact glycoproteins extracted directly from a tissue lysate and therefore allows researchers to 

perform both proteomics and N-glycomics analyses from the same sample. In light of the above 

stated importance of bioanalytical method validation, a thorough validation on LSD in terms of 

selectivity, precision, sensitivity, robustness, limit of detection (LOD), linearity, and range was 

carried out. Since the reporting of absolute values obtained from the application of only one 

method is not really informative without a proper control method analyzed under the same 

conditions, in this project the reliability and performance of LSD and HSD were directly compared 

side by side. LSD represents a significant improvement upon HSD and outperforms it in every 

tested aspect. Furthermore, in comparison with the aforementioned bioanalytical methods 

reported in the literature, LSD is the only one in which enzymatic deglycosylation is performed 

directly on intact proteins isolated from a chemically-produced tissue lysate, it boasts the smallest 

amount of starting brain tissue producing sensitive and precise results (1 mg), it displays quick 

sample preparation (3 days), consistent and very good precision over a range of brain tissue 

amounts (1 to 10 mg), optimal linearity, ample range, and specificity towards the detection of N-

glycans only, in addition to being the most thoroughly validated N-glycomic method in the group 

(Tab. 3.1.1). 
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Tab. 3.1.1. Validation parameters of LSD in comparison to similar N-glycomic workflows in the 
literature. Parameters considered in this table are relative to the analysis of N-glycans from brain tissue 
samples. Method validation carried out on different samples (e.g., cell lysate, plasma, isolated N-
glycoproteins) within papers also analyzing brain N-glycans is not considered: a validated method is not 
transferable between different kind of samples, unless evidence of its transferability is provided. Starting 
amount of brain tissue = mgs of fresh biological material entering the workflow; Sample prep. (days) = 
approximated value based on available information (e.g., available timings in the experimental section); 
Sensitivity = does the considered work contain any testing of the method sensitivity (e.g., slope of the 
calibration curve, normalized intensity of the signals at different sample concentrations)?; Precision = does 
the considered work contain any testing (e.g., CV%, PCC) of the method precision?; Robustness = was the 
capacity of the method to remain unaffected by small, but deliberate variations in its parameters tested?; 
Linearity = was the method tested on different amounts of starting material?; Was the linearity assessed by 
giving, at least, an R2 value?; Range = does the considered work specify a range of sample amount on which 
the method’s performance is reliable (e.g., precise, sensitive)?; Selectivity = was the method tested for its 
selectivity towards the desired analyte? Red-crossed cells = no data; Orange cells with question mark = not 
stated clearly / difficult to be inferred; CV = coefficient of variation; PCC = Pearson correlation coefficient. 

3.1.2 Sample preparation. It is known that N-glycosylation patterns differ between different 

brain regions.311 Therefore, to ensure that any differences in the obtained glycoprofiles are due to 

methodological aspects only (and not biological variation), it is imperative that the same sample is 

employed for both workflows. To overcome this problem, brain tissue samples employed within 

this study were all mildly blended prior to analysis to minimize potential differences arising from 

heterogeneous N-glycosylation patterns from different brain regions. The procedure (i.e., section 

4.1.2) yielded a brain pseudo-homogenate (pHomo) and aliquots of this mixture were used as the 

starting material for both methods. 
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3.1.3 Sensitivity and precision: optimal amount of starting tissue. The optimal amount of 

brain tissue to be used for analysis represents the best trade-off between the quantity of sample 

employed in the analysis and the method performance in terms of precision and sensitivity. HSD 

and LSD precisions were evaluated by comparing chromatographic fraction areas and were tested 

as intermediate precision (same experiment performed four times, each time in tetraplicates, within 

the same laboratory, on different days, with freshly prepared solutions and using different UPLC 

machines and columns for the analysis). A measure of sensitivity on a single point (the optimal 

brain amount) is given by the ratio between the average nmaxEU displayed by the method and the 

starting amount of tissue employed. The optimal amount of brain tissue for use with HSD was 

determined to be 25 mg and this routinely gave interpretable chromatograms displaying an aCV 

of 4%196 and a sensitivity of 0.02 nmaxEU/mg with an iCV of 57%. The optimal amount of 

starting tissue for the LSD method was found to be 5 mg (previously performed optimization 

experiments, data not shown) with an aCV of 6%, a sensitivity of 0.1 nmaxEU/mg, and an iCV 

of 13%. The analysis showed that on the optimal brain amount, the precisions (aCV) of HSD and 

LSD were comparable and well below the threshold for bioanalytical methods (CV < 15%),309,310 

with LSD being more sensitive and stable (nmaxEU values, iCV) than HSD (Fig. 3.1.1). A 

thorough validation of a bioanalytical method requires testing a broader range of conditions and 

cannot be reliable with data obtained on a single point. Furthermore, sensitivity can be more 

properly estimated as the slope of the calibration curve. Therefore, the authors decided to test 

both methods on a range of brain sample quantities to push their resolving power towards lower 

limits. 
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Fig. 3.1.1. Sensitivity and precision of HSD Vs LSDmg/µL. A. Calculated sensitivity (nmaxEU) and 
variability (iCV and aCV) of each method on every tested amount of tissue. B. Variability of fraction area 
(aCV) and maximum signal intensity (iCV) of each method for every amount of brain tissue within the 
effective range. C. Sensitivity and linearity of each method determined from a calibration curve. Descriptive 
error bars show data spread within replicates (n = 1, triplicates), and the value reported is ± iCV. Statistical 
significance of LSDµL Vs HSD comparison is reported as p-value above every point (LSDmg comparisons 
can be found in Fig. 3.1.2). 

 

Fig. 3.1.2. HSD and LSDmg/µL linearity analysis. A. Scatter plots for a visual analysis of the variance of 
replicates for each starting amount of brain tissue in the effective range. B. Bartlett’s test of homogeneity 
of variances: the test null-hypothesis is that all the replicates have the same variance. C. Statistical 
significance (Welch’s ANOVA, Games-Howell post-hoc test) of the differences in nmaxEU between 
methods for each starting amount of brain tissue in the effective range (n=1, triplicates, *p < 0.05, ** p < 
0.01). 

3.1.4 Sensitivity and precision: effective range of starting tissue. HSD and LSD 

performances were tested on 1, 2, 5 and 10 mg of starting brain tissue. HSD was performed as 

usual,196 directly homogenizing the aforementioned brain quantities. LSD was further developed 

into two variants (i.e., section 4.1.3): LSDmg and LSDµL, respectively comprising the direct lysis of 

the aforementioned brain quantities (LSDmg) and volumes corresponding to the aforementioned 

brain quantities taken from a single lysate (LSDµL). As far as LSDµL is concerned, a single lysate 

with a concentration of 0.1 mg of tissue per µL was produced and 10, 20, 50, and 100 µL were 

taken and employed within the workflow. HSD and LSDmg were tested within the same experiment 

employing the same pHomo, whereas LSDµL was performed on a different pHomo (obtained 

exactly the same way), within a second experiment (Fig. 3.1.3). LSDµL was performed because the 

mechanical breaking of the tissue in the LSDmg lysis step caused a significant and variable loss of 

material in the upper part of the syringe due to the very small volumes employed, thus distorting 
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the real precision and sensitivity of the method. nmaxEUs for each brain quantity were used to 

create a calibration curve to test the methods’ sensitivity, LOD, linearity and range. The 

comparison of chromatographic fraction areas in terms of aCV, was used to calculate precision 

over the entire range that, in this case, is repeatability (same experiment performed in triplicates, 

within the same laboratory, on the same day, with the same solutions and using the same UPLC 

machine and column for the analysis). All the results described below, are shown in detail in Fig. 

3.1.1. HSD and LSDmg/µL showed a linear relationship between tissue amounts and signal 

intensities, with homoscedastic replicates (Fig. 3.1.2) and good R2 values. Precision over the entire 

range was found to be substantially better for LSDµL (aCV and iCV) and, on average, better for 

LSDmg (aCV) than for HSD. LSDmg and LSDµL sensitivities, calculated as the slope of the 

calibration curve, were found to be 2 and 2.4-fold higher than HSD respectively. LSDmg and LSDµL 

produced interpretable chromatograms with acceptable precision even when performed on 2 and 

1 mg of brain sample respectively, whereas HSD only performed reliably from 5 mg, therefore 

showing a smaller range and a higher LOD. While LSDmg, on average, performed better than HSD, 

LSDµL outperformed it, definitely being the most powerful version of the method. 

 

Fig. 3.1.3. HSD and LSDmg/µL N-glycan extraction and 2-AB N-glycan labelling. Purification & analysis 
include GHP for HILIC-UPLC-FLR and GHP followed by PGC-SPE for HILIC-UPLC-ESI-QqTOF-
MS. 

3.1.5 Selectivity. LSDµL selectivity was thoroughly tested using -C samples for each amount of 

starting tissue in the effective range, and the method was found to be specific for N-glycans, ruling 

out the possibility that eventual contaminants could absorb/emit at the same wavelength and 
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retention time window as the analytes. The same experiment gave the authors the possibility to 

assess another important aspect for bioanalytical method validation, namely carryover effect.309 In 

fact, -C samples were analysed by UPLC immediately after their corresponding samples, and water 

was analysed at the beginning and end of each chromatographic run, without seeing any 

contaminant nor analyte-related signals even at the highest tissue amount (Fig. 3.1.4).  

 

Fig. 3.1.4. LSDµL specificity and carryover effect. Chromatograms of labelled and unlabeled (-C) 
samples are shown for each starting amount of brain tissue in the effective range.  

3.1.6 Robustness and versatility. Some important conclusions about robustness can also be 

drawn from these experiments. When performing HSD on different amounts of starting tissue 

within the effective range (but taken from the same pHomo), the derived chromatograms 

quantitatively varied depending on the amount of tissue employed, with higher levels of variability 

seen with smaller tissue amounts (Fig. 3.1.5).  
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Fig. 3.1.5. Amount-dependent variation in the chromatographic profile of brain tissue samples 
analysed by HSD. A. Qualitative comparison of HSD chromatograms in the effective range of starting 
brain tissue amounts. Chromatograms are cut at 41 min to better highlight examples of varying fractions. 
Arrows indicate variable fractions. B. Quantitative comparison of HSD chromatograms in the effective 
range of starting brain tissue amounts. Descriptive error bars show data spread within replicates (n = 1, 
triplicates) as ± SD. The CV for each fraction is reported as a measure of precision of the value of the 
fraction area between different brain amounts (green = CV ≤ 7%; yellow = 7% < CV ≤ 15%; red = CV 
>15%). See Fig. 3.1.13 for integration boundaries. Statistical significance of the differences (1 mg and/or 2 
mg Vs 10 mg, Welch’s ANOVA, Games-Howell post-hoc test) regarding fractions with CVs > 15% is 
reported (** p < 0.01). 

Specifically, a change in the relative abundance of certain fractions was observed when different 

amounts of the same pHomo were analysed using the HSD method. The quantitative profiles of 
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LSD chromatograms were much more consistent at all amounts of starting tissue within the 

effective range (Fig. 3.1.6, Fig. 3.1.7).  

 

Fig. 3.1.6. Chromatograms of brain samples analysed by LSDmg are more consistent regardless of 
starting tissue amount. A. Qualitative comparison of LSDmg chromatograms in the effective range of 
starting brain tissue amounts. Chromatograms are cut at 41 min to highlight the same region considered in 
Fig. 3.1.5. B. Quantitative comparison of LSDmg chromatograms in the effective range of starting brain 
tissue amounts. Descriptive error bars show data spread within replicates (n = 1, triplicates) as ± SD. CV 
for each fraction is reported as a measure of precision of the value of the same fraction area between 
different brain amounts (green = CV ≤ 7%; yellow = 7% < CV ≤ 15%; red = CV >15%). See Fig. 3.1.13 
for integration boundaries. Statistical significance of the differences (1 mg and/or 2 mg Vs 10 mg, Welch’s 
ANOVA, Games-Howell post-hoc test) regarding fractions with CVs > 15% is reported (** p < 0.01). 
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Fig. 3.1.7. Chromatograms of brain samples analysed by LSDµL are consistent regardless of starting tissue 
amount. A. Qualitative comparison of LSDµL chromatograms in the effective range of starting brain tissue 
amounts. Chromatograms are cut at 41 min to highlight the same region considered in Fig. 3.1.5 and 3.1.6. 
B. Quantitative comparison of LSDµL chromatograms in the effective range of starting brain tissue 
amounts. Descriptive error bars show data spread within replicates (n = 1, triplicates) as ± SD. CV for each 
fraction is reported as a measure of precision of the value of the same fraction area between different brain 
amounts (green = CV ≤ 7%; yellow = 7% < CV ≤ 15%; red = CV >15%). See Fig. 3.1.13 for integration 
boundaries. 

Furthermore, the chromatographic profiles of LSDµL and LSDmg were substantially consistent 

(49/50 fractions showed a CV<15%; fraction 49 showed a CV of 16%), even if performed within 
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a different experiment, employing a different pHomo and different methodological procedures 

(Fig. 3.1.3), always showing aCV values < 15% (Fig. 3.1.8).  

 

Fig. 3.1.8. Similarity of profiles obtained by LSDµL and LSDmg. Quantitative comparison of LSDµL and 
LSDmg chromatograms in the effective range of starting brain tissue amounts (5 mg profiles, representing 
the optimal brain amount, are displayed as an example). CV for each fraction is reported as a measure of 
precision of the same fraction area between the two versions of the LSD method (green = CV ≤ 7%; yellow 
= 7% < CV ≤ 15%; red = CV >15%). No statistical significance (LSDµL 30.08 Vs LSDµL 31.07, n=1, 
triplicates, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney) was found for the differences in fractions with CVs > 15%. aCVs for 
each starting amount of brain tissue within the effective range, calculated between the two LSD versions, 
are reported in the inset. See Fig. 3.1.13 for integration boundaries. 

Additionally, in a previously performed LSD optimization experiment, the N-glycan extraction 

step was repeated twice, the second time with increasing polarity of the aqueous phase, but no 

differences were observed in the chromatograms, suggesting that the employed conditions are able 

to extract all the enzymatically released N-glycans within the sample. (Fig. 3.1.9). 
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Fig. 3.1.9. Adding a second round of N-glycan extraction has little effect on the chromatographic profile 
of brain samples analysed by LSDµL even when the polarity of the aqueous phase is changed. A. Qualitative 
comparison of LSDµL chromatograms obtained with a second round of N-glycan extraction, using aqueous 
phases of varying polarity. Chromatograms are cut at 41 min to better highlight the qualitative consistency 
of the profiles. B. Quantitative comparison of LSDµL chromatograms obtained with the second round of 
N-glycan extraction with increasing polarity of the aqueous phase (% of H2O reported in the legend refers 
to the second N-glycan extraction round; LSDµL was performed with a single extraction step). Descriptive 
error bars show data spread within replicates (n = 1, triplicates) as ± SD. CV for each fraction is reported 
as a measure of precision of the value of the same fraction area amongst different aqueous phase polarities 
(green = CV ≤ 7%; yellow = 7% < CV ≤ 15%; red = CV >15%). See Fig. 3.1.13 for integration boundaries. 

 Since robustness is defined as the method’s capacity to remain unaffected by small, but 

deliberate variations in its parameters (different methodological procedures in the tissue lysis or 
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N-glycan extraction steps, different experiments carried out with slightly different equipment), and 

provides an indication of the method’s reliability during normal usage,312 the authors conclude that 

LSDµL is more robust and more reliable than HSD. In addition, some inferences can be drawn 

regarding the stability of LSD, another significant parameter of method validation,309 since the 

brain tissue lysate representing LSD starting material was frozen and thawed multiple times and 

employed within different experiments in different months, always producing consistent 

chromatographic profiles (Fig. 3.1.10). 
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Fig. 3.1.10. Stability of samples stored in lysis buffer. N-glycome analysis by LSDµL was performed on the 
same brain tissue lysate, frozen-thawed multiple times over a period of one month. A. Qualitative 
comparison of LSDµL chromatograms in the aforementioned conditions. Chromatograms are cut at 41 min 
to be consistent with previously displayed sections. B. Quantitative comparison of LSDµL chromatograms 
in the aforementioned conditions. Descriptive error bars show data spread within replicates (n = 1, 
triplicates) as ± SD. CV for each fraction is reported as a measure of precision of the same fraction area 
between the two experiments (green = CV ≤ 7%; yellow = 7% < CV ≤ 15%; red = CV >15%). See Fig. 
3.1.13 for integration boundaries. No statistical significance (LSDµL 30.08 Vs LSDµL 31.07, n=1, triplicates, 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test) was found for the differences in fractions with CVs > 15%. 

The lysate was also successfully used for analysis of (glyco)proteins by SDS-PAGE and MS 

(i.e., sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.5) thereby confirming its compatibility with downstream proteomics 

applications. The RIPA buffer used in the LSD method is a very commonly used lysis buffer and 

is routinely employed in many laboratories worldwide for the preparation of protein extracts from 

cultured cells and various tissue including kidney,313 vascular vessels,314 skeletal muscles,315 lung,316 

and brain tissue317,318 among others, suggesting that the LSD method is compatible with a large 

range of cell and tissue types. Indeed, laboratories using this buffer may have existing banks of 

sample lysates stored for future analysis, and LSD therefore provides an ideal platform for rapid 

glycosylation analysis of these archived samples, effectively enabling the extraction of an additional 

layer of information about these samples without the need to collect fresh biological material, 

thereby adding value to existing studies. 

3.1.7 Structural resolution of N-glycan samples derived using HSD and LSD. LSDµL and 

HSD MS spectra related to each brain tissue amount in the effective range were analysed 

identically, as described in the experimental section. The brain N-glycan elution trend (masses over 

time/fractions) was found to be coherent in comparison to the pattern of the 2-AB-labeled 

hydrolysed glucose oligomers (external standard) analysed under the same conditions (Fig. 3.1.11).  

 

Fig. 3.1.11. Elution trend of the extracted brain N-glycans and external standard by monoisotopic mass. 
A. Comparison of the elution trend of the LSD/HSD N-glycan monoisotopic masses (blue) and the 
external standard of 2-AB labelled hydrolysed glucose oligomers masses (STD, green). B. LSD/HSD 
monoisotopic masses eluting in each chromatographic fraction. 
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For both methods, the number of identified N-glycans was proportional to the starting tissue 

amount (Fig. 3.1.12). However, LSDµL displayed on average 10% more N-glycan monosaccharide 

compositions than HSD for equivalent starting amounts, thereby confirming on a qualitative level 

that it is the more sensitive method of the two across the entire effective range.  

 

Fig. 3.1.12. LSD and HSD structural resolution on each starting brain tissue amount. 

LSDµL and HSD from 10 mg of tissue displayed the richest N-glycomic profiles (Fig. 3.1.13), 

comprising 81 and 77 N-glycan monosaccharide compositions respectively with excellent mass 

accuracy (79 compos. < 10 ppm; 2 compos. < 20 ppm). 34 N-glycan structures were assigned to 

these compositions with good confidence based on evidence from tandem MS (Tab. A-1). It has 

to be noted that, although LSDµL grants reliable chromatographic results even when performed 

on 1 mg of starting brain tissue with 2-AB as the fluorophore, at least 10 mg, and a concentration 

step prior to MS analysis (i.e., PGC-SPE), should be employed when performing annotation of 2-

AB-labelled N-glycan structures. 
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Fig. 3.1.13. Structurally annotated LSD and HSD N-glycomic profiles from 10 mg of starting brain 
tissue. Chromatograms from both methods are presented from 5 to 90 min (i.e. the N-glycan elution 
window; unbound 2-AB is eluted before 5 min) and were divided in the same manner into 50 fractions. 
The most abundant N-glycan within each fraction is displayed above the peak. Fractions for which no N-
glycan signal was obtained at the chosen cut offs for the analysis are marked with X. Structures highlighted 
in orange are extracted by both methods with different relative abundances. Structures in red rectangles are 
uniquely extracted by LSD. For a comprehensive list of N-glycan structures identified by each method, 
please refer to Tab. A-1. 

3.1.8 Comparison of N-glycoprofiles obtained by LSD Vs HSD. The two methods produced 

similar, but not identical, N-glycomic profiles from identical samples (Fig. 3.1.13, Tab. A-1). 

Quantitative analysis by UPLC showed that there were statistically significant differences in the 

relative abundance of many of the fractions (Fig. 3.1.14). Fractions that were relatively more 

abundant in LSD-derived N-glycoprofiles tended to have hybrid or sialylated complex N-glycans 

as the dominant species, while those that were relatively less abundant tended to have 

paucimannose or neutral complex N-glycans as the dominant species (Fig. 3.1.15). MS analysis 

also revealed that there were 4 N-glycan monosaccharide compositions uniquely identified by 

LSDµL, accounting for 0.7% of the total chromatographic area (exemplifying spectra are given in 

Fig. 3.1.16). Consistent with the quantitative analysis, three of the LSD-specific N-glycans are 

proposed to be of the sialylated, fucosylated, complex type (38, 44D and 50) while the fourth (22F) 

is a putative sulfated, hybrid N-glycan (Tab. A-1). Additionally, even when the same set of N-

glycans was extracted within a given fraction by both methods, the relative abundances within the 

set sometimes varied, and the dominant structure of the fraction was not always the same across 

the methods (Fig. 3.1.13). To determine whether the two methods preferentially extract different 
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types of N-glycans, derived traits were used to group N-glycans from the 5 mg and 10 mg analyses 

according to structural features to estimate the relative abundance of each N-glycan type for each 

method. These two experiments were used as they show very similar aCVs (Fig. 3.1.1), 

chromatographic profiles, and the same N-glycan dominant structure for each peak (data not 

shown). N-glycans belonging to the hybrid, complex, sialylated, and bisecting GlcNAc groups were 

found to be more efficiently extracted by LSD, while the proportion of oligomannose, and 

paucimannose N-glycans was higher in HSD N-glycoprofiles (Fig. 3.1.17). 
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Fig. 3.1.14. Comparison of the profiles obtained by LSDµL and HSD. A. Quantitative comparison of 
LSDµL and HSD chromatograms (10 mg profiles, representing samples showing the richest N-glycomic 
profiles, are displayed as an example). Descriptive error bars show data spread within replicates (n = 1, 
triplicates) as ± SD. CV for each peak is reported as a measure of precision of the value of the same peak 
area between the two methods (green = CV ≤ 7%; yellow = 7% < CV ≤ 15%; red = CV >15%). The 
statistical analysis (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney, n = 2, triplicates, HSD Vs LSDµL, calculated using values of 
peak chromatographic areas deriving from both the 10 mg and 5 mg samples to improve the statistical 
outcome. The 10 and 5 mg samples from both methods show very similar aCVs (see Fig. 3.1.1) and the 
same dominant N-glycan structure for each peak (data not shown). p-values (*p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01) and 
DL values for each peak comparison (CVs > 7%) are displayed. B. Box-plots indicate dispersion and 
skewness of the data for six peaks present in A, and the related statistical analysis is summarized in the 
lower part of the image through the presentation of relevant parameters. 

 

Fig. 3.1.15. Fractions whose abundance is significantly different between methods by N-glycan type and 
the proposed N-glycan type of the dominant N-glycan structure present in each fraction. 

 

Fig. 3.1.16. MS spectra extracts exemplifying monosaccharide compositions uniquely identified by the 
LSD method. Numbers reported above each peak are isotopic masses. The charge state for each value is 
also reported; AP indicates the mass of the actual, non-deconvoluted, monoisotopic peak in the isotopic 
distribution (charge state is reported in brackets); MM indicates the monoisotopic mass of the deconvoluted 
signal. X-axis represents mass to charge ratio and Y-axis represents the absolute signal intensity. Inside each 
spectrum frame the following information is reported: name of the sample; MS acquisition mode (positive); 
start and end points of the averaged fraction (min); background removal type (spectral). 
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Fig. 3.1.17. Derived traits: grouping of N-glycans according to structural features for each method. The 
calculations for determining the derived traits are given section 6.2. Only N-glycan compositions that could 
unambiguously be assigned to certain structural groups were included. Note that it was not possible to 
assign all N-glycans to structural groups due to lack of MS data to resolve potentially ambiguous 
compositions. A. The percentage of the total chromatographic area for each derived trait and method is 
reported in the histogram. Descriptive error bars show data spread within replicates (n = 2, triplicates, as 
done for the analysis showed in 3.1.14) as ± SD. B. Box-plots indicate dispersion and skewness of the data 
for every derived trait comparison reported in A. The statistical analysis (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney, n = 2, 
triplicates) is summarized in the lower part of the image through the presentation of relevant parameters. 
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This result was interpreted as an indication of the increased sensitivity of LSD rather than a 

chemically-based extraction bias. It was hypothesized that the lower LOD of LSD allows it to 

more efficiently extract low abundance N-glycans (i.e. fractions accounting for <2% of the total 

chromatographic area) which, in brain tissue, tend to be of the complex and sialylated type, 

resulting in an enrichment of these rarer N-glycans in LSD. However, given that an increase in 

one group must be offset by a decrease in other groups when relative quantification is 

implemented, as a consequence the relative contribution of more common N-glycans (i.e. 

oligomannose N-glycans in brain tissue) is diminished. Overall, the author concluded that while 

both methods yield a generally similar N-glycoprofile, the increased sensitivity of LSD results in 

more efficient extraction of low abundance N-glycan species and a resulting relative enrichment 

of hybrid and complex N-glycans compared to HSD. 

3.1.9 Conclusions and future perspectives. Selective purification of analytes, methodological 

precision, robustness, good sensitivity and LOD, linearity and range, among others, are crucial 

parameters that must be evaluated when a new method is developed,309 to ensure that the method 

is solid and will give consistent results. In a word, that it is reproducible, and can be used by, 

ideally, any researcher. Glycoanalytics is no exception, and since glycobiology is becoming a 

prominent language in many scientific fields,319 thoroughly validated methods will be vital to 

properly answer interesting biological questions. In this project a robust, sensitive and precise 

method named LSD is presented and validated on brain samples, though feasibly applicable to 

other solid tissues and cell samples too. As a stand-alone method for N-glycan analysis of tissue 

samples, LSD is indisputably one of the most thoroughly validated methods in the field-related 

literature (Tab. 3.1.1), it employs the lowest amount of starting tissue able to produce precise 

results, and it compares favourably to analogous published methods across all parameters. 

However, the major advantage of the LSD workflow is that it can be seamlessly integrated into 

existing proteomic workflows as an “add-on” that allows researchers to extract another layer of 

information (i.e. N-glycosylation profile) from their lysate samples. The value and versatility added 

by LSD to classical proteomics workflows has been demonstrated by using the same lysate to 

perform N-glycomics analysis via LSD and also proteomics analysis using traditional methods, 

resulting in two complementary omics datasets generated from a single sample (i.e., sections 3.2.3, 

3.2.4, 3.2.5). Furthermore, although LSD is a method conceived for the purification and analysis 

of N-glycans, its workflow is, in principle, compatible with the investigation of O-glycans too, since 

multiple analyses are possible from the same lysate. Indeed, even within the same experiment (the 

same lysate aliquot), after N-glycan release, the O-glycan-bearing proteome is available and could 

be re-purified for the release and analysis of O-glycans. LSD outperformed the previous method 
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developed in the author’s Erasmus host institution, showing higher sensitivity and precision, a 

broader range, a lower LOD, substantially better robustness, and improved structural resolution 

when coupled with MS detection. Furthermore, LSD is quicker (3 days Vs 4 days for HSD) and 

simpler to perform, as well as being more cost effective (requiring less reagents and purification 

steps), thus paving the way towards high-throughput glycomics applications employing solid 

tissues. As a further bonus it is also safer and more environmentally friendly (it avoids dangerous 

chemicals employed through HSD, e.g., sodium azide), and it only uses a fraction of the initial 

lysate, leaving material available for other analyses, such as (glyco)proteomics. During the 

optimization of the LSD method, different lengths of the deglycosylation step were actually 

investigated and it was observed that, although using a reaction of shorter duration (i.e. only one 

overnight incubation) did not lead to a reduction in the overall signal intensity, it resulted in specific 

reductions in certain chromatographic peaks, mainly those containing a bisecting GlcNAc, within 

the chromatographic profile (data not shown). It was hypothesized that these peaks contain N-

glycan structures that are more difficult to remove by PNGase F and therefore require an extended 

incubation time. It has been reported that not all N-glycans are cleaved with equal efficiency by 

PNGase F and that the kinetics of release are significantly lower for N-glycans containing a 

bisecting GlcNAc.320 Therefore, although it is possible to perform a shorter version of the LSD 

protocol with a single overnight deglycosylation incubation (i.e., a two days workflow), the 

resulting profile will be incomplete and therefore employing the longer version of the protocol is 

recommended to allow the reaction to proceed to completion, which will provide a more accurate 

picture of the sample N-glycome. Although this work was carried out using 2-AB as the labelling 

agent in order to be consistent with previously published HSD data, the method was also tested 

using procainamide (ProA) as the fluorescent tag, which is known to be more sensitive for both 

fluorescence and MS detection,183 and obtained a 10-fold increase in sensitivity (Fig. 3.1.18).  
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Fig. 3.1.18. LSDµL sensitivity increases 10-fold when N-glycans are labelled with Procainamide instead 
of 2-AB. 1, 2 and 5 mg profiles are reported as examples. Note the signal intensity on the y-axis. 

Therefore, the use of ProA instead of 2-AB for N-glycan labelling, using the same reaction 

conditions, boosts LSD performance and should be used in future LSD applications. The power 

of LSD is nonetheless bound by the current limitations of the N-glycomic field: relative 

quantification of N-glycans is feasible within the chromatograms, but it is not trivial to perform 

absolute quantification. Absolute quantification of N-glycans is a challenging task, but a 

fundamental one indeed for a complete method validation (e.g., investigating accuracy, limit of 

quantification, and recovery),309 which is required for clinical use. Due to this, future developments 

in the field will undoubtedly furnish the tools to equip the LSD workflow with absolute 

quantification capabilities. In conclusion, although LSD is still far from being the perfect method 

for brain tissue N-glycan investigation, to the best of the author's knowledge, it is currently the 

most thoroughly validated Neuro-N-Glycomic method in terms of robustness, precision, 

sensitivity, selectivity, linearity and range,113,196,215,262–264,266,267,269 while still performing reliably (e.g., 

precise and sensitive) on the smallest amount of starting brain tissue when compared to other 

methods in the literature,265 and it therefore represents a significant step forward towards the 

achievement of biomedically employable glycomic workflows. 
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3.2 THE "REVERSE GLYCOPROTEOMICS" PROJECT. 

3.2.1 Framework of the study. Since the brain N-glycan chemical information is only a part 

of the glycomolecular puzzle eliciting the biochemical response in a tissue, it is important to unveil 

the protein component of the system that carries the N-glycan, to individuate the glycoprotein as 

the complete putative glycobiomarker towards functional studies. In this context, previous works 

regarding the investigation of brain N-glycans in different species (Thomas Klarić and Ivan Gudelj, 

Genos Ltd; unpublished work), highlighted some N-glycan structures that were differentially 

expressed in brains belonging to different species (e.g., human, chimpanzee, macaque, dog, rat), 

different brain regions (e.g., cerebellum, hippocampus, striatum, frontal cortex), and brain 

developmental stages (e.g., fetus and adult). These specific N-glycans, which chemical structures 

will not be presented since part of a non-disclosure agreement with the author's Erasmus host 

institution (Genos Ltd), are of particular interest for the study of brain evolution, being candidate 

glycobiomarkers for brain functional studies. Stemming from these N-glycan data, the ongoing 

project presented in the following was developed and named “reverse glycoproteomics” (RG), 

since it aims to pinpoint the proteins carrying the above introduced neurologically interesting N-

glycans, by starting from the already generated N-glycans data (i.e., reversing the more usual flow 

from proteomics to glycomics). This will permit the identification of the complete glycomolecular 

system eliciting the biological response in the context of brain evolution and functioning, opening 

the possibility to investigate its effects in vitro and in vivo. Methodological developments regarding 

the RG project, carried out on a test-sample (i.e., rat brain tissue lysate), are reported in the 

following in the context of an ongoing collaboration heading towards the identification of target 

glycoproteins from more precious brain tissues (e.g., human, chimpanzee, macaque, dog). 

3.2.2 The RG strategy. The experimental strategy to highlight the proteins carrying the 

neurologically interesting N-glycans (Fig. 3.2.1) combines N-glycomics, proteomics and N-

glycoproteomics approaches, and was adapted from a recently published glycoproteomics 

approach.215 The starting sample of the analysis was the same brain tissue lysate employed in the 

LSD N-glycomic workflow (i.e., section 3.1). Briefly, in-solution reduction, denaturation and 

alkylation were performed directly on the rat brain lysate, prior to brain proteome fractionation 

on SDS-PAGE. The protein bands were then excised from the gel, decoloured and prepared for 

subsequent analyses. Each band underwent in-gel deglycosylation using PNGase-F (IGD), to 

obtain the brain N-glycoprofile via UPLC (N-glycan masses within LC chromatographic peaks 

were already determined in previous study), yielding the N-glycomic information (N-glycan 

masses, Fig. 3.2.1, A). Deglycosylated proteins still trapped in the gel underwent in-gel 
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trypsinization after deglycosylation (IGTaD): deglycosylated peptides were analysed with UPLC-

MS to obtain the proteomic information (peptide masses and N-glycosylation sites, Fig. 3.2.1, B). 

Finally, a proteome replicate run on SDS-PAGE using the same conditions (technical replicate), 

underwent in-gel trypsinization without deglycosylation (IGT), yielding the N-glycoproteomic 

information (N-glycopeptide masses, Fig. 3.2.1, C). The combination of these three pieces of 

information (the sum of the N-glycan and deglycosylated peptide masses will equal the N-

glycopeptide mass) will make the identification of the N-glycoproteins carrying the neurologically 

interesting N-glycans feasible, thus highlighting putative glycobiomarkers for functional studies. 

 

Fig. 3.2.1. RG experimental strategy. 1. Proteins within the brain tissue lysate are directly denatured, 
reduced and alkylated prior to SDS-PAGE separation in technical replicates. 2. Protein bands within the 
gel are excised and destained towards subsequent analyses. 3. IGD. 4. IGTaD. 5. IGT. 6. Brain N-glycans 
analysis via UPLC (N-glycan masses already determined in previous study). 7. Brain (de)glycosylated 
peptides analysis via UPLC-MS. A. N-glycan masses information. B. Deglycosylated peptide information. 
C. N-glycopeptide information. 8. Linking the information A, B and C permits the identification of the N-
glycoprotein of interest. 

3.2.3 Brain proteome fractionation through SDS-PAGE. The first step for the RG project 

comprises the analysis of the brain proteome through SDS-PAGE. This step ensures a preliminary 

sample purification through a polyacrylamide gel, the proteome fractionation according to the 

apparent molecular weight of its protein constituents, and the simplification of the starting sample 

(in proteome fractions) towards easier (glyco)protein identification (experimental details in 
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sections 4.2.2 to 4.2.4). Briefly, the brain lysate was denatured, reduced, alkylated with 

iodoacetamide for MS investigation, and directly loaded on a polyacrylamide gel for SDS-PAGE 

analysis. The gel was then fractionated according to the displayed protein bands: 18 fractions (Fig. 

3.2.2, red) were chosen, and relative bands were excised from the gel for subsequent destaining 

using multiple cycles of acetonitrile/sodium bicarbonate. Gel bands were then dried under vacuum 

prior to IGD. 

 

Fig. 3.2.2. Brain proteome fractionated on SDS-PAGE. SDS-PAGE of the reduced, denatured and 
alkylated lysate. 1,4,9,10 = blanks; 2 = molecular weight marker; 3 = human IgG as +C; 5,6,7,8 = brain 
tissue lysate; left legend = molecular weights of the marker bands; right legend (red) = fractionation pattern 
(18 fractions). 

3.2.4 In-gel deglycosylation (IGD). The deglycosylation reaction was performed directly on the 

gel pieces using PNGase F in sodium bicarbonate buffer, at 37°C, overnight. After deglycosylation, 

the N-glycans were extracted from the gel pieces by the use of sonication, with several washes with 

water and acetonitrile, to make the polyacrylamide matrix efficiently release the oligosaccharides 

by shrinking and swelling cycles. N-glycans extracted from the gel were then dried and resuspended 

in formic acid, to hydrolyse the glycosylamine intermediate resulting from PNGase F cleavage and 

shift the reducing GlcNAc hemiacetalic/aldehydic equilibrium towards the latter, more reactive 

form. N-glycans were then labelled with ProA and purified prior to HILIC-UPLC analysis 

(experimental details in sections 4.2.5 and 4.2.6). Increasing the IGD step sensitivity was of 

paramount importance, since the N-glycans in each sample belong to the N-glycoproteins 

contained in a single gel fraction, an amount of protein material in itself unable to produce readable 

signals when fluorescence is used as detection (i.e., UPLC) and ProA is used as the labelling dye. 

In this context, different strategies have been tested to enhance the IGD step sensitivity. Formerly, 

the brain proteome was run in eight technical replicates and band pooling (adding to one sample 
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8 technical replicates of the same band) was performed to enhance the signals of ProA labelled N-

glycans. This strategy permitted to obtain readable signals from 10 out of 15 gel fractions and 

showed that the enrichment of specific N-glycan peaks was possible, since several peaks within 

the brain N-glycoprofile displayed different relative abundances in different fractions (Fig. 3.2.3). 

However, band pooling is laborious and time consuming; furthermore, since SDS-PAGE runs of 

complex samples (e.g., brain proteome) are not always exactly identical, even considering technical 

replicates on the same gel (band smiling and distortions), pooling is also a not perfectly clean 

approach, thought commonly used in proteomics. In addition, signals displayed in Fig. 3.2.3 are 

only sufficiently above the threshold of readability, as underlined by those fractions that failed to 

yield satisfactory N-glycoprofiles (e.g., 10-12, 14,15). In the light of these limitations, the IGD 

workflow was refined to increase the sensitivity and obtain satisfactory N-glycoprofiles for each 

proteome fraction. Firstly, a two-step labelling reaction was employed instead of the previously 

one-pot version, used in preliminary RG project experiments and LSD method development (i.e., 

sections 1.3.3, 4.1.1, and 4.1.3). In fact, previous experiments have successfully optimised the N-

glycan labelling reaction towards enhanced yields (data not shown), by decoupling the iminium ion 

formation step, from the iminium ion reduction step that yields the final secondary amine (Fig. 

1.8). By avoiding the formerly employed one-pot version of the reaction, the amount of N-glycans 

reducing ends directly reacting with the reducing agent (2-methylpyridine borane complex), in 

place of the dye (ProA or 2-AB), was significantly lowered, as highlighted by a substantial decrease 

of the N-glycan + 2 Da (2H, aldehyde reduction) signals observed in MS experiments (data not 

shown, Fig. 1.8, 2e-f). Secondly, as done in sections 3.1.7 and 4.1.6, a concentration step using 

PGC-SPE substantially contributed to boost the IGD sensitivity, yielding optimal N-glycoprofiles, 

for a total of 18 fractions (therefore increasing IGD resolution), starting from a single gel band for 

each fraction and totally avoiding band pooling (3.2.4).  
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Fig. 3.2.3. HILIC-UPLC analysis of ProA labelled N-glycans obtained by pooling 8 technical replicates 
for each one of the 15 fractions excised from the SDS-PAGE gel. Chromatograms are presented from 5 
to 90 min (e.g., the N-glycan elution window; unbound 2-AB is eluted before 5 min). EU = Emission Units 
(fluorescence). SDS-PAGE fraction numbers are reported on the right. Red dashed rectangle = an example 
of specific N-glycan peak enriched in some fractions (7-9). 

The ProA-labelled (Tomas Klarić, Matija Salopek, unpublished work) and 2-AB labelled 

(Tomas Klarić, Ivan Gudelj, unpublished work) brain N-glycomes have been previously annotated 

for different species (e.g., human, chimpanzee, macaque, dog, rat), by using MS data. Therefore, 

knowing which N-glycan structure lies under which peak, and considering the reproducibility of 

brain N-glycoprofiles (e.g., section 1.2.1), finding which fraction is enriched in a neurologically 

interesting N-glycan is feasible. For instance, the neurologically interesting structure A is eluted in 

a peak between 50.5 and 51 min (Fig. 3.2.5), which retention time window showed an enriched 

peak in fractions 6-8 and 11 (Fig. 3.2.5). Therefore, these fractions (i.e., 6-8,11) are the primary 

candidates to be investigated in the search for N-glycoproteins carrying the neurologically 
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interesting N-glycan A. Another example is the neurologically interesting structure B, eluted in a 

peak between 55.5 and 57 min (Fig. 3.2.5), which is enriched in fractions 7-12 and 15-16. 

 

3.2.4. HILIC-UPLC analysis of ProA labelled N-glycans obtained by employing the optimised labelled 
reaction and PGC-SPE concentration prior to analysis. Chromatograms are presented from 5 to 90 min 
(e.g., the N-glycan elution window; unbound 2-AB is eluted before 5 min). EU = Emission Units 
(fluorescence). SDS-PAGE fraction numbers are reported on the right. Red dashed rectangle = an example 
of specific N-glycan peak enriched in some fractions (8-11). 
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Fig. 3.2.5. Examples of chromatographic peaks harbouring neurologically interesting N-glycans 
enriched in specific proteome fractions. Chromatograms are presented from 30 to 70 min to highlight the 
region of interest. No EU value is displayed because chromatographic intensities are normalised. SDS-
PAGE fraction numbers are reported on the right. Red dashed rectangles = elution window of the 
neurologically interesting N-glycan A (50.5-51 min) and B (55.5-57 min); Red rectangles = chromatographic 
peaks enriched in the neurologically interesting N-glycan A (fractions 6-8, and 11) and B (fractions 7-12, 
and 15-16). 

3.2.5 In-gel trypsinisation after deglycosylation (IGaTD). Protein digestion was performed 

directly on gel pieces using Trypsin in sodium bicarbonate buffer, at 37°C, overnight. After 

trypsinisation, deglycosylated peptides were extracted from the gel pieces with several washes using 

sodium bicarbonate buffer and acetonitrile, again exploiting the shrinking and swelling action of 

the aqueous/solvent addition cycles on polyacrylamide gel pieces, as done for IGD. Extracted 

deglycosylated peptides were then dried and resuspended in trifluoroacetic acid, to enhance their 

hydrophobicity and boost the binding on the solid phase within the subsequent reverse-phase 
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purification and concentration step, prior to RP-nanoUPLC-ESI-QqTOF MS profiling 

(experimental details in sections 4.2.7, 4.2.8, and 4.2.9). MS analyses of deglycosylated peptides 

(Fig. 3.2.6) highlighted more than 1000 peptides, 500 proteins, and 50 Asn→Asp modifications 

(Fig. 3.2.7), leading to the identification of glycopeptides, glycosylation sites, and glycoproteins 

(Tab. A-2), thereby confirming the LSD brain lysate (section 3.1) compatibility with downstream 

proteomics applications and the suitability of the IGTaD procedure to investigate deglycosylated 

peptides, towards glycopeptides and glycoproteins identification. The analysis of deglycosylated 

peptides identified some experimentally reviewed glycoproteins, such as Contactin-1, Myelin-

associated glycoprotein, Excitatory amino acid transporter 2, Sodium/potassium-transporting 

ATPase (subunit beta-2), and Thy-1 membrane glycoprotein (Tab. A-2). In addition, the 

enzymatic deglycosylation step performed prior to trypsinisation made N-glycosylation sites 

analysis possible, identifying the N-glycan-bearing asparagine, and highlighting three novel putative 

glycosylation sites: N444 on a Neural cell adhesion molecule 1 (NCAM1) isoform, N356 on the 

Dihydropyrimidinase-related protein 2 (Dpysl2), and N201 on the BTB domain-containing 18 

protein (Btbd18), which were not reported in the Uniprot KB database before. NCAM1 (Uniprot 

KB ID P13596) is a cell adhesion molecule involved in neural functioning, and reported N-

glycosylation sites lie at N222, 316, 348, 434, 460, and 489. The IGTaD analysis showed that an 

NCAM1 isoform (Uniprot KB ID F1LNY3), presented a +0.984 Da shift at position N444 within 

the suitable N-glycosylation sequon N-Y-S (Tab. A-2), indicative of the presence of an N-glycan. 

Dpysl2 (Uniprot KB ID P47942) plays a role in neuronal developing and functioning and is 

reported to be phosphorylated but not glycosylated. The IGTaD analysis showed that a +0.984 

Da shift is present at position N356 within the N-glycosylation sequon N-G-T (Tab. A-2), thereby 

highlighting Dpysl2 as a novel glycoprotein. Btbd18 (Uniprot KB ID D3Z9A5) is involved in male 

meiosis I and is required during spermatogenesis to promote the expression of piRNA precursors. 

The protein is not known to be glycosylated, but the IGTaD analysis highlighted the presence of 

an N-glycan on N201, within the suitable N-glycosylation sequon N-L-S (Tab. A-2), therefore 

suggesting Btbd18 to be a glycoprotein. 
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Fig. 3.2.6. LC-MS spectra of deglycosylated peptides obtained from the 18 fractions excised from the 
SDS-PAGE.  
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It should also to be noted that, some of these identified proteins (Tab. A-2) are comprised 

within proteome fractions in which neurologically interesting N-glycans are actually enriched 

(Section 3.2.4, Fig. 3.2.5). For example, the Excitatory amino acid transporter 2 (P31596) is found 

in fraction 6, in which the neurologically interesting N-glycan A is IGD-enriched. Dpysl2 (P47942) 

is found in fraction 7 which, according to IGD data, harboured both the neurologically interesting 

N-glycans A and B. The Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit beta-2 (P13638) and 

Btbd18 (D329A5) followed the same trend being present in fractions 11 and 9, respectively. This 

piece of information is clearly insufficient to link the neurologically interesting N-glycans to their 

carrier N-glycoproteins (for which data on N-glycopeptides are essential) but represents indeed a 

partial confirmation of the methodology suitability towards the intended purpose, along with 

already providing some putative candidates for the N-glycoprotein targets at the level of 

methodological development. 

 

Fig. 3.2.7. Number of  identified peptides and proteins obtained from the 18 fractions excised from the 
SDS-PAGE gel. F = fraction; nIPe = n° of  identified peptides in each fraction; nIP = n° of  identified 
proteins in each fraction; nIgP = n° of  putative glycoproteins identified in each fraction (at least one 
Asn→Asp, +0.984 Da; detailed examples of  identified glycoproteins are given in Tab. A-2).  

3.2.6 In-gel trypsinisation without deglycosylation (IGT). To link the information 

obtained within the IGD and IGTaD steps and highlight which N-glycoprotein carries the N-

glycans of interest, the third piece of the RG puzzle is necessary. Therefore, N-glycopeptides, from 

the same sample from which N-glycans and deglycosylated peptides were generated, were prepared 

(e.g., using another lane of the SDS-PAGE, containing a brain tissue lysate replicate, see Fig. 
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3.2.2). The employed protocol was exactly the same of the IGTaD step, without performing IGD 

prior to trypsinisation. Generated N-glycopeptides were then purified and enriched using cotton 

HILIC174 (experimental details in section 4.2.10), and are ready to be analysed in the frame of an 

ongoing collaboration with the author's Erasmus host institution (Genos Ltd). 

3.2.7 Conclusions and future perspectives. The IGD step of the RG workflow has been 

optimised and is currently able to produce optimal N-glycan signals from the amount of proteins 

contained in a single SDS-PAGE gel band, highlighting the proteome fractions in which the 

chromatographic peak harbouring the neurologically interesting N-glycans are enriched, thereby 

providing indications about the SDS-PAGE gel bands containing the N-glycoproteins carrying the 

N-glycans of interest. Regarding the IGDaT step, preliminary experiments in the context of 

methodological optimisation gave promising results. At the current level of development this step 

is able to perform deglycosylated peptides analysis, to highlight glycoproteins and N-glycosylation 

sites, therefore confirming the methodological suitability for the intended purpose. Further 

developments are however still necessary to enhance peptides and deglycosylated peptides 

identification through LC-MS applications, since the number of identified glycoproteins is still not 

satisfactory, and a higher resolution power will be necessary to increase the possibility of 

identifying deglycosylated peptides carrying the neurologically interesting N-glycans. This will be 

achieved by further optimising the IGaTD step, and in this context several options will be pursued. 

Regarding the IGaTD sample preparation, the efficiency of the reverse-phase step of peptides 

purification could be theoretically improved, by increasing, for example, the volume of the C18 

stationary phase, in order to bound more peptides, since the preliminary experiments presented in 

this thesis were carried out using a basic version of the protocol, usually employed for simpler 

system than tissues (e.g., isolated proteins), thereby probably containing less complex peptide 

ensembles. At the analytical level, the IGaTD LC gradient could be further improved by testing 

different lengths or final concentrations of ACN, to better separate the eluted peptides, thus 

increasing MS identifications. Also, the use of a step gradient instead of a linear one, might enhance 

peptide signals resolution. Despite the adjustments that can be tried at these levels, significant 

improvements in peptide signals resolution, and thus identification, would be achieved by 

employing a more efficient ion source, at the level of mass spectrometric analysis. In fact, a Bruker 

Compact mass spectrometer equipped with a standard ESI ion source was used for these 

preliminary experiments (i.e., section 4.2.9), but a more powerful ion source, called CaptiveSpray 

nanoBooster ® (Bruker, Germany) is available in-house at the host institution on the same 

instrument, and it is capable of  significantly enhancing peptide IDs. The CaptiveSpray 

nanoBooster® boosts the mass spectrometer proteomic performances by providing a vortex gas 
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sweeping around the ion source emitter spray tip, efficiently desolvating and focusing the ESI 

Taylor cone into the mass spectrometer inlet capillary, therefore reducing the sample loss deriving 

from unfocused Taylor cones, and augmenting the efficiency of the sample transfer from the spray 

tip into the instrument. In addition, to further increase the peptide and glycopeptide identification, 

the MS/MS conditions could be further optimised, to ensure the best possible trade-off between 

data acquisition and fragmentation efficiency (e.g., number of scans, number of precursor ions 

chosen in each scan, CID collision energy). Therefore, in the context of IGTaD, little adjustments 

still have to be made on the sample preparation steps, and a significant enhancement of peptide 

identifications could be achieved by further tailoring the MS analysis parameters. As far as the N-

glycopeptide analysis is concerned, that is the third piece of the RG project, purified glycopeptides 

were prepared from all the eighteen fractions, furnishing ready-to-use biological material 

employable for LC-MS methodological development. Lastly, since the RG workflow is still at the 

level of methodological optimisation and in the light of what has been discussed in section 3.1.1, 

once its experimental workflow parameters will be tailored, at least a basic methodological 

validation should be provided (i.e., precision and sensitivity of the method), before moving onto 

its applications on precious brain samples (e.g., human, chimpanzee, macaque, dog) for the search 

of the N-glycoproteins carrying the neurologically interesting brain N-glycans. 
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3.3 CHEMOSELECTIVE MODIFICATION OF HUMAN NEUROSERPIN. 

3.3.1 Framework of the study. Human neuroserpin (hNS) is a metastable protein that 

pathologically polymerises with neurodegenerative consequences (section 1.2.7). Since the 

molecular mechanism of hNS polymerisation is still a matter of debate,149,321–325 the aim of this 

study was to develop a chemical method suitable to unveil more pieces of information about the 

molecular determinants of hNS polymerisation. hNS is involved in many neurodegenerative 

pathologies (e.g., FENIB, Alzheimer's, brain cancer),326 therefore elucidating hNS polymerisation 

mechanism is serviceable in casting light upon across-the-board neurodegeneration mechanisms, 

furnishing biomedically relevant information. The aim of this project was to develop an efficient 

and suitable chemical labelling procedure, able to maintain hNS folding and furnish a molecular 

marker for analytical evaluation. The strategy of this study was to covalently label hNS in its 

monomeric (mhNS) and polymeric (phNS) forms, and then to compare the labelling pattern of 

the two in an attempt to perform a topographical characterisation of the molecular regions 

involved in hNS polymerisation. These regions will be indicative of molecular candidates putatively 

involved in the protein polymerisation behaviour, to be further investigated and validated with 

biochemical studies. This project was carried out in collaboration with the protein aggregation 

laboratory of the University of Milano (Stefano Ricagno's group; hNS production and structural 

analyses) and the mass spectrometry laboratory of the University of Milano-Bicocca (Rita 

Grandori's group; MS analyses). This section will present a part of the whole work, comprising the 

description of the chemical procedure employed to label hNS and the analytical evaluation of the 

reaction outcome. Further biological conclusions drawn from the mhNS and phNS chemical 

labelling results (i.e., the identity and suggested biological functions of the highlighted putative 

molecular determinants of hNS polymerisation; e.g., by using bioinformatics and further 

biochemical analyses) will be the part of collaborators' theses and, in the frame of an ongoing 

collaboration, will coalesce into a joint scientific publication. 

3.3.2 Reductive amination for hNS labelling. Developing an efficient chemical labelling able 

to cover enough protein sequence in order to give interpretable results imposes several boundaries. 

Firstly, a naturally displayed and suitable (i.e., reactivity) functional group on the protein surface is 

needed. Secondly, an adequate chemical label has to be chosen: it has to be soluble in the same 

buffer in which the protein is maintained in its native form, it has to react promptly with its partner 

and be able to give a reliable analytical signal. Finally, a proper set of reaction conditions have to 

be tailored to ensure a good reaction yield (i.e., sufficiently high to yield usable results). In this 

project, a water-soluble chemical label and a water-friendly reaction had to be selected, without 
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the possibility to raise the temperature in order to boost the chemical outcome or having the 

chance to employ denaturing reagents or solvents. Reductive amination is a well-known 

biocompatible reaction often employed to label bio(macro)molecules of interest (i.e., sections 

1.3.3, 4.1.3, and 4.2.6), invented by nature to perform α-amino acid biosynthesis from α-ketoacids 

(i.e., carried out by transaminases). Since reductive amination exploits amino groups, protein 

primary amines (i.e., lysine and N-T) are a suitable candidate for protein conjugation with this 

reaction. Furthermore, the efficiency of the bioconjugation reaction depends on the functional 

group local environment, the protein structural flexibility and solvent accessibility of the 

conjugation site and, in this context, protein primary amines are usually high abundant, chemically 

reactive, and surface-accessible, therefore being optimal candidates for protein bioconjugation 

strategies.327 mhNS and phNS have been dimethyl labelled via reductive amination adapting a 

published procedure exploited to label IgGs,327 by using formaldehyde and sodium 

cyanoborohydride in potassium phosphate buffer (Fig. 3.3.1), furnishing a dimethyl chemical tag 

on the protein amino groups (i.e., 22 lysines and the N-T), accounting for a mass shift of 

+28.031300 u for every completely reacted amino group. Dimethyl labelling has been performed 

on mhNS and phNS, under the same conditions, and the reaction outcome was investigated 

through biochemical and proteomics approaches, using the same mass spectrometer and analytical 

workflow for both systems (experimental details in section 4.3). 

 

Fig. 3.3.1. Reductive amination of  hNS. hNS crystal structure is reported (PDB ID: 3FGQ, 2.09 Å, (x-
ray); light blue = α-helices; red = β-sheets; violet = loops; orange = lysines, 22 in total). 1. Reductive 
amination conditions (HCOH = formaldehyde; NaBH3CN = sodium cyanoborohydride; 
K2HPO4/KH2PO4 = 20 mM potassium phosphate buffer pH 8; RT = room temperature; 100 sec = 
reaction time). 2. Reductive amination quenching step (NH4OH = ammonium hydroxide). Red inset = 
lysine dimethylation enlargement (R, R1 = protein backbone), dimethylation mass shift is reported under 
chemical structures.  

3.3.3 A quick glance at the dimethylation reaction outcome. Preliminary experiments 

performed in collaboration with the mass spectrometry laboratory of the University of Milano-
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Bicocca (Rita Grandori's group), and carried out by direct injection of intact mhNS, furnished 

some basic evidences of the reaction capabilities (Fig. 3.3.2). mhNS profile before (Fig. 3.3.2, 1) 

and after (Fig. 3.3.2, 2) dimethylation showed a significant m/z shift, while deconvolution 

provided an experimental mhNS mass value coherent with a complete protein dimethylation (i.e., 

+ 644.7199 u is the theoretical monoisotopic mass shift accounting for 23 dimethyl groups, while 

+ 649 u is the experimentally derived mass shift between unmethylated and dimethylated mhNS; 

Fig. 3.3.2, 3). The appearance of other peaks visible after deconvolution (i.e., the main one 

showing a + 720 u mass shift, 46991 u, Fig. 3.3.2, 3), can be ascribed to subpopulations of mhNS 

carrying unspecific or different modifications (i.e., oxidations, adducts). These preliminary data 

suggested that the chemical reaction developed for the amino group dimethyl labelling efficiently 

worked on mhNS. Further demonstration of the labelling reaction suitability towards the intended 

purpose is given in the following paragraphs. 

 

Fig. 3.3.2. MS analyses on intact unmethylated and dimethylated mhNS. 1. MS spectrum of  
unmethylated mhNS. 2. MS spectrum of  dimethylated mhNS after 20 sec of  reaction. 3. Deconvoluted 
spectra of  unmethylated (black) and dimethylated (red) mhNS after 20 sec of  reaction (the 46271 u peak 
corresponds to unmethylated mhNS monoisotopic peak; the 46920 u peak represents the completely 
methylated mhNS peak, + 649 u in respect to unmethylated mhNS; the 46991 u peak highlights the 
presence of  unspecific modifications, e.g., oxidations, adducts formation). 

3.3.4 The dimethylation reaction is compatible with hNS folding. In order to perform a 

meaningful investigation of the putative hNS molecular features involved in the polymerisation 

process, mhNS must maintain its native structure after the dimethylation reaction and must not 

polymerise as a result of the chemical labelling. In order to evaluate this, biochemical analyses were 

performed in collaboration with the Stefano Ricagno's group (University of Milano) employing 

different lengths of the dimethylation reaction (i.e., 20 sec, 10 min, 1 hour), and samples were 

analysed through circular dichroism (Far-UV CD), fluorescence (FLR) and size-exclusion 

chromatography-fast protein liquid chromaography (SEC-FPLC; Fig. 3.3.3).328–330 CD analyses 

showed that the final pH of the reaction (i.e., after quenching reductive amination with NH4OH; 

e.g., pH 10) only caused little perturbations on unmethylated mhNS folding, without altering it to 

a significant extent, after long incubation at high pH (Fig. 3.3.3, 1), while the dimethylated protein 

showed a substantial loss of secondary structure only after one hour of labelling reaction (Fig. 
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3.3.3, 2), thereby elucidating a 10 min safe reaction zone. FLR (Fig. 3.3.3, 3) and SEC-FPLC (Fig. 

3.3.3, 4) analyses further demonstrated that lysine dimethylation did not substantially cause mhNS 

folding alterations nor trigger mhNS polymerisation, therefore confirming that the developed 

dimethylation reaction is a suitable option for hNS polymerisation studies. 

 

Fig. 3.3.3. Biochemical characterisation of  mhNS (green = mhNS at pH 7, one hour incubation; black 
= mhNS at pH 10, one hour incubation; blue = mhNS, one hour of  incubation with NaBH3CN, followed 
by quenching with NH4OH (reaction control); orange = dimethylated mhNS, 20 sec of  reaction; grey = 
dimethylated mhNS, 10 min of  reaction; yellow = dimethylated mhNS, 1 hour of  reaction). 1. Far-UV CD 
spectra of  mhNS at different pH. 2. Far-UV CD spectra of  mhNS at different reaction times. 3. Tyr/Trp 
Fluorescence analysis of  mhNS (295 nm excitation; 300-350 emission) at different reaction times. 4. SEC-
FPLC analysis of  mhNS (mhNS expected VR = 14.5 mL, phNS expected VR = 7.1 mL)328,330 at different 
reaction times. 

3.3.5 Analytical evaluation of dimethylated mhNS and phNS peptides. Dimethylated 

mhNS and phNS peptides were analysed in three biological replicates, accounting for a total of six 

technical replicates. Briefly, after quenching the dimethyl labelling reaction, proteins were in-

solution digested with chymotrypsin, and peptides were cleaned up with a reverse phase step 

before Orbitrap MS bottom-up analysis. mhNS and phNS total ion chromatograms (TIC) of 

chymotryptic peptides are reported (Fig. 3.3.4, 1 and Fig. 3.3.5, 1), along with a selected peptide 

MS (Fig. 3.3.4, 2 and Fig. 3.3.5, 2), and MS2 (Fig. 3.3.4, 3 and Fig. 3.3.5, 3) exemplifying spectra 

for both hNS forms (i.e., LPRFTVEQEIDLKDVL, m/z = 648.366, 3+, theoretical [M+H]+ = 

1943.0848 u, dimethyl K13). mhNS and phNS showed an average (i.e., six technical replicates) 
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sequence coverage value of 100% and 97.7% respectively, with more than one hundred unique 

peptides identified for each form (Tab.A-3, Tab. A-4), and each lysine amino group in mhNS and 

phNS sequences was found to be dimethylated at least once. Every mhNS and phNS lysine-

containing peptide has been sorted and grouped according to the specific carried lysine (e.g., every 

peptide containing K70 in one group), by analysing the protein sequence. The Peptide Spectrum 

Match value (i.e., the number of times a single peptide is fragmented, PSM) for every lysine-

containing peptide (i.e., peptides containing only one lysine) was used as a quantitative measure of 

the level of dimethylation (i.e., how many times the fragmented peptides containing a specific 

lysine showed dimethylation on that lysine) and unmethylation (i.e., how many times the 

fragmented peptides containing a specific lysine did not show dimethylation on that lysine). These 

data were used to calculate the dimethylation level (i.e., in percentage) for each lysine in mhNS and 

phNS. When peptides containing two (or more) lysines were encountered, these were labelled as 

uncertain (i.e., not possible to discern which lysine in the peptide harboured the dimethyl 

modification), and a dimethylation probability was assigned to each lysine contained in the peptide. 

The dimethylation probability was calculated by looking at the lysine dimethylation level (i.e., PSMs 

showing lysine dimethylation) in peptides containing the same lysines as unique lysines, and then 

by normalising the PSMs of the uncertain peptides by this value. This procedure was adopted to 

give an experimentally-based approximation (recalibrated dimethylation level) of which lysine had 

the highest probability of being dimethylated in peptides containing multiple lysines. Subsequently, 

dimethylated and unmethylated lysines in uncertain peptides were reassigned accordingly. The 

recalibrated dimethylation level was used to measure the extent of dimethylation on every hNS 

lysine (Fig. 3.3.6). Concerning mhNS, 54.5% of the lysines were found to be dimethylated with a 

dimethylation level higher than 90%; 22.7% with a dimethylation level comprised between 90 and 

70%; 18.2% with a dimethylation level comprised between 70 and 50%; and 4.5% with a value 

lower than 50% (Fig. 3.3.6). Regarding phNS, 68.2% of the lysines were found to be dimethylated 

with a dimethylation level higher than 90%; 27.3% with a dimethylation level comprised between 

90 and 70%; and 4.5% with a dimethylation level comprised between 70 and 50%. The average 

dimethylation levels for mhNS and phNS were between 80 and 90% respectively, underlining an 

excellent efficiency of the reductive amination dimethyl labelling.  
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Fig. 3.3.4. Orbitrap MS analysis of  dimethylated mhNS. 1. TIC of  the chymotryptic peptides generated from mhNS. 2. MS spectra of  a selected mhNS 

dimethylated peptide (m/z = 648.3746, 3+, RT = 28.43 min, PSMs = 166, ∆ [ppm] = 0.66); 2a = enlargement on 648.3746 isotopic distribution. 3. MS2 annotated 
spectrum of the same mhNS dimethylated peptide presented in 2. (m/z = 648.3739, RT = 28.2590 min). 
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Fig. 3.3.5. Orbitrap MS analysis of  dimethylated phNS. 1. TIC of  the chymotryptic peptides generated from phNS. 2. MS spectra of  a selected phNS dimethylated 

peptide (m/z = 648.3742, 3+, RT = 28.87 min, PSMs = 55, ∆ [ppm] = 0.08); 2a = enlargement on 648.3742 isotopic distribution. 3. MS2 annotated spectrum of the 
same phNS dimethylated peptide presented in 2. (m/z = 648.3653, RT = 28.5187 min). 
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In addition, the dimethylation levels for every mhNS and phNS lysine were compared: nine 

lysines showed statistically significant differences, highlighting that NS monomeric and polymeric 

forms have different susceptibility to dimethyl labelling (Fig. 3.3.7), probably due to 

conformational alterations emerged after polymerisation. Thirteen lysines did not show relevant 

differences in the dimethylation level (Fig. 3.3.8), which suggests that these molecular elements 

are flagging hNS regions not directly involved in the polymerisation process. 

 

Fig. 3.3.6. mhNS and phNS lysines modification after dimethyl labelling. 1. mhNS. 2. phNS. The 
coloured part of the histograms represents the level of dimethylation (%) observed on peptides carrying a 
single lysine. The grey part represents the level of uncertainty (%) regarding which lysine is dimethylated 
within peptides bearing multiple lysines. The total histogram area (coloured + grey) represent the total level 
of dimethylation (%) for each lysine, since uncertain peptides have been recalibrated. The blue graph behind 
the histograms represents the value of PSMs for each hNS lysine. Descriptive error bars show data spread 
within replicates (n = 3, duplicates) as SD. Below each graph, CV values (%) for each hNS lysine are 
reported (i.e., calculated on the recalibrated dimethylation level between six replicates; red = > 15%). 
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Fig. 3.3.7. hNS lysines showing statistically significant differences in the dimethylation level between 
mhNS and phNS. Box-plots indicate dispersion and skewness of the data for mhNS and phNS lysines. The 
statistical analysis (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney, n = 3, duplicates) is shown through the presentation of 
relevant parameters. 
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Fig. 3.3.8. hNS lysines not showing statistically significant differences in the dimethylation level between 
mhNS and phNS. Box-plots indicate dispersion and skewness of the data for mhNS and phNS lysines. The 
statistical analysis (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney, n = 3, duplicates) is shown through the presentation of 
relevant parameters. 

3.3.6 Conclusions and future perspectives. The labelling reaction developed for hNS 

polymerisation studies has shown excellent efficiency, compatibility with the protein folding, and 

suitability for the intended purpose. In fact, mhNS and phNS showed different labelling pattern 

after dimethylation, indicative of a different lysines exposure between the two forms, imputable to 

conformational changes occurring during the polymerisation process. Studies on hNS 

polymerisation support the model of an ordered process, in which the metastable hNS inserts a 

peripheral and flexible region (i.e., RCL), into the a central β-sheet region of another monomer, 
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thus locking the two into thermodynamically more stable polymers (section 1.2.7). These 

conformational rearrangements caused changes in the solvent accessibility of many amino acid 

residues (e.g., lysines) within the protein, therefore altering the labelling reaction efficiency. Lysines 

showing different dimethylation levels between mhNS and phNS can be therefore considered as 

flags of molecular regions putatively involved in hNS polymerisation mechanisms, to be further 

investigated with bioinformatic and biochemical analyses. One limitation of this project is that 

hNS has been produced by collaborators using heterologous expression in E. coli,328,331 therefore 

providing a non-glycosylated protein. hNS is in fact an N-glycoprotein, and N-glycosylation has 

been suggested to play a role in the protein polymerisation mechanism.152 Although the data 

collected in this study are still informative towards the elucidation of hNS biochemical behaviours, 

the experimental confirmation on the fully glycosylated version of the protein remains essential in 

order to achieved grounded biological conclusions. In this context, preliminary studies towards 

the N-glycosylation mapping and N-glycans structural analysis of hNS have already started, since 

hNS production in mammalian cells has just been achieved by collaborators. The author will take 

part in these studies, which will comprise an analytical evaluation of hNS N-glycans chemical 

structures and the validation of the chemical labelling procedure on N-glycosylated mhNS and 

phNS. The direct comparison of the chemical labelling pattern of non-glycosylated and N-

glycosylated hNS, in both monomeric and polymeric forms, might also provide knowledge on the 

N-glycans influence on hNS folding features and further data on N-glycans involvement in the 

protein polymerisation behaviour.  
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3.4 SYNTHESIS OF ALLYL AND DEC-9-ENYL α-D-MANNOPYRANOSIDES. 

3.4.1 Framework of the study. This section reports the chemo- and stereoselective synthesis 

of allyl and dec-9-enyl α-D-mannopyranosides from unprotected sugars, furnishing α-D-glycosides 

functionalised with a reactive moiety (i.e., alkenyl groups) exploitable for the synthesis of 

glycoconjugates towards the study of various biological phenomena of carbohydrates (e.g., the 

decoration of biomaterials for regenerative medicine applications).332 Mannose was chosen to be 

the glycosidic core of the synthesised alkenyl-α-D-glycosides, since this monosaccharide is 

copiously present within the brain substantially expressed high mannose glycans333 and constitutes 

the 30% of the total O-linked carbohydrates in the mammalians, being involved in muscle and 

brain development,334 with defects related to neuromuscular and brain pathologies.335 Therefore, 

the possibility to readily glycoconjugate α-D-mannose-based glycosides could be of interest for the 

study of neurochemical systems. Furthermore, the surface modification of (macro)molecules with 

low-molecular-weight sugar moieties is still underexploited, although even simple sugary structures 

can elicit enormous cellular responses, as previously described in the introduction.273 Nevertheless, 

the proposed glycosidic structures do not have to be relegated to neurochemistry applications only, 

but could be tested on disparate kind of cells,336 since their presence within the human body is not 

a nervous system privilege. Alkenyl-α-D-mannopyranoside syntheses have been achieved via 

chemoselective Fischer-type glycosylation on unprotected sugars, performed by directly dissolving 

the carbohydrate starting material (i.e., glycosyl donor) into the chosen alcohol (i.e., glycosyl 

acceptor), in the presence of an acid catalyst, by adapting a patented procedure.337 The main issue 

regarding glycosylation is stereoselective control and since the aim of the project was to produce 

α-D-mannopyranosides, retaining the natural N- and O-mannosyl stereochemistry,338,31 the 

generation of α-(1,2-cis)-glycosides was desirable. Many procedures have been proposed to achieve 

the stereoselective synthesis of α/β glycosides, but the majority of them heavily rely upon 

protective groups, neighbouring group participation and reaction intermediates.339,340 The 

proposed reaction is carried out on unprotected sugars, being a quicker single step synthesis, and 

the modulation of stereoselectivity has been conducted via thermodynamic adaptations.341 α-(1,2-

cis)-glycosides are glycosylation thermodynamically controlled products, while β-(1,2-trans)-

glycosides are kinetically controlled ones. Therefore, high temperatures and long reaction times 

have been adopted to enhance α-(1,2-cis)-product formation. Alkenyl-α-D-mannopyranosides are 

ready-to-react starting material for the synthesis of glycoconjugates, that can be efficiently 

performed via click chemistry approaches. The term click chemistry342,343 is used for chemical 

transformations featured by high efficiency and selectivity (regio- and chemo-), and carried out 

usually in nontoxic solvents (i.e., water). Major advantages are wide applicability, high yields, few 
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by-products, mild reaction conditions (quite often insensitive to aerobic conditions), readily 

available starting materials and reagents. As a consequence, this methodology has found 

applications in many fields including polymer and material science, medicinal chemistry, molecular 

biology, and biotechnology. A range of click reactions are used in these applications, such as the 

copper(I)-catalyzed azide–alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC),344 the hetero-Diels–Alder reaction,345 

nucleophilic ring-opening of strained heterocyclic electrophiles,342 or carbonyl transformation into 

oxime ethers and hydrazones.346 Another click process that has gained renewed attention in recent 

times is the addition of thiols to alkenes,347 called thiol–ene coupling (TEC). The reaction between 

an alkene and a thiol group can be induced thermally or photochemically through an anti-

Markovnikov radical mechanism, which does not involve toxic transition metal catalysts. The TEC 

reaction can be successfully applied also to the synthesis of glycoconjugates and, as introduced 

before, alkenyl-α-D-mannopyranosides represent an ideal substrate towards this purpose. 

3.4.2 α-D-Mannopyranosides synthesis. The synthesis of the alkenyl-α-D-

mannopyranosides was performed by employing a Fischer-type glycosylation reaction on 

unprotected D-mannose, catalysed by p-toluenesulfonic acid,337 towards the synthesis of allyl and 

decenyl α-glycosides. The glycosylation reaction was performed with different amounts of the 

starting material (0.1 g and 1 g, 0.553 mmol and 5.53 mmol respectively) and either allyl alcohol or 

decenyl alcohol as acceptor. Although some protocols have already been published for the 

synthesis of allyl and decenyl mannopyranosides,339 they usually start from protected sugars and 

involve intermediates, thus resulting in multi-step processes. Experimentally, the proposed one-

step syntheses (Fig. 3.4.1) on unprotected monosaccharides displayed high stereoselectivity 

towards formation of α-glycosides, while scaling up the reaction led to a decrease in the reaction 

yield (product 1). Compounds 1 and 2 (Fig. 3.4.1) were characterized as the corresponding acetates 

3 and 4 with NMR and MS analyses (experimental details in section 4.4., NMR spectra in section 

6.6). 

3.4.3 Conclusions and future perspectives. In this project the stereoselective synthesis of 

alkenyl-α-D-mannopyranosides has been achieved through a simple, one-step, Fischer-type 

glycosylation reaction, furnishing α-D-glycosides suitable for bioconjugation with other 

(macro)molecules and containing a neurologically interesting monosaccharide core to be tested in 

future experiments. The synthesis was proposed to and accepted by a chemical scientific journal 

in 2019.348 
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Fig. 3.4.1. Glycosylation reaction on α-D-mannose with allyl (AllOH) and decenyl alcohols. AllOH = allyl 
alcohol; pTsOH = para-toluensulfonic acid; Et3N = triethylamine; Ac2O = acetic anhydride; Py = pyridine. 
For a complete description of the syntheses, please refer to the experimental section. For experimental 
details, please refer to section 4.4. For NMR spectra of the synthesized products, please refer to section 
6.6. 
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3.5 (GLYCO)DENDRIMERS CONVERGENT SYNTHESIS BY OLEFIN 

METATHESIS. 

3.5.1 Framework of the study. This section reports the synthesis of novel hyperbranched 

monodisperse linear dendrimers, which extremities have been decorated with maltose moieties. 

As amply referenced within this thesis introduction (i.e., section 1.4.2), glycodendrimers are 

exploitable in a wide array of biomedical studies,280,281,349,350 and maltose-decorated dendrimers in 

particular are widely researched towards neuromedical applications. In fact, the exposed -glucoside 

epitope, a fundamental signalling moiety in a variety of biochemical interactions,351,352 is capable of 

eliciting neurochemically interesting responses when coupled with various scaffolds to create 

glycotools such as glycodendrimers, glyconanoparticles353 and biomaterials.273 In this project, the 

synthesis of a novel hyperbranched monodisperse linear dendrimer, based on 2,2-bis-

(hydroxymethyl)-propionic acid (bis-MPA), by convergent metathesis-mediated coupling between 

the alkene-terminated focal point of bis-MPA dendrons has been achieved. Metathesis has been 

used in olefin cross-metathesis on polyolefin dendrimer surfaces,354,355 for the internal 

incorporation of guest molecules into a dendrimer,356 for post-synthetic modification of 

glycodendrons at focal points,357 for the synthesis of cored dendrimers,358,359 for dendritic linear 

hybrids through ring-opening metathesis polymerization,360 and for cross-linking of hyper- 

branched dendrimeric structures.361 This project delivers the first example of the use of metathesis 

for focal point coupling in dendrimer structures synthesis, along with glycodendrimer architectures 

that could be of interest in nervous system studies and, more generally, may provide good benefit 

to biomedical and tissue engineering applications, where high density of ligand exposure and 

spatial topographical presentation are crucial to bring about desired biological effects.362–364  

3.5.2 (Glyco)dendrimers synthesis. The synthesis of symmetrical dendrimers was achieved 

starting from a bivalent (1), tetravalent (5) (both previously synthesized in the author’ 

laboratory)332,365 and octavalent (9) dendron monomers with a core double bond (Fig. 3.5.1), 

doubling the branching degree of each structure by a single-step metathesis reaction. Using 

Hoveyda–Grubbs second generation catalyst and octafluorotoluene as solvent (i.e., permitting a 

faster and more efficient reaction by boosting the activity of the catalyst),366 dendrimers 2 and 6 

were synthesized from dendrons 1 and 5 via a metathesis reaction. Deprotected dendrimers 3 and 

7 were obtained from 2 and 6 by reacting them with trifluoroacetic acid for the removal of t-

butoxycarbonyl (Boc) protecting groups. Glycodendrimers 4 and 8, exposing multiple sugar 

moieties at their ends, and thus potentially capable of eliciting a biological response in a biomedical 

context, were obtained by reacting the aminoxy-branched dendrimers with maltose, in the 
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presence of aniline as catalyst, in acetate buffer at pH 4.5. The addition of aniline for the aminoxy–

carbonyl coupling allows the equilibrium to shift from the stable carbohydrate cyclic hemiacetal 

form towards a more reactive open-chain intermediate,367 enhancing the reaction with the aminoxy 

groups. Following the same procedure described before, the synthesis of the hexadeca-valent 

dendrimer 10 was achieved from dendron 9, as a further demonstration of the efficacy of the 

metathesis reaction. NMR spectroscopy was employed towards the structural identification of the 

compounds and, where spectra showed a high degree of overlapping signals, as the complexity of 

the dendrimeric structure increased, only most significant peaks where identified. For instance, 

regarding glycodendrimers 4 and 8, the interpretation of the NMR spectra was complicated by the 

highly crowded pattern of signals belonging to the sugars, to the bis-MPA skeleton, to possible 

E/Z isomerism of oxime bonds, and to the amphipathic nature of these molecules. In fact, 

glycosylated dendrimers may tend to aggregate into micellar structures, as the glycosylation 

reaction proceeds in water, eventually masking the hydrophobic backbone. However, considering 

the tetravalent glycodendrimer 4, the oxime and double-bond signal, with relative integrals of ~4:2, 

are clearly showed within the 1H NMR spectrum, as expected from the presence of four sugar 

moieties. As far as the octavalent glycodendrimer 8 is concerned, the ratio between the oxime and 

the double-bond signals in the 1H NMR spectrum, ~7:2, suggested a partial glycosylation. The 

hexadeca dendrimer 10 NMR spectra were much more complicated than the others, due to the 

high complexity of its structure, but its 1H NMR spectrum displayed the expected double bond 

signals. MS analyses confirmed all the (glyco)denrimers masses, with the exception of 

glycodendrimer 8, which spectrum showed the presence of partially degraded products deriving 

from the loss of one, two, or three terminal aminoxyacetic groups.  

3.5.3 Conclusions and future perspectives. The synthesis of the dendrimers was achieved 

by convergent metathesis-mediated coupling between the alkene-terminated focal point of 2,2-bis-

(hydroxymethyl)-propionic acid (bis-MPA) dendrons, and a glycoconjugation reaction with 

maltose was explored toward glycodendrimers synthesis. The synthesised structures have the 

advantage to retain the internal double bond, which could be reduced to the corresponding 

saturated structure, thus allowing an increase in conformational flexibility, broadening the 

possibilities of fruitful interactions with biological targets. Another advantage of the proposed 

synthesis is that the length of the hydrocarbon chain can be varied at will (e.g., alkene- terminated 

linear polymers can be used as the dendron core), allowing an additional degree of structural 

variation. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this work has been the first example of the use 

of metathesis for focal point coupling in glycodendrimers synthesis, and was thus published in 

2017 as an original research paper.368  
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Fig. 3.5.1. (Glyco)dendrimers synthesis. Reaction conditions: (a) Hoveyda–Grubbs second generation, 
octafluorotoluene; (b) TFA 30%, dry DCM; (c) maltose, aniline, acetate buffer pH 4.5. For a detailed 
description of the syntheses, please refer to the experimental section. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION. 

4.1 A PRECISE AND VERSATILE PLATFORM FOR RAPID GLYCOSYLATION 

ANALYSIS OF BRAIN TISSUE. 

4.1.1 Chemicals. All solutions were prepared using ultrapure water (resistivity of 18.2 MΩ⋅cm 

at 25 °C) and analytical/LC-MS grade solvents: methanol (MeOH) and ethanol (EtOH) were 

purchased from Honeywell, US; chloroform (CHCl3) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) from 

Sigma-Aldrich, US; acetonitrile (ACN), from ITW, US; Other chemicals such as Sodium Dodecyl 

Sulfate (SDS), Igepal-CA630, 2-Methylpyridine borane complex (PB), 2-Aminobenzamide (2-AB), 

Sodium Azide (NaN3) and Complete™ Mini EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor Cocktail were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, US. 2-mercaptoethanol (βME) was purchased from Acros 

Organics, US; and acetic acid (AcOH) from Honeywell, US. Recombinant PNGase F (10.000 

U/mL) from Elizabethkingia miricola was obtained from Promega, US. Phosphate Buffer Saline 

(PBS) 10X was prepared with NaCl (1.37 M), KCl (30 mM), Na2HPO4 (80 mM), KH2PO4 (20 

mM). Radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer was prepared with Tris-HCl pH 7.6 (25 

mM), NaCl (150 mM), Igepal-CA630 (1% v/v), Sodium Deoxycholate (1% w/v) and SDS (0.1% 

w/v). Deglycosylation buffer was prepared with NaHCO3 (20 mM, pH 8.6), SDS (0.35% w/v) 

and βME (0.60% v/v). N-glycan labelling solution was prepared with 2-AB (140 mM) and PB (420 

mM) dissolved in acetic acid (AcOH)/DMSO (30%/70% v/v). 

4.1.2 Sample preparation. Rat brain samples were obtained from the Laboratory Animal Unit 

at the Institute for Medical Research and Occupational Health (IMROH), Zagreb, in full 

compliance with animal ethics guidelines for the use of laboratory animals in scientific research 

(Approval No. 100-21/19-1). Since brain N-glycosylation patterns vary between brain regions,311 

in order to meaningfully compare HSD and LSD results for method validation, mouse brain 

samples were mildly blended with a FastPrep™-24 Instrument used with Lysing Matrix D 1.4 

ceramic spheres (MP Biomedicals, US), employing 2 spheres for each 30 mg of tissue and operating 

for 5 seconds at the lowest possible speed (4 M/S). This procedure produced a brain pseudo-

homogenate (pHomo), immediately employed for both HSD and LSD workflows to make the 

method comparison reliable, although this is not a requirement for either method and both 

methods can be easily performed even on intact brain pieces. Every HSD-LSD comparison was 

performed on the same pHomo, unless otherwise stated.  

4.1.3 LSD workflow. Two slightly different versions of the LSD method were evaluated; 

LSDµL and LSDmg, which differ only in the tissue lysis step. The LSDµL version is the most efficient 
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version of the method and represents the final workflow to be employed (refer to supplementary 

materials for full protocol of the LSDµL version of the method). The LSDmg version was developed 

specifically for the sake of methodological validation (see below, i.e., robustness). In the LSDµL 

workflow, brain tissue pHomo (i.e., 100 mg) was incubated with cold RIPA buffer (recommended 

ratio: 10 µL for each 1 mg of tissue) containing protease inhibitors (on ice, 10 min), and then 

thoroughly and easily disrupted by gently passing it through a syringe, firstly using a 20G needle 

and then, if necessary, a thinner one. The brain lysate was then centrifuged at 12,000 RCF for 20 

min and the supernatant was collected. This supernatant is stable when stored at -20°C and is the 

starting material for N-glycomics and N-glycoproteomics analyses. Within the LSDµL workflow 

version, an aliquot of the supernatant was taken from the tissue lysate to undergo glycomic analysis. 

Considering the LSDmg workflow version, the only difference is that no aliquot is taken from a 

bigger lysate, but a smaller lysate is produced directly on the tissue amount to be employed in the 

workflow (i.e., 1, 2, 5 10 mg, see below), and the lysate is used all at once. After the tissue lysis 

step, the LSDµL and LSDmg workflow are equivalent. Briefly, brain tissue pHomo was incubated 

with cold RIPA buffer (recommended ratio: 10 µL for each 1 mg of tissue) containing protease 

inhibitors (on ice, 10 min), and then thoroughly and physically homogenized through a syringe, 

firstly using a 20G needle and then, if necessary, a thinner one. The brain lysate was then 

centrifuged at 12,000 RCF for 20 min and the supernatant collected. This supernatant is stable 

when stored at -20°C and is the starting material for (glyco)proteomic analysis. For glycomic 

analysis, an aliquot of the supernatant was taken and the brain proteome was extracted with 

CHCl3/MeOH/H2O (1:4:4), the protein pellet was dried, resuspended in the deglycosylation 

buffer and denatured (60°C, 10 min). SDS was neutralized by the addition of Igepal-CA630 (10% 

v/v) and then PNGase F (5 U) was added and samples were sealed and incubated for N-glycan 

enzymatic release (37°C, 24 h). After that, PNGase F was added again (5 U) and samples were 

incubated a second time (37°C, 24 h). Released N-glycans were then purified with a second round 

of extraction using CHCl3/MeOH/H2O (1:4:4). The aqueous phase, containing the free N-glycans, 

was dried in a Savant SC210A SpeedVac vacuum concentrator (Thermo Scientific, US). Purified 

N-glycans were resuspended in ultrapure water and the N-glycan labelling solution was added for 

2-AB conjugation via reductive amination (2 h, 65°C). Negative controls (-C) underwent the same 

procedure, employing a labelling solution without 2-AB. Labelled N-glycans were then purified 

under vacuum, using AcroPrep™ GHP membrane 96-well filter plates (1 mL capacity, 0.2 µm 

membranes. Pall, US). Briefly, GHP filter plates were prepared by subsequent washings with 

EtOH (70% v/v in water), H2O and ACN (96% v/v in water). Labelled N-glycans (75 µL) were 

diluted in ACN (100%, 700 µL), loaded into the filter plate and washed four times with ACN (96% 
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v/v in water). A fourth identical wash, followed by centrifugation on an Eppendorf 5804 

centrifuge equipped with an A-2-DWP rotor for plates (5 min, 164 RCF), prepared the cleaned N-

glycans for elution: incubation with ultrapure water (90 µL, 15 min under agitation) followed by 

centrifugation (5 min, 164 RCF) was performed twice, yielding the purified brain N-glycome (180 

µL) into a 0.2 mL skirted 96-well robotic plate (Thermo Scientific, US). 

4.1.4 HSD workflow. HSD was performed as previously reported.196 Briefly, brain tissue 

pHomo was fully homogenized with a FastPrep™-24 Instrument (5 beads for 25 mg of brain 

tissue, 40 seconds at highest speed, 6 M/S), the proteome was extracted with CHCl3/MeOH/H2O 

(3:2:1) and deglycosylated with PNGase F (5 U, 37°C, 24 h, performed twice). N-glycans were 

purified using Amicon™ Ultra Centrifugal Filters, dried overnight in a vacuum concentrator, 

labelled via reductive amination (2-AB, PB, AcOH/DMSO 30%/70% v/v, 65°C, 2 h), and 

purified again through a GHP membrane 96-well filter plates (180 µL final volume). 

4.1.5 HILIC-UPLC-FLR profiling and data analysis. Labelled N-glycans were separated 

on a Waters Acquity UPLC H-class system (Waters, Milford, MA) consisting of a quaternary 

solvent manager, sample manager and a fluorescence (FLR) detector set with excitation and 

emission wavelengths of 250 and 428 nm, respectively. The instrument was under the control of 

Empower™ 3 software, build 3471 (Waters). N-glycan separation was achieved through an 

Acquity UPLC Glycan BEH Amide column (130 Å, 1.7 µm, 2.1 mm × 150 mm), using ammonium 

formate (100mM, pH 4.4) as solvent A and ACN (100% v/v, LC-MS grade) as solvent B. Purified 

N-glycans (18 µL) were diluted with ACN (100% v/v, 42 µL), and separated using a linear gradient 

(0.561 mL/min, 27→29.5% v/v solvent A in the first 15 min and 29.5→38.7% v/v solvent A for 

the next 80 min). Samples were maintained at 5°C before injection, and the column temperature 

was 25°C. System calibration and chromatographic run quality control were carried out using water 

(blank), an external standard of 2-AB labelled hydrolysed glucose oligomers, and positive control 

samples (+C), created by mixing different 2-AB labelled brain N-glycomes previously obtained 

from various brain regions and routinely employed as representative of a consistent and typical 

brain profile. Due to the complexity of the chromatograms, data processing was performed 

manually, to reproduce the same integration pattern on all samples. All chromatograms were 

integrated in the same manner, subdividing them into 50 fractions (54 fractions for +C), and the 

proportion of N-glycans inside each fraction was expressed as a percentage of the total integrated 

area. For each sample, the intensity of the highest peak (maxEU) of each chromatogram was 

normalized by dividing it by the +C maxEU belonging to the same chromatographic run to give 
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nmaxEU (normalized maximum intensity), whose average value across replicates was also 

considered when comparing sensitivity across methods. 

4.1.6 N-glycan enrichment by Porous Graphitized Carbon-SPE. N-glycans obtained by 

both LSD and HSD were further purified and concentrated prior to MS analysis through porous 

graphitized carbon solid phase extraction (PGC-SPE). The stationary phase (300 mg) from one S* 

PURE Extract-clean™ SPE Carbo column (S*Pure Pte Ltd, Singapore) was removed and used to 

make a slurry phase with a final concentration of approximately 50 mg/mL by adding MeOH. 50 

µL of the slurry phase were loaded into empty ZipTipsC18 (Millipore, Ireland) to form small PGC 

columns in the pipette tips. The PGC columns were put into 2 mL tubes and centrifuged (2,000 

RCF, 30 sec; applies to all centrifugations within this section) to pack the stationary phase. The 

PGC columns were then washed (60 µL of ACN, twice) and equilibrated (60 µL of water, twice) 

by centrifugation, discarding the flow-through. Labelled N-glycans obtained after the GHP filter 

plate purification, were loaded on the PGC columns in three rounds (60+60+40 µL), with 

centrifugation performed after each load, discarding the flow-through. The PGC columns 

underwent a final wash (60 µL of water) and the flow-through was again discarded after 

centrifugation. Elution of bound N-glycans was achieved using 40 µL of elution buffer (75% ACN 

v/v and 25% ammonium formate 100 mM pH 4.4 v/v). An additional 10 µL of ACN were added 

to the samples before LC-MS analysis. 

4.1.7 HILIC-UPLC-ESI-QqTOF MS profiling and data analysis. PGC-cleaned samples 

derived from the effective range of  brain tissue amounts (10, 5, 2, 1 mg) belonging to both 

methods were analysed by HILIC-UPLC (as described before), additionally hyphenated to a 

Bruker Compact QqTOF mass spectrometer, under the control of  the HyStar software (Bruker, 

Bremen, Germany), version 3.2. An Ion Booster ion source (Bruker), was used to couple the 

UPLC with the mass spectrometer. The capillary voltage was set to 2250 V, with nebulizing gas at 

a pressure of  5.5 Bar. Drying gas was applied to the source at a flow rate of  4 L/min and 

temperature of  300°C. Nitrogen was used as the source gas, while Argon was used as the collision 

gas. Spectra were recorded within a mass range from 50 m/z to 4,000 m/z at a rate of  0.5 Spec/sec, 

in positive ion mode. Quadrupole ion energy and collision energy were set at 5 eV for MS analysis, 

transfer time was 120 µs. Fragmentation spectra were recorded using the auto MS/MS mode, 

selecting the two precursor ions with the highest intensities to undergo CID fragmentation, with 

collision energy values chosen depending on the mass and charge state of  the precursors, from 19 

to 40 eV. All recorded spectra were analysed using Data Analysis software version 4.4 (Bruker). 

Spectra were background-subtracted to remove solvent-related signals, scans within each fraction 
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were averaged and signals were deconvoluted (2% abundance cut-off  until fraction 37; lowered to 

0.5% from fraction 38 onwards). Monoisotopic masses generated after deconvolution (abundance 

threshold > 2%; lowered to 0.5% for fraction 38 and 39 only) were searched against GlycoMod369 

(10 ppm error threshold; raised if  no biologically plausible N-glycan monosaccharide composition 

was identified) to obtain a list of  possible monosaccharide compositions. Where such information 

was available, GlycoMod hits were additionally filtered by their retention time using a ± 1 (or 2, 

depending on the fraction) Glucose unit (GU) threshold to exclude N-glycans that would not be 

expected to elute at the given retention time (e.g. glycan fragments). N-glycans for each 

chromatographic fraction were annotated according to GU values, measured m/z values, 

knowledge of  N-glycan biosynthetic pathways and available fragmentation data. Structures were 

drawn using GlycoWorkbench.370 For calculation of  derived traits, fractions were allocated to 

groups according to the dominant N-glycan structure. 

4.1.8 Statistics. Differences in precision between different analyses were tested by calculating 

the coefficient of variation (CV) of each fraction area for all replicates, then comparing the average 

chromatogram CV (aCV, the mean of all the CVs for all fractions across replicates) between 

different chromatographic runs outside replicates. To assess differences in sensitivity, signal 

intensity was evaluated by calculating the CV of the nmaxEU values of replicates to give (iCV, the 

CV of intensity). The linearity of the method calibration curves was assessed considering the R2 

value and the testing of replicates’ homoscedasticity by performing Bartlett’s test. Statistical 

significance was evaluated using Welch’s ANOVA followed by Games-Howell post-hoc test for 

multiple comparisons, and results are shown as p-values (false discovery rate adjustment). The 

Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney two sample rank sum test (two-sided) was used for binary comparisons 

of independent measurements, and results are shown as follows: m[q] = median [quartiles, 1st and 

3rd] for both method’s set of data; U = Mann-Whitney test statistics; p = p-value; CI [x, y] = 

confidence interval [values]; DL = difference in location (the median of the differences between a 

sample belonging to HSD and a sample belonging to LSD). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test (two-

sided) was used for binary comparisons of dependent measurements. All the statistical analyses 

were performed using the program R, version 3.4.3. 
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4.2 THE "REVERSE GLYCOPROTEOMICS" PROJECT. 

4.2.1 Chemicals. Chemicals used within this project are the same enlisted in the previous section, 

unless otherwise stated. Alkylation buffer (2X) was prepared using 0.69M Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 20% 

glycerol, 8% (w/v) SDS, 0.2% (w/v) bromophenol blue, and 5mM DTT (freshly added). 

Acrylamide/Bis-acrylamide 37.5:1 and tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) were purchased 

from Bio-Rad, US; Ammonium persulfate (AMPS) was purchased from Sigma, Germany; 

PageRulerTM Plus Prestained Protein Ladder (MWM), 10 to 250 KDa, and GelCode™ Blue Stain 

Reagent, were purchased from Thermo Scientific, US. 30% acrylamide/bis solution, 19:1 was 

purchased from BioRad, US; GelCode blue stain reagent was purchased from Thermo scientific, 

US. Sequencing grade modified Trypsin were obtained from Promega, US. Denaturation buffer 

for SDS-PAGE analysis was prepared with Tris-HCl, pH 8.8 (0.69M), glycerol (20% v/v), SDS 

(8% w/v), and Bromophenol blue (0.2% w/v). SDS-PAGE running buffer was prepared with Tris 

base (250 mM), glycine (1.92 M), SDS (1%) and ultrapure water to one litre, then diluted 10 times 

to usage concentration. 

4.2.2 Sample preparation for SDS-PAGE fractionation. The brain lysate used for method 

development was produced as described for the LSD method (i.e., sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.3). 20 µL 

of brain lysate (5 µL per gel lane) were denatured in 20 µL of alkylation buffer, and incubated for 

60 min, 65°C. Negative control was prepared the same way using 20 µL of RIPA buffer (i.e., 

section 4.1.1) instead of brain lysate; while positive control was prepared adding 10 µL of alkylation 

buffer to 10 µL of human IgG pool (hIgG purified from blood, using standard and reproducible 

procedures developed at Genos Ltd). After denaturation and reduction, the brain lysate was 

alkylated using 20 mM iodoacetamide (60 min, RT, in the dark).  

4.2.3 SDS-PAGE recipes and run specifications. Stacking gel (4%) was prepared using 400 µL 

30% Acrylamide/Bis-acrylamide 37.5:1 (4%); 750 µL of 1M Tris-HCl, pH 6.8 (250 mM); 60 µL of 

10% (w/v) SDS (0.2%); 15 µL of 10% (w/v) AMPS (0.5%); 6 µL of TEMED (0.2%); and 1769 

µL of ultrapure water. Resolving gel was prepared using 2130 µL 30% Acrylamide/Bis-acrylamide 

37.5:1 (8%); 5624 µL of 1M Tris-HCl, pH 8.8 (700 mM); 160 µL of 10% (w/v) SDS (0.2%); 80 µL 

of 10% (w/v) AMPS (0.1%); 6 µL of TEMED, 0.075%). Tris-Glycine-SDS running buffer was 

prepared with 250 mM Tris base; 1.92M glycine; 10% (w/v) SDS and diluted ten times to usage 

conditions. 10 µL of alkylated brain lysate, 20 µL of alkylated hIgG, 20 µL of negative control, and 

5 µL of MWM were loaded onto the gel and run at 150V for about 90 min, in order to preserve 
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the 17 KDa band of the MWM. After the run the gel was rinsed three time in water, stained for 

60 min with GelCode Blue, and then left at RT overnight in water for unbound dye removal. 

4.2.4 SDS-PAGE bands excision and destaining. The gel was divided into 18 fractions 

according to the displayed protein bands (Fig. 3.2.2). Bands were excised from the gel using a clean 

scalpel, cut into gel pieces (~1 mm3), and then frozen for at least 120 min. Destaining was carried 

out by washing the gel pieces with 200 µL of ACN for 5 min, then changing the ACN, vortexing, 

and washing them again for 15 min. The same steps were repeated using 20mM NaHCO3 (pH 8.6) 

instead of ACN. The whole cycle (two ACN, and two NaHCO3 washes) was repeated 5/6 times 

until gel pieces were completely destained. Gel pieces were then quickly dried in a vacuum 

centrifuge (about 15 min). 

4.2.5 In-gel deglycosylation (IGD). 25 µL of a 0.01% PNGase F solution (100U/mL in 20mM 

NaHCO3, pH 8.6) were added to dried gel pieces. After the gel pieces absorbed the solution and 

swelled (about 15 min), another 25 µL of the same PNGase F solution were added, and the samples 

were incubated at 37°C for 60 min. Gel pieces were then covered with 20mM NaHCO3, pH 8.6, 

tubes were sealed with parafilm, and incubated at 37°C overnight. After the overnight incubation, 

the samples were vortexed, and centrifuged at 1100 RCF, and the supernatant was collected into 

clean tubes. 200 µL of ultrapure water were then added to the gel pieces, they were sonicated for 

30 min, and the supernatant was collected with the previous one (repeated three times). The 

previous step was repeated once with 200 µL of 50% ACN. Three final washes (200 µL 100% 

ACN, 200 µL ultrapure water, and 200 µL 100% ACN), were then conducted, the supernatant was 

added to the pool, and the pool was dried overnight under vacuum. 

4.2.6 N-glycans labelling, purification, concentration, and UPLC analysis. A two-step 

labelling reaction was employed, using ProA instead of 2-AB to boost the method sensitivity. 

Firstly, N-glycans were resuspended in 20 µL of 1% formic acid, incubated at RT for 40 min, dried 

under vacuum, and resuspended into 50 µL of ultrapure water. To each sample were then added 

25 µL of a 30% HAc in DMSO solution, and 4.32 mg of ProA (0.018 mmol), then samples were 

incubated for 60 min at 65°C. After the first incubation, 25 µL of a 30% HAc in DMSO solution 

with 4.48 mg of PB (0.042 mmol) were added to each sample, and these were incubated for 90 

min at 65°C. Labelled N-glycans were purified through GHP procedure, concentrated with PGC-

SPE, and run using HILIC-UPLC as described above (i.e., section 4.1.3, 4.1.5, and 4.1.6).  

4.2.7 In-gel trypsinisation after/without deglycosylation (IGTaD/IGT). IGD-treated 

(analysis of deglycosylated peptides, IGTaD) or untreated (analysis of N-glycopeptides, IGT) gel 
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pieces were dried for 20 min in a vacuum centrifuge before undergoing IGTaD/IGT. Proteins 

trapped in the gel bands were digested with Trypsin to generate (glyco)peptides for subsequent 

mass spectrometry-based proteomics analyses. Sequencing grade modified trypsin (Promega, US) 

was prepared according to manufacturer specifications in order to obtain a 0.1 µg/µL solution, by 

dissolving 100 µg of the lyophilised enzyme in 1000 µL of the given buffer. 15 µL of the 0.1 µg/µL 

Trypsin solution were then added to 60 µL of 20 mM NaHCO3, pH 8.6, in order to have a trypsin 

solution with a final concentration of usage of 20 ng/µL. 75 µL of this solution were added to the 

gel pieces, and samples were left for 15 min at RT to absorb the solution and swell. Gel pieces 

were then incubated at 4°C for 20 min, and then covered with 20 mM NaHCO3, pH 8.6 

(approximately 25 µL), before undergoing a second incubation at 4°C for 40 min. Then, tubes 

were sealed with parafilm and incubated overnight at 37°C for (deglycosylated) protein digestion. 

(Glyco)peptides were then recovered from the gel as in the following. Firstly, 10 µL of 1 % formic 

acid were added to each sample to reduce the pH and inactivate Trypsin. Then, samples were 

vortexed and centrifuged for 5 min at 1100 RCF. The supernatant was removed and retained in a 

clean tube. 200 µL of 20 mM NaHCO3, pH 8.6 were added to gel pieces, samples were vortexed, 

and incubated for 60 min at RT in agitation. The supernatant was removed and retained in a clean 

tube. 200 µL of 50% ACN were added to gel pieces, samples were vortexed, and incubated for 30 

min at RT in agitation. The supernatant was removed and added to the supernatant pool. This 

step was repeated other three times, with 200 µL of 70% ACN, then 200 µL of 20 mM NaHCO3, 

pH 8.6, and finally with 200 µL of 90% ACN. Each time the supernatant was removed and added 

to the supernatant pool. The supernatant pool containing the extracted (glyco)peptides was then 

dried completely in a vacuum centrifuge. 

4.2.8 Deglycosylated peptides purification and enrichment with RP-SPE. Deglycosylated 

peptide samples were purified and concentrated for MS analyses using reverse-phase solid phase 

extraction. 20 mL of 80% ACN were added to 1 g of C18 stationary phase (Chromabond sorbent 

C18 ec octadecyl modified silica phase; Macherey-Nagel, Germany), the mixture was maintained 

in agitation with a magnetic stirring bar while pipetting it into a 96 wells polypropylene plate (200 

µL per well, 0.7 mL capacity, polyethylene frits; Orochem Technologies, US), mounted on a 

vacuum manifold for deglycosylated peptides purification. The C18 stationary phase was activated 

with ACN (80% v/v in water; three times) and conditioned with TFA (0.1% v/v in water; three 

times). Dried deglycosylated peptides were resuspended in a solution of 0.1% v/v TFA in water 

(500 µL), loaded in the plate wells, and incubated for 10 min at RT before vacuuming to waste. 

The C18 stationary phase was then washed three times (0.1% v/v TFA in water, 200 µL), and the 

plate was centrifuged briefly to completely remove the solution from the wells and let them dry 
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out completely before deglycosylated peptides elution (80% v/v ACN, 200 µL, 10 min incubation 

before elution) into a 0.2 mL skirted 96-well robotic plate (Thermo Scientific, US) by 

centrifugation on an Eppendorf 5804 centrifuge equipped with an A-2-DWP rotor for plates (from 

50 to 100 RCF in 4 min and then one minute at 130 RCF). Samples were then dried under vacuum 

before subsequent analyses (approximately two hours). 

4.2.9 Deglycosylated peptides RP-nanoUPLC-ESI-QqTOF MS profiling. Deglycosylated 

peptides were separated on a Waters nanoAcquity UPLC system (Waters, Milford, MA) consisting 

of a binary solvent manager, an auxiliary solvent manager, and a sample manager. Deglycosylated 

peptides separation was achieved through an Ascentis® Express C18 1.7 Micron capillary HPLC 

column (90 Å, 2.7 µm, 15 cm × 100 µm, Sigma-Aldrich, US), using TFA (0.1% v/v in ultrapure 

water) as solvent A and ACN (80% v/v, 0.1% TFA v/v, in ultrapure water) as solvent B. Sheath 

liquid was employed to counterbalance TFA ion suppression (50% v/v isopropanol, 20% v/v 

propionic acid in ultrapure water, 2 µL/min). A µ-Precolumn (100 Å, 300 µm i.d. X 5 mm, C18 

PepMap 100, 5 µm; Thermo Scientific, US) was used before the analytical separation. Dried 

deglycosylated peptides were resuspended in ultrapure water (10 µL, 7 µL injected), further 

purified and concentrated on the precolumn (15 µL /min, 99% v/v solvent A, 1% solvent B, 3 

min) and separated using a linear gradient (0→50% v/v solvent B in 60 min, followed by 100% 

v/v solvent B for 10 min). Samples were maintained at 10°C before injection and the column 

temperature was 30°C. The LC part was hyphenated to a Bruker Compact QqTOF mass 

spectrometer, under the control of the HyStar software (Bruker, Bremen, Germany), version 3.2. 

An ESI ion source (Bruker), was used to couple the UPLC with the mass spectrometer. The 

capillary voltage was set to 4500 V, with nebulizing gas at a pressure of 0.4 Bar. Drying gas was 

applied to the source at a flow rate of 4 L/min and temperature of 180°C. Nitrogen was used as 

the source gas, while Argon was used as the collision gas. Spectra were recorded within a mass 

range from 50 m/z to 3000 m/z at a rate of 2.0 Spec/sec, in positive ion mode. Quadrupole ion 

energy and collision energy were set at 4 eV for MS analysis, transfer time was 150 µs. 

Fragmentation spectra were recorded using the auto MS/MS mode, selecting the three precursor 

ions with the highest intensities to undergo CID fragmentation, with collision energy values 

chosen depending on the mass and charge state of the precursors, from 35 to 65 eV. All recorded 

spectra were analysed using Data Analysis software version 4.4 (Bruker) and MaxQuant 1.6.6.371 

For (glyco)peptides identification, raw files were uploaded directly in MaxQuant, Trypsin was 

chosen as protease, Asn→Asp was set as variable modification, along with oxidation and protein 

N-term acetylation, while carbamidomethylation of cysteines was chosen as a fixed modification. 
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The Rattus norvegicus proteome (Uniprot Proteomes entry UP000002494) was used for in silico 

digestion.  

4.2.10 Glycopeptides purification and enrichment with cotton-HILIC chromatography. 

Each fraction of dried glycopeptides (i.e., section 4.2.7) and (glyco)peptides extraction from gel 

pieces) was resuspended in 60 µL of LC-MS grade ACN (80% v/v) and TFA (1% v/v). The HILIC 

stationary phase was prepared by packing a 20 µL pipette tip with 100% natural, not chemically 

modified cotton (cotton amount enough to fill from the pipette tip end up to 4-5 mm). Cotton 

HILIC column conditioning was performed with ultrapure water (20 µL, three times), followed 

by column equilibration with ACN containing TFA (80% v/v ACN, 1% v/v TFA, 20 µL). Binding 

of tryptic glycopeptides was achieved by pipetting the sample up and down the column within the 

pipette tip (20 µL, 20 times). The column was then washed by pipetting ACN containing TFA 

(80% v/v ACN, 1% v/v TFA, 20 µL). Glycopeptides were eluted directly in 40 µL of ultrapure 

water, by pipetting up and down five times. The steps from cotton HILIC conditioning to 

glycopeptides elution were repeated two additional times, and the elution were collected into the 

same tube to enhance N-glycopeptide recovery.  
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4.3 CHEMOSELECTIVE MODIFICATION OF HUMAN NEUROSERPIN. 

4.3.1 Chemicals. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma, US, unless otherwise stated; 

Chymotrypsin sequencing grade was purchased by Promega, US; C18 Millipore® Ziptips were 

purchased from Millipore-Sigma, US. All other reagents and standards were purchase from 

Thermo scientific, US. 

4.3.2 Dimethyl labelling of hNS. hNS in its monomeric (mhNS) and polymeric forms (phNS) 

has been produced by collaborators as previously described.328,331 mhNS and phNS underwent the 

same labelling reaction, purification steps and downstream applications, therefore the acronym 

hNS will be used in the following to refer to both forms. 100 µL of hNS (0.7 µg/µL, potassium 

phosphate buffer 20 mM, pH 8) were reacted with freshly prepared HCOH (20 µL, 4% v/v in 

ultrapure water) and NaBH3CN (20 µL, 85 mM in ultrapure water); reagents were added and 

quickly mixed by pipetting and the reaction mixture was left to react for 100 seconds at RT. The 

reaction was quenched with the addition of NH4OH (20 µL, 7% v/v in ultrapure water), and the 

pH was adjusted (i.e., pH 10 to pH 8) prior to biochemical analyses. 

4.3.3 nanoESI-QqTOF-MS, Far-UV CD, SEC and FLR analyses of intact mhNS. mhNS 

was analysed in its native form, prior and after dimethyl labelling with nanoESI-QqTOF-MS, 

circular dichroism, size-exclusion chromatography and Trp/Tyr fluorescence, in collaboration 

with the Stefano Ricagno's group (University of Milano), and the Rita Grandori's group (University 

of Milano-Bicocca), as previously described.328,329 

4.3.4 In-solution enzymatic digestion of hNS. hNS was digested using chymotrypsin at RT, 

for 18 hours, at pH 8, following manufacturer's indications (diluted to usage concentration of 1 

µg/µL, and used 5 µL per sample, protease:protein = 1:100). The reaction was stopped by enzyme 

inactivation with formic acid (FA, 1% v/v, 10 µL). No reduction nor alkylation step was performed 

before endopeptidase digestion, since hNS does not have any cysteine. Chymotrypsin was 

preferred over trypsin since lysine dimethylation could interfere with the enzyme cleavage 

mechanism (i.e., at lysine C-T), thus increasing the chances of miscleavages, and because its 

employment furnished better peptide chromatograms (i.e., separation, intensity), something 

evaluated during analytical optimisation experiments (data not shown).  

4.3.5 Peptides purification and enrichment with RP-SPE. hNS peptides were purified and 

enriched using C18 Millipore® Ziptips (Merck Millipore, US). Briefly, Ziptips (10 µL) were 

conditioned four times with ACN (100% v/v in ultrapure water, 10 µL) and equilibrated four 
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times with FA (1% v/v in ultrapure water, 10 µL). Acidified samples were then passed through 

the pipette-tips stationary phase by pipetting up and down twelve times directly into the sample 

tube. Pipette-tips stationary phase was then washed twelve times with FA (1% v/v in ultrapure 

water, 10 µL), and peptides were finally eluted in ACN and FA (50% v/v and 0.5% v/v, 

respectively, 20 µL) by pipetting up and down five times. Peptide eluates were dried under vacuum 

(approximately two hours).  

4.3.6 Orbitrap Fusion HR-MS analysis of hNS peptides. hNS peptides were separated on 

an EASY-nLC™ 1000 system (Thermo scientific, US), consisting of a binary nano-flow gradient 

pump, and a cooled autosampler. hNS peptides separation was achieved through an EASY-

Spray™ PepMap RSLC C18 column (100 Å, 2 µm, 15 cm × 150 µm, Thermo scientific, US), using 

FA (0.1% v/v in ultrapure water) as solvent A and ACN (80% v/v, 0.1% FA v/v, in ultrapure 

water) as solvent B. Dried hNS peptides were resuspended in FA (0.1% v/v in ultrapure water, 5 

µL, 2 µL injected), and separated using a 60 min gradient (5→40% v/v solvent B in 40 min, 

40→75% v/v solvent B in the next 15 min, followed by 100% v/v solvent B for 5 min; 200 

nL/min). A mixture of BSA tryptic peptides (Thermo scientific, US) was used as positive control 

to ensure the MS run reliability and consistency. Samples were maintained at 10°C before injection 

and the column temperature was 40°C. The UPLC part was hyphenated to an Orbitrap Fusion™ 

mass spectrometer (Thermo scientific, US), equipped with a nanoESI ion source (Thermo 

scientific, US), under the control of the XCalibur software. The capillary voltage was set to 2000 

V and the transfer tube T° to 275 °C. Spectra were acquired in data dependent mode, with a cycle 

time of 3 sec comprising a master scan in the Orbitrap (OTMS), monoisotopic precursor selection, 

application of intensity (5.0e3) and charge state (2 to 7) thresholds, dynamic exclusion (10 sec, 

exclusion after 3 times, 10 ppm mass tolerance), and fragmentation analysis in the ion trap (ITMS2). 

The master scan (MS) analysis was performed in positive ion mode in the Orbitrap by scanning 

from m/z 375 to 1500, with a resolution of 60000 (at m/z 200), a targeted automatic gain control 

(AGC) value of 4.0e5 and a maximum injection time of 50 ms. Selected ions were isolated in the 

quadrupole with an isolation window of 1.6 m/z, and then fragmented and measured in the ion 

trap (ddMS2 IT HCD), with a resolution of 30000 (at m/z 200), a normalized collision energy of 

30%, a targeted AGC value of 1.0e4, and a maximum fill time of 35 ms. Chromatograms were 

analysed using the software Freestyle version 1.4, and spectra were analysed using Proteome 

discoverer, version 2.2 (Thermo scientific, US). For peptides identification, chymotrypsin 

(FLMWY) was chosen as the protease, and dimethylation (+ 28.031300 u), N-acetylation (+ 

42.010565 u), and oxidation (+ 15.995) were set as dynamic modifications. The homo sapiens NS 

sequence (Uniprot KB entry Q99574) was used for in silico digestion. 
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4.3.7 Statistics. The Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney two sample rank sum test (two-sided) was used 

for binary comparisons of independent measurements, and results are shown as follows: m[q] = 

median [quartiles, 1st and 3rd] for both method’s set of data; U = Mann-Whitney test statistics; p = 

p-value; CI [x, y] = confidence interval [values]; DL = difference in location (the median of the 

differences between a sample belonging to HSD and a sample belonging to LSD). All the statistical 

analyses were performed using the program R, version 3.4.3. 
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4.4 SYNTHESIS OF ALLYL AND DEC-9-ENYL α-D-MANNOPYRANOSIDES. 

4.4.1 General Methods. Reactions were performed with commercially available reagents and 

solvents, without further purification. Reactions were monitored by thin-layer chromatography 

(TLC) on silica gel 60F254 coated glass plates (Merck), and visualized was effected by charring with 

10:45:45 (volumes) H2SO4-EtOH-H2O or with (NH4)6Mo7O24 (21 g) and Ce(SO4)2 (1 g), in a 

solution of concentrated H2SO4 (31 mL) in water (500 mL). All reactions were terminated when 

differences in their course could no longer be seen (TLC). Flash column chromatography was 

performed on silica gel 230–400 mesh (Merck). NMR spectra were recorded at 400 MHz (1H) and 

100.6 MHz (13C) with a Varian Mercury or with a Bruker Advance Neo instrument. Chemical shifts 

are reported in ppm referenced to residual solvent signal as an internal standard; J values are given 

in Hertz. For all the compounds, assignments of 1H and 13C NMR spectra were based on 2D 

proton–proton shift-correlation and 2D carbon-proton heteronuclear correlation spectra. Mass 

spectra were recorded on a QTRAP instrument (AB Sciex) equipped with an electrospray ion 

source. The samples were directly injected by a steel capillary, employing a spray voltage of 5.5 kV 

and a declustering potential of 5 V. 

4.4.2 Allyl α-D-mannopyranoside synthesis (1). D-Mannose 0.1 g or 1 g of (Sigma-Aldrich, 

0.56 and 5.56 mmol) was suspended in 5.5 and 6.5 mL of allyl alcohol, respectively, and pTsOH 

monohydrate (42 mg, 0.22 mmol and 422 mg, 2.22 mmol, 0.4 equiv, respectively) was added. The 

suspension was stirred at 100 °C (oil bath) overnight. The clear solution was cooled to rt, 

triethylamine (50 or 500 µL, 0.33 or 3.3 mmol, 1.5 equiv.) was added and the solvent was 

evaporated under reduced pressure. The crude product was chromatographed (9:1 EtOAc–

EtOH), affording the desired mannopyranoside 1 (94 mg, 0.43 mmol, 75% and 511 mg, 2.32 

mmol, 40% yield, α with trace amount of β visible in the acetylated product 3, Rf = 0.5 (5:1 EtOAc–

EtOH) as a light-yellow oil. [α]20
D + 70.0 (c 1.2, CH3OH); lit.372 [α]20

D + 73.6 (c 1.0, CH3OH); 1H 

NMR (400 MHz, MeOD): δ 6.00-5.88 (m, 1 H, CH2=CH-CH2), 5.29 (dd, 1 H, J = 17.2, 1.7 Hz, 

CH2=CH-CH2), 5.17 (dd, 1 H, J = 10.5, 1.7 Hz, CH2=CH-CH2), 4.79 (d, 1 H, J = 1.6 Hz H-1), 

4.22 (dd, 1 H, J = 13.0, 5.5 Hz, -O-CH2-CH=CH2), 4.00 (dd, 1 H, J = 13.0, 5.5 Hz, -O-CH2-

CH=CH2), 3.86-3.78 (m, 2 H, H-2, H-6a), 3.74-3.67 (m, 2 H, H-3, H-6b), 3.60 (t, 1 H, J = 9.5 Hz, 

H-4), 3.53 (ddd, 1 H, J = 9.5, 5.7, 2.3 Hz, H-5). 13C NMR (101 MHz, MeOD): δ 135.50 (CH2=CH-

CH2), 117.25 (CH2=CH-CH2), 100.75 (C-1), 74.74 (C-5), 72.65 (C-3), 72.20 (C-2), 68.84 (O-CH2-
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CH=CH2), 68.67 (C-4), 62.95 (C-6). ESI–MS: m/z [M+H]+ calcd for C9H16O6, 220.0947; found, 

220.1002. 

4.4.3 Dec-9-enyl α-D-mannopyranoside synthesis (2). D-Mannose (500 mg, 2.78 mmol) 

was suspended in 5 mL of 9-decen-1-ol, pTsOH (211 mg, 1.108 mmol, 0.4 equiv) was added, and 

the suspension was stirred at 100 °C overnight. The suspension (the starting material did not 

dissolve completely) was cooled to rt and triethylamine (230 µL, 1.662 mmol, 1.5 equiv) was added. 

After concentration, the crude product was chromatographed (9.9:0.1→9.5:0.5 EtOAc–EtOH), 

affording the desired, amorphous mannopyranoside 2 (435 mg, 1.67 mmol, 60%, mainly α but 

with trace amount of β, Rf = 0.5 (5:1 EtOAc–EtOH). Crystallization from MeOH, EtOH and 

CHCl3 was unsuccessful. [α]20
D + 42.9 (c 1.1, CH3OH); lit. [α]20

D + 56 (c 0.5, CH3OH)373, [α]20
D + 

50 (c 0.9, CH3OH).339 1H NMR (400 MHz, MeOD): δ 5.81 (ddt, 1 H, J = 17.0, 10.2, 6.7 Hz, 

CH2=CH-CH2), 4.98 (dd, 1 H, J = 17.1, 1.5 Hz, CH2=CH-CH2), 4.91 (dd, 1 H, J = 10.2, 2.2 Hz, 

CH2=CH-CH2), 4.73 (d, 1 H, J = 0.9 Hz, H-1), 3.82 (dd, 1 H, J = 11.8, 2.2 Hz, H-6a), 3.78 (dd, 1 

H, J = 3.0, 1.6 Hz, H-2), 3.77 – 3.66 (m, 3 H, -O-CH2-, H-3, H-6b), 3.61 (t, 1 H, J = 9.5 Hz, H-4), 

3.55 – 3.49 (m, 1 H, H-5), 3.41 (dt, 1 H, J = 9.6, 6.3 Hz, -O-CH2-), 2.05 (q, 2 H, J = 6.9 Hz, 

CH2=CH-CH2-), 1.64 – 1.53 (m, 2 H, O-CH2-CH2-), 1.45 – 1.28 (m, 10 H, -(CH2)5-); 13C NMR 

(101 MHz, MeOD): δ 140.12 (CH2=CH-CH2), 114.71 (CH2=CH-CH2), 101.53 (C-1), 74.55 (C-5), 

72.67 (C-3), 72.28 (C-2), 68.61 (C-4), 68.56 (-O-CH2-(CH2)7), 62.91 (C-6), 34.87 (CH2=CH-CH2-

(CH2)7-O), 30.60 (O-CH2-CH2-(CH2)6), 30.54, 30.51, 30.17, 30.10, 27.33 (O-CH2-CH2-(CH2)5-

CH2-CH=CH2). ESI–MS: m/z [M+H]+ calcd for C16H30O6: 318.2042; observed 318.1263; 

monoisotopic m/z = 341.0400 (Na+ adduct), 357.0900 (K+ adduct). Anal. calcd for C16H30O6: C, 

60.35; H, 9.50; found C, 60.42; H, 9.49. 

4.4.4 Allyl 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-α-D-mannopyranoside synthesis (3). Compound 1 120 

mg (0.55 mmol) was dissolved in a mixture of pyridine (4 mL) and Ac2O (2 mL) and the solution 

was stirred at rt overnight. MeOH (1 mL) was added, and the solvent was evaporated under 

vacuum. The crude product was suspended in AcOEt (15 mL) and the solution was washed 

successively with 5% HCl (2 x 15 mL) and H2O (15 mL). The organic phase was dried and the 

solvent was removed under reduced pressure affording the desired mannopyranoside 3 (192 mg, 

0.50 mmol, 91% yield), as a light-yellow oil. [α]20
D + 48.3 (c 1.0, CHCl3); lit. [α]20

D + 46.9 (c 1.0, 

CHCl3).374 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) : δ 5.96-5.84 (m, 1 H, CH=CH2), 5.36 (dd, 1 H, J = 10.0, 

3.4 Hz, H-3), 5.33 – 5.20 (m, 4 H, H-2, H-4, CH=CH2), 4.86 (d, 1 H, J = 1.8 Hz, H-1), 4.28 (dd, 

1 H, J = 12.2, 5.3 Hz, CH2CH=CH2), 4.18 (dd, 1 H, J = 12.8, 5.3 Hz, H-6a), 4.10 (dd, 1 H, J = 

12.2, 2.2 Hz, CH2CH=CH2), 4.06 – 3.97 (m, 2 H, H-5, H-6b), 2.14 (s, 3 H, CH3CO), 2.10 (s, 3 H, 
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CH3CO), 2.03 (s, 3 H, CH3CO), 1.98 (s, 3 H, CH3CO). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 170.78, 

170.19, 170.02, 169.88 (4 C=O), 133.04 (CH=CH2), 118.58 (CH=CH2), 96.72 (C-1), 69.76, 69.21, 

68.67, 66.33 (C-2, C-3, C-4, C-5), 68.79 (CH2CH=CH2), 62.60 (C-6), 21.00, 20.85, 20.81, 20.81 (4 

CH3CO)ESI–MS: m/z [M+H]+ calcd for C17H24O10 388.1369, observed monoisotopic m/z = 

411.1272 (Na+ adduct). All characterization data are in accordance with the literature data.375,376  

4.4.5 Dec-9-enyl 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-α-D-mannopyranoside synthesis (4). A solution 

of compound 2 (100 mg (0.31 mmol) in 2:1 pyridine–Ac2O (6 mL) was stirred at rt overnight. The 

full conversion was confirmed by TLC. MeOH (1 mL) was added, and the solvent was evaporated 

under vacuum. The crude product was chromatographed (7.3:2.7 petroleum ether–EtOAc), 

affording the desired mannopyranoside 4 (140 mg, 0.29 mmol, 93% yield) as a light-yellow oil. 

[α]20
D + 40.1 (c 1.1, CHCl3); lit. [α]20

D + 38.4 (c 0.9, CHCl3).339 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 5.80 

(ddt, 1 H, J = 16.9, 10.2, 6.7 Hz, CH=CH2), 5.34 (dd, 1 H, J = 10.0, 3.4 Hz, H-3), 5.26 (t, 1 H, J = 

10.0 Hz, H-4), 5.22 (dd, 1 H, J = 3.2, 1.6 Hz, H-2), 4.98 (dd, 1 H, J = 17.1, 1.5 Hz, CH=CH2), 

4.92 (d, 1 H, J = 10.2 Hz, CH=CH2), 4.79 (bs, 1 H, H-1), 4.27 (dd, 1 H, J = 12.2, 5.3 Hz, H-6a), 

4.09 (dd, 1 H, J = 12.2, 2.2 Hz, H-6b), 3.97 (ddd, 1 H, J = 9.5, 5.2, 2.2 Hz, H-5), 3.66 (dt, 1 H, J = 

9.4, 6.8 Hz, OCH2), 3.43 (dt, 1 H, J = 9.5, 6.6 Hz, OCH2), 2.14 (s, 3 H, CH3CO), 2.09 (s, 3 H, 

CH3CO), 2.04 – 2.00 (m, 1 H, –CH2-CH=CH2) 2.03 (s, 3 H, CH3CO), 1.98 (s, 3 H, CH3CO), 1.59-

1.56 (m, 2 H, OCH2CH2), 1.41 – 1.23 (m, 11 H, -(CH2)5-CH2-CH=CH2). 13C NMR (101 MHz, 

CDCl3): δ 170.79, 170.24, 170.03, 169.89 (4 C=O), 139.28 (CH=CH2), 114.27 (CH=CH2), 97.69 

(C-1), 69.87, 69.28, 68.50 (C-2, C-3, C-4), 68.68 (OCH2), 66.41 (C-5), 62.66 (C-6), 33.88 (CH2=CH-

CH2-(CH2)7-O), 29.47, 29.41, 29.37, 29.16, 29.00, 26.17 (6 CH2), 21.03, 20.86, 20.82, 20.82 (4 

CH3CO). ESI–MS: m/z [M+H]+ calcd for C24H38O10 486.2465, observed monoisotopic m/z = 

509.2368 (Na+ adduct), 525.2108 (K+ adduct). Anal. calcd for C24H38O10 C, 59.24; H, 7.87; found 

C, 59.48; H, 7.85. 
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4.5 (GLYCO)DENDRIMERS CONVERGENT SYNTHESIS BY OLEFIN 

METATHESIS. 

4.5.1 General Methods. All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without 

any further purification. Reactions were monitored by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) on silica 

gel 60F254 coated glass plates (Merck). The spots were visualized by charring with a concentrated 

H2SO4/EtOH/H2O solution (10/45/45 v/v/v) or with a solution of (NH4)6Mo7O24 (21 g), 

Ce(SO4)2 (1 g), concentrated H2SO4 (31 mL) in water (500 mL) and then by heating to 110 °C for 

5 min. Flash column chromatography was performed on silica gel 230 – 400 mesh (Merck). 

Routine 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Mercury instrument at 400 MHz (1H 

NMR) or 100.57 MHz (13C NMR). Chemical shifts are reported in parts per million downfield 

from TMS as an internal standard; J values are given in Hertz. Mass spectra were recorded on a 

QSTAR Elite instrument (AB Sciex) equipped with a nano-electrospray ion source. The samples 

were directly injected at RT by borosilicate capillaries (Thermo Scientific) employing a spray 

voltage of 1.1 kV and a declustering potential of 80 V.  

4.5.2 Dendrimer precursors synthesis (1, 5, 9). To obtain several progressive family of 

dendrons, sequential condensation reactions were performed following modified literature 

procedures starting from 2,2,5-trimethyl-1,3-dioxane-5- carboxylic acid as a building block through 

sequential condensation steps (DCC, PPT 0.04 equiv., dry DCM 0.1 mol/L, RT)377 and 

deprotection. Products were purified by flash chromatography column and obtained in 20%–40% 

yields using a mixture of petroleum ether and EtOAc as eluent.  

4.5.3 Boc-protected tetravalent dendrimer synthesis (2). 425 mg of compound 1 (0.775 

mmol), 22 mg of Hoveyda–Grubbs second generation catalyst (4% mol in respect to 1), were 

dissolved in anhydrous octafluorotoluene (0.1 mol/L). The solution was stirred at RT, in the dark, 

and under argon atmosphere. After 48 h, the solvent was evaporated under vacuum, and then, the 

crude product was purified by flash chromatography (petroleum ether/EtOAc, 6/4), affording 

compound 2 (152 mg, 37% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) d: 7.92 (bs, 4H, NH–O), 5.40 (bs, 

2H, CH=CH), 4.43 (s, 8H, NH–O–CH2), 4.34 (ABq, J = 11.1 Hz, 8H, CO–CH2), 4.13 (t, J = 6.4 

Hz, 4H, CO–CH2–CH2), 2.07–1.97 (bs, 4H, CH2–CH=), 1.74–1.64 (m, 4H, CH2–CH2–CH), 

1.47 (s, 36H, CH3(Boc)), 1.27 (s, 6H, CH3). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) d: 172.34 (2s, 2COO), 

169.15 (4s, 4COO), 156.22 (4s, 4CONH), 129.52 (2d, 2CH=CH), 82.23 (4s, 4C(Boc)), 72.34 (4t, 

4NH–O–CH2), 65.42 (4t, 4COOCH2C), 64.92 (2t, 2COOCH2CH2), 46.30 (2t, 2C(CH2OCO)2), 

28.65 (2t, 2CH2–CH=), 28.33 (2t, 2CH2–CH2–CH=), 28.14 (12q, 12CH3(Boc)), 17.93 (2q, 
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2CH3). NanoESI–MS: C46H76O24N4 calcd mass 1068.48, observed m/z = 1069.10 (H+ adduct) and 

m/z = 1091.10 (Na+ adduct), experimental mass 1068.00.  

4.5.4 Deprotected tetravalent dendrimer synthesis (3). A solution of 2 (108 mg, 0.101 

mmol) in anhydrous dichloromethane (DCM, 0.1 mol/L) was cooled to 0 °C; then, trifluoroacetic 

acid (TFA) was added dropwise and stirred for 2 h. The reaction was quenched with saturated aq. 

Na2CO3 to neutrality, extracted twice with DCM, and the organic layers were collected and dried 

over anhydrous Na2SO4. The solvent was evaporated affording product 3 quantitatively (66 mg). 

The product was used for the subsequent reaction without any further purification. 1H NMR (400 

MHz, CDCl3) d: 5.81 (bs, 8H, NH2–O), 5.39 (bs, 2H, CH=CH), 4.33 (ABq, J = 11.1 Hz, 8H, 

CO–CH2), 4.22 (s, 8H, NH–O–CH2), 4.11 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 4H, CO–CH2–CH2), 2.11–1.98 (bs, 

4H, CH2–C =), 1.75–1.58 (m, 4H, CH2– CH2–CH), 1.24 (s, 6H, CH3). 13C NMR (101 MHz, 

CDCl3) d: 172.46 (2s, 2COO), 170.30 (4s, 4COO), 129.79 (2d, 2CH=CH), 72.27 (4t, 4NH–O– 

CH2), 65.45 (4t, 4COOCH2C), 64.77 (2t, 2COOCH2CH2), 46.31 (2s, 2C(CH2OCO)2), 28.65 (2t, 

2CH2–CH=), 28.17 (2t, 2CH2–CH2–CH=), 17.88 (2q, 2CH3). NanoESI–MS: C26H44O16N4 calcd 

mass 668.27, observed m/z = 669.00 (H+ adduct), experimental mass 668.00.  

4.5.5 Tetravalent glycosylated dendrimer synthesis (4). To obtain multifunctional 

glycosylated dendrimer 4, 25 mg of compound 3 (0.037 mmol) were dissolved in 2.5 mL acetate 

buffer (pH 4.5), and then, maltose (101 mg, 0.296 mmol) and aniline (41 mg, 0.444 mmol) were 

added. After 72 h, the product was recovered by washing with a small amount of DCM. The 

aqueous phase was concentrated to dryness and the crude product purified by flash 

chromatography (gradient eluent from 100% EtOH to EtOH/H2O 9/1), affording compound 4 

(22 mg, 30% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O) d: 7.48 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 3H, CH=N), 7.42 (d, J = 

6.3 Hz, 1H, CH=N), 5.31 (bs, 2H, CH=CH), 2.11–1.98 (bs, 4H, CH2-CH). NanoESI–MS: 

C74H124O56N4 calcd mass 1964.70, observed m/z = 1005.35 (2Na+ adduct), experimental mass 

1964.70  

4.5.6 Boc-protected octavalent dendrimer synthesis (6). A solution of compound 5 (834 

mg, 0.740 mmol) and 18 mg Hoveyda–Grubbs second generation catalyst (4% in mol in respect 

to 5) was prepared in anhydrous octafluorotoluene (0.2 mol/L) and reacted as described for 

compound 2. After 24 h, the solvent was evaporated by rotary evaporator, and the crude product 

was purified by flash chromatography (petroleum ether/EtOAc 5/5), affording pure product 6 

(143 mg, 30% yield calculated on reacted 5) and 350 mg of unreacted 5. 1H NMR (400 MHz, 
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CDCl3) d: 8.02 (bs, 8H, NH–O), 5.42 (bs, 2H, CH=CH), 4.44 (s, 16H, NH–O–CH2), 4.35–4.23 

(ABq, J = 11.2 Hz, 24H, CO–CH2), 4.10 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 4H, CO–CH2–CH2), 2.11–2.00 (bs, 4H, 

CH2–CH=), 1.69 (bs, 4H, CH2–CH2–CH), 1.47 (s, 72H, CH3(Boc)), 1.24 (s, 18H, CH3). 13C 

NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) d: 171.67 (2s, 2COO), 169.16 (4s, 4COO), 161.63 (8s, 8COO), 

156.31(8s, 8CONH), 129.78 (2d, 2CH=CH), 82.17 (8s, 8C(Boc)), 72.34 (8t, 8NH– O–CH2), 65.60, 

(4t, 4COOCH2C), 65.25 (8t, 8CO–CH2), 65.06 (2t, 2COOCH2CH2), 46.51 (2s, 2C(CH2OCO)2), 

46.43 (4s, 4C(CH2OCO)2), 28.67 (2t, 2CH2–CH), 28.15 (24q, 24CH3(Boc), 27.92 (2t, 2CH2–

CH2– CH), 17.84 (6q, 6CH3). NanoESI–MS: C94H152O52N8 calcd mass 2224.95, observed m/z = 

2247.30 (Na+ adduct), experimental mass 2224.27.  

4.5.7 Deprotected octavalent dendrimer synthesis (7). A solution of 6 (210 mg, 0.094 

mmol) in dry DCM (0.1 mol/L) was cooled to 0 °C and then TFA was added dropwise and stirred 

for 2 h at 0 °C. The reaction was quenched with saturated aq. Na2CO3 to neutrality, the crude 

product was extracted twice with DCM, and the organic layers were dried over anhydrous Na2SO4. 

The solvent was evaporated to give compound 7 (114 mg, 85% yield) that was used for the 

subsequent reaction without any further purification. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) d: 6.22–5.50 

(bs, 16H, NH2–O), 5.42 (bs, 2H, CH=CH), 4.35–4.23 (bs, 32H, NH–O–CH2, CO–CH2), 4.17 

(8H, CO–CH2), 4.11 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 4H, CO–CH2–CH2), 2.14–1.98 (bs, 4H, CH2–CH), 1.75–

1.64 (bs, 4H, CH2–CH2–CH), 1.25 (s, 18H, CH3). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) d: 172.10 (2s, 

2COO), 171.84 (4s, 4COO), 170.31 (8s, 8COO), 129.78 (2d, 2CH=CH), 72.25 (8t, 8CO–CH2), 

65.65 (4t, 4CO– CH2), 65.34 (8t, 8NH–O–CH2), 64.97 (2t, 2 COCH2CH2), 46.54, 46.46 (6s, 

6C(CH3)3), 28.51 (2t, 2t, 2CH2–CH=), 28.22 (2t, 2CH2–CH2–CH=), 17.79 (6q, 6CH3). 

NanoESI–MS: C54H88O36N8 calcd mass 1424.53, observed m/z = 713.50 (2H+ adduct), 

experimental mass 1425.00.  

4.5.8 Octavalent glycosylated dendrimer synthesis (8). First, 81 mg of compound 7 (0.057 

mmol) were dissolved in 2.5 mL acetate buffer (pH = 4.5); subsequently, 312 mg of maltose and 

126 mg aniline (0.912 mmol and 1.36 mmol, respectively) were added and the mixture was allowed 

to stir. After 72 h, the reaction was stopped and washed twice with DCM. Finally, crude product 

was purified through flash chromatography (EtOH + 0.2% AcOH), affording compound 8 (13 

mg, 6% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O) d: 7.47 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 5H, CH=N), 7.41 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 

1H, CH=N), 5.31 (bs, 2H, CH=CH), 2.11–1.98 (bs, 4H, CH2–CH). NanoESI–MS: C150H248O116N8 

calcd mass 4017.37, observed m/z = 1832.50 (adduct, minus one aminoxyacetic moiety, 
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C14H24O12N), m/z = 1634.00 (2Na+ adduct, minus two aminoxyacetic moieties) and m/z = 1435.50 

(2Na+ adduct, minus three aminoxyacetic moieties), experimental mass 4017.13.  

4.5.9 Boc-protected hexadeca dendrimer synthesis (10). Compound 9 (110 mg, 0.048 

mmol) and 2 mg (7% mol in respect to 9) Hoveyda–Grubbs second generation dissolved in 

anhydrous octafluorotoluene (0.2 mol/L) were reacted as described for compound 2. After 72 h, 

the solvent was evaporated under vacuum, and then, the crude product was purified by flash 

chromatography (petroleum ether/EtOAc 4/6) to afford pure 10 (34 mg, 31% yield). 1H NMR 

(400 MHz, CDCl3) d: 8.10 (s, 16H, NH–O), 5.44 (bs, 1H, CH=CH), 5.12 (bs, 1H, CH=CH), 4.45 

(s, 32H, NH–O–CH2), 4.31-4.20 (ABq, J = 11.6 Hz, 56H, CO–CH2), 4.11 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 4H, 

CO–CH2–CH2), 2.02 (bs, 4H, CH2–CH), 1.66 (bs, 4H, CH2–CH2–CH), 1.47 (s, 144H, 

CH3(Boc)), 1.26 (bs, 42H, CH3). 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) d: 173.54 (2s, 2COO), 171.69 (4s, 

4COO), 171.43 (8s, 8COO), 169.22 (16s, 16COO), 156.40, (16s, 16CONH), 82.11 (16s, 16C(Boc)), 

72.34 (16t, 16NH–O– CH2), 65.84, (16t, 16CO–CH2), 65.26 (12t, 12CO–CH2), 65.06 (2t, 

2COOCH2CH2) 46.64, 46.43(14s, 14C(CH2OCO)2), 34.01 (2CH2–CH), 31.83 (2t, 2CH2–CH2–

CH), 28.16 (48q, 48CH3(Boc)), 17.79 (14q, 14CH3). NanoESI–MS: C190H304O108N16 calcd mass 

4537.88, observed m/z = 2291.90 (2Na+ adduct), experimental mass 4537.80.  
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS.  

The research reported in this thesis stemmed from a main theme, which is neuroglycobiology, 

and evolved towards several related topics. A novel, reliable, versatile, and efficient method for 

the analysis of N-glycans from brain tissue is reported (Section 3.1). This project will deliver to the 

glycoanalyst community a thoroughly tested, efficiently performing and versatile tool to investigate 

N-glycan patterns on brain and other solid tissues, in a research field in which methodological 

innovation and validation are essential premises towards solid biological studies (Sections 3.1.1 

and 1.3.7). The newly developed method, along with its thorough methodological validation and 

accurate comparison to similar workflows published in the literature (Tab. 3.1.1), is the topic of 

an original research paper currently under submission to a high impact scientific journal.378 

Stemming from the analysis of brain N-glycans, the reverse glycoproteomics project (Section 3.2) 

is an ongoing work in which N-glycoproteins carrying neurologically interesting N-glycans are 

investigated. Brain evolutionary and biomedically suitable biomarkers are necessary to deepen the 

scientific community knowledge about human's most complex organ and, since N-glycans are 

fairly present in mammalian brains (Section 1.2), the investigation of glycobiomarkers represents 

a promising area of biomedical research. In this context this thesis reports encouraging 

methodological advancements, delivering an optimised method for the analysis of brain N-glycans 

and N-glycoproteins from the same sample, capable of identifying proteins, N-glycoproteins and 

N-glycosylation sites from solid tissues and, although basically still at the level of methodological 

development, already being capable to provide some putative candidates for the N-glycoprotein 

targets (Section 3.2.5). Moving from the big picture (omics) towards more specific targets, human 

Neuroserpin, a brain N-glycoprotein involved in neurodegeneration, has been efficiently 

investigated towards the elucidation of the molecular determinants of its polymerisation behaviour 

(Section 3.3). A suitable chemical tool for the project has been developed, analytically tested, and 

shown to be able to provide the type of information for which it was created, in an efficient and 

precise way (Fig. 3.3.6), therefore being applicable to answer interesting biological questions. The 

work has amassed a solid pool of chemical, analytical and biological data and is currently under 

refinement towards the preparation of a scientific publication. Finally, the syntheses of glycotools 

(i.e., sections 3.4 and 3.5) towards neurochemistry studies, has afforded six novel chemical 

structures, published within two original research papers, valuable in a wide array of medicinal 

neurochemistry applications. The whole body of products delivered within this thesis will benefit 

the glycochemistry community, especially in the field of neurochemistry, by adding new pieces of 

knowledge about CNS components, and by delivering novel methods and molecules to carry on 
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the investigation of glycans-related effects in neurological and neuromedical context. By the point 

of view of the author, the skills acquired during the PhD, spanning from chemical synthesis, 

protein biochemistry and bioanalytical techniques, have provided substantial professional 

development and precious skills specialisation in the field of N-glycomics and (N-

glyco)proteomics, and will certainly be of great benefit in future working opportunities and career 

developments. 
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6. APPENDIX. 

6.1 MS analysis of samples prepared by LSD and HSD (Table A-1). Structures are listed in order of decreasing abundance. CF = Chromatographic Fraction; 
GS = Glycan Structure (Green = good confidence; Yellow = reasonable; Red = low confidence); MMM = Measured Monoisotopic Mass, [M+2AB+H]+ (Red= LSD 
only; White = both methods); MUM = Measured Unlabeled Monoisotopic Glycan Mass; TUM = Theoretical Unlabeled Monoisotopic Glycan Mass; TLM = 
Theoretical Labeled Monoisotopic Mass [M+2AB+H]+; RMA = Relative Mass Accuracy ([|MMM-TLM|/TLM]*106); MC = Monosaccharide Composition; MS2 = 
Fragmentation data (Y = Informative or partially informative fragments; N = No fragments); DFI = Diagnostic Fragments Identified (Red = fragmentation spectra 
found only in the LSD sample; Blue = fragmentation spectra found only in the HSD sample; White = fragmentation spectra found in both LSD and HSD samples; 
H = Hexose, N = N-Acetylhexosamine, F = Deoxyhexose (Fucose), S = N-Acetylneuraminic Acid (Sialic acid), Su = Sulphate, P = Phosphate; Int = Intact, precursor 
ion chosen for fragmentation and relative charge state, if not singly charged. In the case of singly charged ions, the intact signal equals the MMM value. All the listed 
fragments are mono-protonated, singly charged fragments); CF = Core Fucose, AF = Antennary Fucose, Bis = Bisecting, Hyb/HM = Hybrid/High Mannose, 2AB 
= 2-Aminobenzamide); PGS = Proposed Glycan Structure (N-glycan structures are depicted without 2-AB). 

Table A-1. MS analyses of LSD and HSD chromatographic profiles. 

CF GS 
MMM 

(u) 
TUM 

(u) 
MFM 

(u) 
TLM 
(u) 

RMA 
(ppm) 

MC MS2 DFI PGS 

1  1177.4552 1056.3857 1056.3786 1177.4622 6.0 H3N2F1 Y 
1177 (Int); 1031 (-F); 1015 (-H); 869 (-F -H); 853 (-2H); 707 
(-F -2H); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 

(HN); 342 (N2AB); 325 (2H) 
 

2  1193.4505 1072.3806 1072.3739 1193.4571 5.6 H4N2 Y 1193 (Int); 1031 (-H); 869 (-2H); 852 (-N2AB); 707 (-3H); 
545 (-4H); 528 (2HN); 366 (HN); 342 (N2AB); 325 (2H) 

 

3 A 1380.5321 1259.4651 1259.4555 1380.5416 6.9 H3N3F1 Y 

1380 (Int); 1234 (-F); 1218 (-H); 1177 (-N, CF); 1072 (-F -H); 
1031 (-FN); 1015 (-H -N); 910 (H3N2AB, Bis); 853 (-2H -

N); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 (HN); 342 
(N2AB); 325 (2H) 
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B 1437.5527 1316.4866 1316.4761 1437.5631 7.3 H3N4 Y 

1437 (Int); 1234 (-N); 1096 (-N2AB); 1072 (-H - N); 1031 (-
2N); 910 (H3N2AB, Bis); 893 (3H2N); 869 (-2N -H); 707 (-2N 
-2H); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 366 (HN); 

342 (N2AB); 325 (2H)  

4 

A 1339.5072 1218.4385 1218.4306 1339.5150 5.8 H4N2F1 Y 
1339 (Int); 1193 (-F); 1177 (-H, CF); 1031 (-F -H); 1031 (-HF); 
1015 (-2H); 869 (-2H -F); 707 (-3H -F); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 545 

(2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 366 (HN); 342 (N2AB); 325 (2H) 
 

B 1663.5633 1542.5013 1542.4867 1663.5778 8.7 H3N4F1Su1 N  

 

5 

A 1583.6068 1462.5445 1462.53023 1583.6210 9.0 H3N4F1 Y 

1583 (Int); 1437 (-F); 1380 (-N); 1234 (-N -F); 1218 (-N -H); 
1177 (-2N, CF); 1056 (-N - 2H , Bis + CF); 1072 (-N -H -F); 

1015 (-2N -H); 910 (H3N2AB, Bis); 853 (-2N -2H); 707 (-2N -
2H -F); 691 (-2N -3H, CF); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 488 (NF2AB, 

CF); 545 (2N2AB); ); 528 (2HN); 366 (HN); 342 (N2AB); 325 
(2H) 

 

B 1380.5311 1259.4651 1259.45453 1380.5416 7.6 H3N3F1 N  
 

6  1583.608 1462.5445 1462.53143 1583.6210 8.2 H3N4F1 N  

 

7  1355.5002 1234.4334 1234.42363 1355.5099 7.2 H5N2 Y 
1355 (Int); 1193 (-H); 1014 (-N2AB); 869 (-3H); 707 (-4H); 545 

(2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 487 (3H, Hyb/HM); 366 (HN); 342 
(N2AB); 325 (2H) 

 

8 A 1786.683 1665.6239 1665.60643 1786.7004 9.8 H3N5F1 Y 

1786 (Int); 1640 (-F); 1583 (-N); 1437 (-F -N); 1380 (-2N); 
1234 (-F -2N); 1218 (-2H); 1177 (-3N, CF); 1056 (-2N -2H , 

Bis + CF); 1031 (-3N -F); 1015 (-3N -H); 910 (H3N2AB, Bis); 
853 (-3N -2H); 707 (-3N -2H -F); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 488 

(NF2AB, CF); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 366 (HN); 342 
(N2AB); 325 (2H) 
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B 1542.5827 1421.5179 1421.50613 1542.5944 7.6 H4N3F1 Y 

1542 (Int); 1396 (-F); 1380 (-H); 1177 (-H -N, CF); 1031 (-
HNF) 910 (H3N2AB, Bis); 707 (-3HNF); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 
488 (NF2AB, CF); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 

366 (HN); 342 (N2AB); 325 (2H) 

 

C 1583.6048 1462.5445 1462.52823 1583.6210 10.2 H3N4F1 N  

 

9  1786.6936 1665.6239 1665.61703 1786.7004 3.8 H3N5F1 N  

 

10  1825.6286 1704.5541 1704.55203 1825.6306 1.1 H4N4F1Su1 N  

 

11 

A 1745.6601 1624.5973 1624.58353 1745.6738 7.9 H4N4F1 Y 

1745 (Int); 1599 (-F); 1583 (-H); 1437 (-H -F); 1380 (-H -N); 
1234 (-H -N -F); 1218 (-2H -N); 1177 (-2NH, CF); 1072 (-2H -
N -F); 910 (-3H -N -F, Bis); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 488 (NF2AB, 

CF); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 366 (HN); 
342 (N2AB); 325 (2H) 

 

B 1501.559 1380.4913 1380.48243 1501.5678 5.9 H5N2F1 Y 
1501 (Int); 1355 (-F); 1339 (-H); 1117 (-2H); 1193 (-H -F); 

1031 (-2H - F); 1014 (-2N2AB); 707 (2NH); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 
545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 366 (HN); 342 (N2AB); 325 (2H) 

 

C 1558.5847 1437.5128 1437.50813 1558.5893 3.0 H5N3 Y 

1558 (Int); 1396 (-H); 1234 (-2H); 1217 (-N2AB); 1072 (-3H); 
1031 (-2HN); 1014 (-2N2AB); 852 (-H, -2N2AB); 910 

(H3N2AB, Bis); 707 (-4HN); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 
528 (2HN); 366 (HN); 342 (N2AB) 
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D 1802.6876 1681.6188 1681.61103 1802.6953 4.3 H4N5 N  

 

12 

A 1558.5801 1437.5128 1437.50353 1558.5893 5.9 H5N3 Y 

1558 (Int); 1396 (-H); 1234 (-2H); 1217 (-N2AB); 1072 (-3H); 
1031 (-2HN); 1014 (-2N2AB); 852 (-H, -2N2AB); 910 

(H3N2AB, Bis); 707 (-4HN); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 
528 (2HN); 366 (HN); 342 (N2AB); 325 (2H) 

 

B 1745.6623 1624.5973 1624.58573 1745.6738 6.6 H4N4F1 N  

 

C 1825.6271 1704.5541 1704.55053 1825.6306 1.9 H4N4F1Su1 N  

 

13 

A 1517.5512 1396.4862 1396.47463 1517.5627 7.6 H6N2 Y 

1517 (Int); 1355 (-H); 1176 (-N2AB); 1193 (-2H);1031(-3H); 
869 (-4H); 545 (2N2AB); 811 (5H, Hyb/HM); 545 (2N2AB); 
528 (2HN); 487 (3H, Hyb/HM); 366 (HN); 342 (N2AB); 325 

(2H)   

B 1745.6639 1624.5973 1624.58733 1745.6738 5.7 H4N4F1 N  

 

C 1761.6573 1640.5922 1640.58073 1761.6687 6.5 H5N4 Y 

1761 (Int); 1599 (-H); 1558 (-N); 1437 (-2H); 1420 (-N2AB); 
1396 (-H -N); 1217 (-2N2AB); 1072 (-3H -N); 707 (-4H -2N); 

569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 487 (3H, 
Hyb/HM); 342 (N2AB); 366 (NH); 325 (2H)  
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14 

A 1517.551 1396.4862 1396.47443 1517.5627 7.7 H6N2 Y 

1517 (Int); 1355 (-H); 1176 (-N2AB); 1193 (-2H);1031(-3H); 
869 (-4H); 545 (2N2AB); 811 (5H, Hyb/HM); 545 (2N2AB); 
528 (2HN); 487 (3H, Hyb/HM); 366 (HN); 342 (N2AB); 325 

(2H)   

B 1597.4912 1476.4002 1476.41463 1597.4767 9.1 H3N4Su2 Y 1597 (Int); 1152 (-NSuH); 366 (HN) 

 

15 

A 1761.6548 1640.5922 1640.57823 1761.6687 7.9 H5N4 Y 

1761 (Int); 1599 (-H); 1558 (-N); 1437 (-2H); 1420 (-N2AB); 
1396 (-H -N); 1275 (-3H); 1217 (-2N2AB); 1072 (-3H -N); 910 

(H3N2AB, Bis); 707 (-4H -2N); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 
(2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 487 (3H, Hyb/HM); 342 (N2AB); 366 

(NH); 325 (2H) 
 

B 1517.5514 1396.4862 1396.47483 1517.5627 7.5 H6N2 N  

 

16 

A 1833.677 1712.6133 1712.6004 1833.6898 7.0 H4N3F1S1 Y 

1833 (Int); 1687 (-F); 1671 (-H); 1542 (-S); 1525 (-FS); 1380 (-
SH); 1346 (-NF2AB); 1234 (-SHF); 1177 (-SHN, CF); 1031 (-
SHNF); 657 (SHN); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 454 (SH); 366 (HN); 

342 (N2AB); 325 (2H)   

B 1948.7375 1827.6767 1827.6609 1948.7532 8.1 H4N5F1 N  

 

C 1761.6727 1640.5922 1640.5961 1761.6687 2.3 H5N4 N  
 

D 1745.675 1624.5973 1624.5984 1745.6738 0.7 H4N4F1 N  
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17 

A 1891.7153 1770.6552 1770.6387 1891.7317 8.7 H4N4F2 Y 

1891 (Int); 1745 (-F); 1729 (-H); 1599 (-2F); 1583 (-H -F); 1437 
(-H -2F); 1404 (-N2AB); 1380 (-H -N -F); 1234 (-H -N - 2F); 
1201 (-2N2AB); 1177 (-2NHF, CF); 1072 (-2H -N -2F); 1056 

(-HNF, Bis + CF); 910 (H3N2AB, Bis); 707 (-4H -N - 2F); 691 
(2NF2AB, CF); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 
512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 342 (N2AB); 366 (NH); 

325 (2H) 

 

B 1907.7127 1786.6501 1786.6361 1907.7266 7.3 H5N4F1 N  

 

C 2003.617 1882.5590 1882.5404 2003.6355 9.2 H3N6Su2 N  

 

18 

A 1907.7116 1786.6501 1786.6350 1907.7266 7.9 H5N4F1 Y 

1907 (Int); 1761 (-F); 1745 (-H); 1704 (-N); 1599 (-H -F); 1583 
(-2H); 1501 (-2N); 1437 (-2H -F); 1420 (-N2AB); 1339 (-2NH); 
1234 (-2H -F -N); 1217 (-2N2AB); 1177 (-2H2N, CF); 1031 (-
2N2HF); 1015 (-2N3H); 910 (3NH2AB, Bis); 852 (-H -2N -

N2AB -F); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 
(2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 342 (N2AB); 366 

(NH); 325 (2H) 

 

B 2003.6247 1882.5590 1882.5481 2003.6355 5.4 H3N6Su2 N  

 

C 1891.7162 1770.6552 1770.6396 1891.7317 8.2 H4N4F2 N  
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19 

A 2094.8139 1973.7346 1973.73733 2094.8111 1.3 H4N5F2 Y 

2094 (Int); 1948 (-F); 1932 (-H); 1891 (-N); 1802 (-2F); 1786 (-
H -F); 1607 (-N2AB); 1583 (-H -F -N); 1437 (-H -2F -N); 1404 

(-2N2AB); 1380 (-H -F -2N); 1218 (-2H -F -2N); 1177 (-
3NHF, CF); 1056 (3H -F -2N , Bis + CF); 910 (H3N2AB, Bis); 
853 (-3H -2F -3N); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 
(2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 

(NH); 342 (N2AB) 

 

B 1891.7159 1770.6552 1770.63933 1891.7317 8.4 H4N4F2 Y 

1891 (Int); 1745 (-F); 1729 (-H); 1599 (-2F); 1583 (-H -F); 1437 
(-H -2F); 1404 (-N2AB); 1380 (-H -N - F); 1234 (-H -N - 2F); 
1218 (-2HNF); 1201 (-2N2AB); 1177 (-2NHF, CF); 1072 (-2H 

-N -2F); 707 (-4H -N - 2F); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 
528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 342 (N2AB)  

20 

A 1679.6038 1558.5390 1558.52723 1679.6155 7.0 H7N2 Y 

1679 (Int); 1517 (-H); 1355 (-2H); 1338 (-N2AB); 1193 (-3H); 
1176 (-H, -N2AB); 811 (5H, Hyb/HM); 649 (4H, Hyb/HM); 

545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 487 (3H, Hyb/HM); 366 (NH); 342 
(N2AB); 325 (2H) 

 

B 2094.8131 1973.7346 1973.73653 2094.8111 0.9 H4N5F2 Y 

2094 (Int); 1948 (-F); 1932 (-H); 1891(-N); 1802 (-2F); 1729 (-
HN); 1607 (-N2AB); 1583 (-H -F -N); 1437 (-H -2F -N); 1404 
(-2N2AB); 1380 (-H -F -2N); 1218 (-2H -F -2N); 1056 (-3H -F 
-2N , Bis + CF); 910 (H3N2AB, Bis); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 569 
(2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 

(NF2AB, CF); 366 (NH); 342 (N2AB); 325 (2H) 

 

C 1850.6895 1729.6286 1729.61293 1850.7051 8.4 H5N3F2 Y 1850 (Int); 1177 (3H2NF2AB, CF); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 
512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 342 (N2AB) 

 

21  A 2053.7686 1932.7080 1932.6920 2053.7845 7.8 H5N4F2 Y 

2053 (Int); 1907 (-F); 1891 (-H); 1762 (-2F); 1745 (-HF); 1729 
(-2H); 1688 (-HN); 1566 (-N2AB); 1526 (-2HN); 1380 (-2H -N 

-F); 1234 (-2H -N -2F); 1363 (-2N2AB); 1177 (-2H -2N -F, 
CF); 853 (-3H -2N -F); 836 (3HNF); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 674 

(2HNF); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 512 
(HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 (NH); 342 (N2AB) 
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B 1995.7349 1874.6661 1874.65833 1995.7426 3.9 H5N3F1S1 Y 

1995 (Int); 1849 (-F); 1704 (-S); 1558 (-SF); 1542 (-SH); 1339 (-
SHN); 1177 (-2HNS, CF); 657 (SHN); 545 (2N2AB); 528 

(2HN); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 454 (HS); 366 (NH); 342 (N2AB); 
325 (2H) 

 

C 2094.8087 1973.7346 1973.73213 2094.8111 1.2 H4N5F2 N  

 

D 2149.6845 2028.6169 2028.60793 2149.6934 4.2 H3N6F1Su2 N  

 

E 2239.8511 2118.7721 2118.77453 2239.8486 1.1 H4N5F1S1 N  

 

22 

A 1597.5227 1476.4525 1476.44613 1597.5290 4.0 H6N2P1 Y 
1597 (Int); 1435 (-H (P)); 1273 (-2H (P));1256 (-N2AB (P)); 
1111 (-3H (P)); 567 (3H (P)); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 405 

(2H (P)); 366 (NH); 342 (N2AB); 325 (2H) 
 

B 1995.7349 1874.6661 1874.65832 1995.7426 3.9 H5N3F1S1 Y 

1995 (Int); 1849 (-F); 1704 (-S); 1558 (-SF); 1542 (-SH); 1339 (-
SHN); 1177 (-2HNS, CF); 657 (SHN); 545 (2N2AB); 528 

(2HN); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 454 (HS); 366 (NH); 342 (N2AB); 
325 (2H) 

 

C 2239.8434 2118.7721 2118.76683 2239.8486 2.3 H4N5F1S1 Y 

2239 (Int); 1948 (-S); 1786 (-SH); 1752 (-NF2AB); 1583 (-
SHN); 1549 (-N2F2AB); 1380 (-SH2N); 1234 (-SHF2N); 910 
(H3N2AB, Bis); 657 (SHN); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 

528 (2HN); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 454 (SH); 366 (NH); 342 
(N2AB)  
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D 2053.7739 1932.7080 1932.69733 2053.7845 5.2 H5N4F2 N  

 

E 2198.8124 2077.7455 2077.73583 2198.8220 4.4 H5N4F1S1 N  

 

F 1800.5961 1679.5224 1679.51953 1800.5989 1.6 H6N3Su1 N  

 

23  2069.7724 1948.7029 1948.69583 2069.7794 3.4 H6N4F1 Y 
2069 (Int); 1379 (-2N2AB); 1217 (-H -2N2AB); 1014 (-H -N -

2N2AB); 852 (-2H -N -2N2AB); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 545 
(2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 (NH) 

 

24 

A 2297.8949 2176.8140 2176.81833 2297.8905 1.9 H4N6F2 Y 

1149.4514 (Int, 2+); 1056 (-3H -F -2N, Bis + CF); 910 
(H3N2AB, Bis); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 

(2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 
(NH)  

B 2442.9253 2321.8515 2321.84873 2442.9280 1.1 H4N6F1S1 N  
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25 

A 1841.6559 1720.5918 1720.57933 1841.6683 6.7 H8N2 Y 
1841 (Int); 1679 (-H); 1517 (-2H); 1500 (-N2AB); 811 (5H, 
Hyb/HM); 649 (4H, Hyb/HM); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 

487 (3H, Hyb/HM), 366 (NH); 342 (N2AB); 325 (2H) 
 

B 2256.8664 2135.7874 2135.78983 2256.8639 1.1 H5N5F2 Y 

2256 (Int); 2110 (-F); 1769 (-NF2AB); 1745 (-HNF); 1583 (-
2HNF); 1566 (-2NF2AB); 1380 (-2H2N2F); 691 (2NF2AB, 
CF); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, 

AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 (NH); 342 (N2AB) 

 

C 2198.8192 2077.7455 2077.74263 2198.8220 1.3 H5N4F1S1 N  

 

D 1921.5991 1800.5058 1800.52253 1921.5823 8.7 H5N4Su2 N  

 

E 2442.9277 2321.8515 2321.85113 2442.9280 0.1 H4N6F1S1 N  

 

26 

A 1841.6555 1720.5918 1720.57893 1841.6683 7.0 H8N2 Y 

1841 (Int); 1679 (-H); 1517 (-2H); 1500 (-N2AB); 1355 (-3H); 
1193 (-4H); 1031 (-5H); 973 (6H, Hyb/HM); 869 (-6H); 811 

(5H, Hyb/HM); 707 (-7H); 649 (4H, Hyb/HM); 545 (2N2AB); 
528 (2HN); 487 (3H, Hyb/HM), 366 (NH); 342 (N2AB); 325 

(2H)  

B 1921.5991 1800.5058 1800.52253 1921.5823 8.7 H5N4Su2 N  
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27 

A 2215.83 2094.7608 2094.7534 2215.8373 3.3 H6N4F2 Y 
2215 (Int); 2053 (-H); 1704 (-HNF); 1542 (-2HNF); 691 

(2NF2AB, CF); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 
512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 (NH); 342 (N2AB) 

 

B 2286.8465 2165.7615 2165.7699 2286.8381 3.7 H5N3F1S2 Y 
2286.8097 (Int); 1177 (3H2NF2AB, CF); 948 (Di-Sialyl Lewis 

C); 657 (SHN); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 495 (SN); 488 
(NF2AB, CF) 

 

28 

A 2215.8305 2094.7608 2094.7539 2215.8373 3.1 H6N4F2 Y 

2215 (Int); 2053 (-H); 1704 (-HNF); 1542 (-2HNF); 910 
(3NH2AB, Bis); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 

(2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 
(NH); 342 (N2AB) 

 

B 2344.872 2223.8034 2223.7954 2344.8799 3.4 H5N4F2S1 N  

 

C 2199.8453 2078.7659 2078.7687 2199.8424 1.3 H5N4F3 Y 

2199 (Int); 2053 (-F); 1712 (-N2AB); 1688 (-H -N -F);1526 (-
2H -N -F); 1177 (-2H -2N -2F, CF); 674 (2HNF); 545 

(2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 
(HN); 342 (N2AB) 

 

29 A 2003.7058 1882.6446 1882.6292 2003.7211 7.6 H9N2 Y 

2003 (Int); 1841 (-H); 1679 (-2H); 1662 (-N2AB); 1517 (-3H); 
1355 (-4H); 1193 (-5H); 1031 (-5H); 973 (6H, Hyb/HM); 869 

(-6H); 811 (5H, Hyb/HM); 649 (4H, Hyb/HM); 487 (3H, 
Hyb/HM); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 366 (HN); 342 (N2AB); 

325 (2H).  
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B 2402.9225 2281.8453 2281.8459 2402.9218 0.3 H5N5F3 N  

 

30 

A 2489.9197 2368.8409 2368.8431 2489.9174 0.9 H5N4F1S2 Y 

1245.4656 (Int, 2+); 1177 (-2S2H2N, CF); 657 (SHN); 569 

(2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 454 

(SH); 366 (NH) 
 

B 2402.9407 2281.8453 2281.8641 2402.9218 7.9 H5N5F3 N  

 

C 2547.9635 2426.8828 2426.88693 2547.9593 1.6 H5N5F2S1 N  

 

D 2003.7022 1882.6446 1882.6256 2003.7211 9.4 H9N2 N  

 

E 2361.89 2240.8187 2240.8134 2361.8952 2.2 H6N4F3 N  

 

31 A 2751.0454 2629.9622 2629.96883 2751.0387 2.4 H5N6F2S1 Y 

1376.0269 (Int, 2+); 1056 (-S -4H -F -4N , Bis + CF); 803 
(SHNF); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 657 (SHN); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 
(2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 454 

(SH); 366 (NH)  
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B 2402.9152 2281.8453 2281.8386 2402.9218 2.8 H5N5F3 N  

 

32 

A 2751.0597 2629.9622 2629.9831 2751.0387 7.6 H5N6F2S1 Y 

1376.0226 (Int, 2+); 1056 (-S -4H -F -4N , Bis + CF); 803 
(SHNF); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 657 (SHN); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 
(2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 454 

(SH); 366 (NH) 

 

B 2606.0072 2484.9247 2484.9306 2606.0012 2.3 H5N6F3 Y 
1303.5068 (Int, 2+); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 
(2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 

(NH) 
 

C 2344.8836 2223.8034 2223.8070 2344.8799 1.6 H5N4F2S1 N  

 

33  2165.7558 2044.6641 2044.6792 2165.7406 7.0 H7N4P1 N  

 

34  2635.9883 2514.8988 2514.9117 2635.9753 4.9 H5N4F2S2 Y 
1318.4985 (Int, 2+); 948 (Di-Sialyl Lewis C); 657 (SHN); 545 

(2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 495 (SN); 488 (NF2AB, 
CF); 454 (SH); 366 (NH) 

 

35 A 2781.0361 2659.9363 2659.9595 2781.0128 8.4 H5N4F1S3 Y 
1391.0172 (Int, 2+); 1177 (-3S-2H-2N, CF); 948 (Di-Sialyl 

Lewis C); 657 (SHN); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 495 (SN); 488 
(NF2AB, CF); 454 (SH); 366 (NH) 
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B 2954.1348 2833.0416 2833.0582 2954.1181 5.6 H5N7F2S1 Y 
1477.5587 (Int, 2+); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 657 (SHN); 569 

(2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, 
CF); 366 (NH) 

 

36  3042.1615 2921.0576 2921.08493 3042.1341 9.0 H5N6F2S2 Y 
1521.5854 (Int, 2+); 948 (Di-Sialyl Lewis C); 691 (2NF2AB, 
CF); 657 (SHN); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 

495 (SN); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 454 (SH); 366 (NH) 
 

37  3099.1646 2978.0791 2978.08803 3099.1556 2.9 H5N7F1S2 Y 1550.0871 (Int, 2+); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 657 (SHN); 454 (SH); 
366 (HN) 

 

38  2984.0954 2863.0157 2863.01883 2984.0922 1.1 H5N5F1S3 N  

 

39  - - - - - - - - - 

40 

A 2711.0469 2589.9560 2589.97033 2711.0325 5.3 H6N5F4 Y 1356.0256 (Int, 2+); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 545 (2N2AB); 528 
(2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 (NH) 

 

B 3059.151 2938.0729 2938.07443 3059.1494 0.5 H6N6F3S1 Y 
1530.0842 (Int, 2+); 803 (SHNF); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 657 

(SHN); 569 (2NH/Bis?); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, 
AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 454 (SH); 366 (NH) 
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C 2856.0722 2734.9935 2734.99563 2856.0700 0.8 H6N5F3S1 Y 1428.5416 (Int, 2+); 803 (SHNF); 657 (SHN); 528 (2HN); 512 
(HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 (NH) 

 

41  2856.0767 2734.9935 2735.00013 2856.0700 2.3 H6N5F3S1 Y 
1428.5438 (Int, 2+); 803 (SHNF); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 657 

(SHN); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 
(NF2AB, CF); 454 (SH); 366 (NH) 

 

42 

A 3001.1207 2880.0310 2880.04413 3001.1075 4.4 H6N5F2S2 Y 
1501.0598 (Int, 2+); 803 (SHNF); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 657 

(SHN); 545 (2N2AB); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 
(NF2AB, CF); 454 (SH); 366 (NH) 

 

B 2856.0731 2734.9935 2734.99653 2856.0700 1.1 H6N5F3S1 N  

 

C 2952.0876 2830.9547 2831.01103 2952.0645 19.1 H7N5F2S1P1 Y 1476.5499 (Int, 2+); 910 (H3N2AB, Bis); 657 (SHN); 528 
(2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 (NH) 

 

D 3060.1448 2939.0682 2939.06823 3060.1447 0.0 H8N8 N  
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E 3204.1862 3083.1104 3083.10963 3204.1869 0.2 H6N6F2S2 Y 1602.5936 (Int, 2+); 803 (SHNF); 657 (SHN); 545 (2N2AB); 
512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 (NH) 

 

43 

A 2856.073 2734.9935 2734.99643 2856.0700 1.0 H6N5F3S1 Y 1428.5212 (Int, 2+); 803 (SHNF); 657 (SHN); 545 (2N2AB); 
528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 (NH) 

 

B 3146.1361 3025.0685 3025.05953 3146.1450 2.8 H6N5F1S3 Y 1573.5708 (Int, 2+); 657 (SHN); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 
454 (SH); 366 (NH) 

 

C 3059.1513 2938.0729 2938.07473 3059.1494 0.6 H6N6F3S1 Y  
1530.0888 (Int, 2+); 803 (SHNF); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 657 

(SHN); 545 (2N2AB); 512 (HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 
(NH) 

 

D 3097.1227 2975.9922 2976.04613 3097.1020 17.4 H7N5F1S2P1 N  

 

44 

A 3001.1261 2880.0310 2880.04953 3001.1075 6.2 H6N5F2S2 Y 1501.0799 (Int, 2+); 803 (SHNF); 657 (SHN); 528 (2HN); 512 
(HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 (NH) 

 

B 3262.2224 3141.1523 3141.14583 3262.2288 2.0 H6N7F3S1 Y 1631.6172 (Int, 2+); 691 (2NF2AB, CF); 657 (SHN); 512 
(HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 (NH) 
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C 3204.1857 3083.1104 3083.10913 3204.1869 0.4 H6N6F2S2 Y 1602.5952 (Int, 2+); 803 (SHNF); 657 (SHN); 528 (2HN); 512 
(HNF, AF); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 454 (SH); 366 (NH 

 

D 3147.1426 3026.0889 3026.06603 3147.1654 7.3 H6N5F3S2 Y 
1574.0702 (Int, 2+); 948 (Di-Sialyl Lewis C); 657 (SHN); 528 

(2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 495 (SN); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 
(NH) 

 

45  - - - - - - - - - 

46  3292.1921 3171.1264 3171.11553 3292.2029 3.3 H6N5F2S3 Y 
1646.6024 (Int, 2+); 948 (Di-Sialyl Lewis C); 803 (SHNF); 657 
(SHN); 528 (2HN); 512 (HNF, AF); 495 (SN); 488 (NF2AB, 

CF); 454 (SH); 366 (NH) 

 

47  3367.2671 3246.1836 3246.19053 3367.2601 2.1 H7N6F4S1 Y 1684.1317 (Int, 2+); 803 (SHNF); 657 (SHN); 512 (HNF, AF); 
488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 (NH) 

 

48 

A 3512.291 3391.2211 3391.21443 3512.2976 1.9 H7N6F3S2 Y 1756.6328 (Int, 2+); 803 (SHNF); 657 (SHN); 512 (HNF, AF); 
488 (NF2AB, CF); 454 (SH); 366 (NH) 

 

B 3657.3498 3536.2586 3536.27323 3657.3351 4.0 H7N6F2S3 Y 1829.1770 (Int, 2+); 803 (SHNF); 657 (SHN); 512 (HNF, AF); 
488 (NF2AB, CF); 454 (SH); 366 (NH) 
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C 3802.3761 3681.2961 3681.29953 3802.3726 0.9 H7N6F1S4 Y 1901.6887 (Int, 2+); 657 (SHN); 488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 (NH) 

 

49  3657.3559 3536.2586 3536.27933 3657.3351 5.7 H7N6F2S3 Y 1829.1786 (Int, 2+); 803 (SHNF); 657 (SHN); 512 (HNF, AF); 
488 (NF2AB, CF); 366 (NH) 

 

50  3415.2528 3294.1683 3294.17623 3415.2448 2.3 H10N6F1S1 Y 1708.1232 (Int, 2+); 657 (SHN); 512 (HNF, AF); 366 (HN) 
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6.2 Calculation of derived traits. The chromatographic fractions assigned to each group are listed below for each method. 

Paucimannose 

LSD: 1,2,3,4. 

HSD: 1,2,3,4. 

Oligomannose 

LSD: 7,13,14,20,22,25,26,29. 

HSD: 7,13,14,15,20,25,26,29,30. 

Hybrid 

LSD: 11,12,15,18,23,27,28,33. 

HSD: 11,18,22,27,28,33. 

Complex 

LSD: 5,6,8,9,10,16,17,19,21,24,30,31,32,34,35,36,37,38,40,41,42,43,44,46,47,48,49,50. 

HSD: 5,6,8,9,10,17,19,21,24,31,32,34,35,36,37,40,41,42,43,44,46,47,48,49. 

Sialylated 

LSD: 16,30,31,32,34,35,36,37,38,41,42,43,44,46,47,48,49,50. 

HSD: 22,31,32,34,35,36,37,41,42,43,44,46,47,48,49. 

Bisecting GlcNAc 

LSD: 3,5,8,11,12,15,17,18,19,24,28,31,32. 

HSD: 3,5,8,11,17,18,19,24,31,32. 

Not determined 

LSD: 39,45. 

HSD: 12,16,23,38,39,45,50.  
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6.3 Glycoproteins identified by downstream proteomics applications (Table A-2). Identified glycoproteins demonstrate the IGTaD suitability 
towards the intend purpose, along with LSD lysate compatibility with glycoproteomics analyses. IgP = identified glycoprotein; UPI = Uniprot KB 
identifier; pC = peptide count (unique deglycosylated peptides); SC = sequence coverage (unique deglycosylated peptides); NDS = experimentally 
highlighted Asn→Asp site position; UP? = was the N-glycosylation at given site reported in Uniprot KB before this analysis?; MW (kDa) = Uniprot 
KB sequence-based the-oretical MW (N-glycosylation not considered); IPe = identified deglycosylated peptides (NDS site is highlighted in green); IPe 
m/z = identified deglycosylated peptides mass to charge ratio; IPe Ch. = identified deglycosylated peptides charge; IPe RT = identified deglycosylated 
peptides retention time; IPe ME = identified deglycosylated peptide mass error (ppm); F = SDS-PAGE fraction in which the glycoprotein has been 
identified; *protein homodimerization reported (Uniprot KB); **protein homotrimerization reported (Uniprot KB). 

Table A-2. Examples of glycoproteins, glycopeptides and glycosylation sites identified by downstream proteomics applications using the LSD lysate. 

IgP UPI pC SC (%) NDS UP? MW (kDa) IPe IPe m/z IPe 
Ch. 

IPe RT 
(min) 

IPe ME 
(ppm) F 

Neural cell adhesion 
molecule 1 F1LNY3 2 3 N444 N 92.721 

ALASEWKPEIR 
DGQLLPSSNYSNIK 

768.8806 
650.3564 

2+ 
2+ 

36.30 
37.20 

1.5 
6.0 1 

Contactin-1 Q63198 3 4.5 N494 Y 113,495 
ANSTGTLVITNPTR 

TDGAAPNVAPSDVGGGGGTNRVQ
VTSQEYSAR 

723.3833 
935.4379 
634.3174 

2+ 
2+ 
2+ 

32.40 
25.30 
23.50 

4.1 
6.4 
0.8 

2 

Myelin-associated 
glycoprotein PO7722 3 8.1 N99 Y 64.291* 

NCTLLLSTLSPELGGK 
NLYGTQSLELPFQGAHR 

SNPEPSVAFELPSR 

852.4478 
965.9921 
765.3833 

2+ 
2+ 
2+ 

50.67 
45.76 
40.49 

3.0 
0.7 
0.9 

3 

Excitatory amino acid 
transporter 2 P31596 2 4.4 N205 Y 62.106** 

SELDTIDSQHR 
VLVAPPSEEANTTK 

650.810 
728.8801 

2+ 
2+ 

26.01 
29.27 

0.2 
0.6 4, 5, 6 

Dihydropyrimidinase-
related protein 2 P47942 14 37.4 N356 N 62.28 

DIGAIAQVHAENGDIIAEEQQR 
DNFTLIPEGTNGTEER 

FQMPDQGMTSADDFFQGTK 
GLYDGPVCEVSVTPK 

GSPLVVISQGK 
GTVVYGEPITASLGTDGSHYWSK 

ISVGSDADLVIWDPDSVK 
IVLEDGTLHVTEGSGR 

1189.090 
897.4130 
1091.956 
810.9005 
1084.636 
1213.087 
958.4860 
841.9390 

2+ 
2+ 
2+ 
2+ 
1+ 
2+ 
2+ 
2+ 

40.11 
39.64 
39.15 
38.34 
34.72 
45.45 
50.39 
36.42 

1.2 
6 

2.8 
1.3 
3.6 
1.6 
1.4 
3.5 

7 
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MDENQFVAVTSTNAAK 
MVIPGGIDVHTR 

QIGENLIVPGGVK 
SAAEVIAQAR 

SITIANQTNCPLYVTK 
VFNLYPR 

871.4067 
655.8479 
1323.763 
1015.553 
911.9720 
908.4988 

2+ 
2+ 
1+ 
1+ 
2+ 
1+ 

31.66 
33.09 
39.82 
27.41 
38.06 
38.06 

4.0 
3.2 
0.1 
1.5 
2 

1.2 

BTB domain-containing 
18 D3Z9A5 1 2.2 N201 N 79.27 SNLPNADNLSDTLLLK 865.4463 2+ 39.56 5.0 9 

Sodium/potassium-
transporting ATPase 

subunit beta-2 
P13638 1 4.5 N238 Y 33.40 FHVNYTQPLVAVK 758.9115 2+ 41.66 1.9 11 

Thy-1 membrane 
glycoprotein P01830 1 6.2 N93 Y 18.17 VLTLANFTTK 1108.624 1+ 45.30 1.2 17 
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6.4 Chymotryptic peptides identified from mhNS MS analysis (Table A-3). Peptides derived from a single technical replicate are shown as an 
example. PSMs = Peptide Spectrum Match (i.e., the number of times the same peptide is fragmented by the instrument); MC = n° of miscleavages; 
TMM = theoretical monoisotopic mass ; DC = instrumental degree of confidence; z = peptide charge (i.e., by search engine: Sequest HT); m/Z = 
peptide mass to charge ratio (i.e., by search engine: Sequest HT); ∆m [ppm] = relative mass accuracy; RT = retention time. 

Table A-3. Chymotryptic peptides identified from mhNS MS analysis 

Sequence Modifications PSMs MC TMM [Da] DC z m/z [Da]  ∆m [ppm]  RT [min]  
LPRFTVEQEIDLKDVL 1xDimethyl [K13] 166 3 1943.0848 High 3 648.36688 0.66 28.4305 

VMKIANSLF 1xDimethyl [K3] 78 1 1050.60161 High 2 525.80536 1.75 22.6053 
SFTKDDESEVQIPMMY 1xOxidation [M]; 1xDimethyl [K4] 30 1 1963.86636 High 2 982.42934 -7.61 26.7029 

SNMVTAKESQY 1xDimethyl [K7] 20 0 1285.60928 High 2 643.30813 -0.24 10.075 
SFTKDDESEVQIPMMY 1xOxidation [M] 20 1 1935.83506 High 2 968.42103 -0.14 23.6571 
SFTKDDESEVQIPMMY   19 1 1919.84014 High 2 960.42318 -0.55 26.9237 

VMKIANSLF 1xOxidation [M2]; 1xDimethyl [K3] 13 1 1066.59653 High 2 533.80167 -0.44 18.4356 
SNMVTAKESQY 1xOxidation [M3]; 1xDimethyl [K7] 13 0 1301.60419 High 2 651.30593 0.3 9.2212 

KEFSNMVTAKESQY 2xDimethyl [K1; K10] 11 1 1717.84655 High 3 573.28652 -0.9 12.9677 
SFTKDDESEVQIPMMY 1xDimethyl [K4] 11 1 1947.87144 High 2 974.4389 -0.48 27.1886 

SFLKEFSNMVTAKESQY 2xDimethyl [K4; K13] 11 3 2065.03105 High 3 689.01564 0.63 25.9931 
ATLEPLVKAQLVEEW 1xDimethyl [K8] 11 3 1753.97346 High 2 877.49213 2 28.9536 

AMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY 1xOxidation [M]; 1xDimethyl [K15] 10 1 2557.16659 High 3 853.0576 -3.27 17.4213 
SIALAMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY 1xOxidation [M]; 1xDimethyl [K19] 9 2 2941.40386 High 3 981.1411 1.66 23.7185 

IKDANLTGLSDNKEIF 2xDimethyl [K2; K13] 8 2 1833.99565 High 3 612.00304 -0.59 20.3779 
KALGITEIF 1xDimethyl [K1] 7 1 1019.61356 High 2 510.31075 0.65 23.1757 

AMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY 1xDimethyl [K15] 7 1 2541.17168 High 3 847.72944 0.82 19.3144 
KEFSNMVTAKESQY 1xDimethyl [K] 6 1 1689.81525 High 3 563.94311 -0.27 12.9614 

SFLKEFSNMVTAKESQY 1xDimethyl [K] 6 3 2036.99975 High 3 679.67135 -0.13 25.312 
VENNTNNLVKDLVSPRDFDAATY 1xDimethyl [K10] 5 3 2623.29983 High 3 875.10445 -0.39 26.7095 
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GAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY 1xDimethyl [K8] 5 0 1777.86499 High 3 593.29317 -0.03 8.0897 
SFLKEFSNMVTAKESQY 1xOxidation [M9]; 2xDimethyl [K4; K13] 5 3 2081.02597 High 3 694.34736 0.75 21.4204 

VENNTNNLVKDLVSPRDFDAATY   5 3 2595.26853 High 3 865.76173 0.8 26.7102 
KALGITEIFIKDANL 2xDimethyl [K1; K11] 4 2 1702.01493 High 3 568.01017 0.6 26.1871 

LPRFTVEQEIDLKDVL   4 3 1915.0535 High 3 639.02245 -0.37 28.5716 
GITEIFIKDANLTGLSDNKEIF 2xDimethyl [K8; K19] 4 3 2494.34393 High 3 832.11981 0.38 32.2307 

SFTKDDESEVQIPMMY 2xOxidation [M14; M15] 4 1 1951.82997 High 2 976.41719 -1.47 20.4761 
VQNGFHVNEEFLQMMKKY 2xDimethyl [K16; K17] 4 3 2298.14096 High 3 766.71851 0.01 24.4313 
VQNGFHVNEEFLQMMKKY 1xDimethyl [K] 4 3 2270.10966 High 4 568.28245 -0.74 24.4135 

SNMVTAKESQY 1xOxidation [M3] 4 0 1273.57289 High 2 637.2898 -0.45 6.763 
TGLSDNKEIFL 1xDimethyl [K7] 4 2 1264.67834 High 2 632.84178 -1.63 21.7385 

ANSVKKQKVEVY 3xDimethyl [K5; K6; K8] 4 0 1476.87844 High 3 492.9645 0.35 4.6091 
INKWVENNTNNLVKDL 1xDimethyl [K3] 3 2 1942.03925 High 3 648.01757 -0.57 21.0558 

KNGEEFSFLKEF 2xDimethyl [K1; K10] 3 3 1530.78387 High 3 510.93286 0.1 23.44 
AMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGYDSLKNGEEF 2xDimethyl [K15; K27] 3 3 3588.65897 High 3 1196.88832 -2.39 21.5258 

KEFSNMVTAKESQY 1xOxidation [M6]; 2xDimethyl [K1; K10] 3 1 1733.84146 High 3 578.61831 -0.63 12.651 
SFTKDDESEVQIPMMY 2xOxidation [M14; M15]; 1xDimethyl [K4] 3 1 1979.86127 High 2 990.43346 -0.82 21.0876 

KALGITEIFIKDANLTGL 2xDimethyl [K1; K11] 3 3 1973.16814 High 2 987.08899 1.3 29.9527 
ANSVKKQKVEVY 2xDimethyl [K6; K] 3 0 1448.84714 High 3 483.62072 0.32 4.3506 
TVEQEIDLKDVL 1xDimethyl [K9] 3 1 1429.77845 High 2 715.39308 0.3 26.2337 

DSLKNGEEF 1xDimethyl [K4] 3 1 1066.50513 High 2 533.75606 -0.27 11.9202 
TGLSDNKEIF 1xDimethyl [K7] 3 1 1151.59428 High 2 576.30078 0.01 16.8332 

GITEIFIKDANLTGL 1xDimethyl [K8] 3 2 1632.9207 High 2 816.96391 -0.09 32.343 
SIALAMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGYDSL 1xDimethyl [K19] 3 3 3240.55199 High 3 1080.85213 -3.13 27.7368 

VENNTNNLVKDL   2 1 1372.70668 High 2 686.85679 -0.28 16.7979 
VKDLVSPRDFDAATY 1xDimethyl [K2] 2 2 1724.88538 High 2 862.94509 -1.43 19.3183 

VMKIANSL 1xDimethyl [K3] 2 0 903.5332 High 2 452.26977 -1.05 13.3399 
SDNKEIF 1xDimethyl [K4] 2 0 880.44107 High 2 440.72382 -0.82 10.6082 
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LSKAIHKSF 1xDimethyl [K] 2 1 1058.63569 High 2 529.82118 -0.57 4.3065 
VMKIANSLF   2 1 1022.57031 High 2 511.78873 -0.13 21.0221 

INKWVENNTNNLVKDLVSPRDF 2xDimethyl [K3; K14] 2 3 2671.42022 High 4 668.61024 -0.41 25.6979 
INKWVENNTNNLVKDL 2xDimethyl [K3; K14] 2 2 1970.07055 High 3 657.36134 -0.55 20.9495 

VKAQLVEEW 1xDimethyl [K2] 2 1 1129.62519 High 2 565.31689 1.16 18.9029 
SIALAMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY 1xDimethyl [K19] 2 2 2925.40895 High 3 975.80711 -0.74 26.3888 

INKWVENNTNNL 1xDimethyl [K3] 2 1 1486.76487 High 2 743.88586 -0.28 15.241 
AMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY   2 1 2513.14038 High 3 838.38408 -1.07 19.2082 

HVNEEFLQMMKKY 1xOxidation [M]; 2xDimethyl [K11; K12] 2 2 1768.87607 High 3 590.29732 0.75 15.658 
DSLKNGEEFSF 1xDimethyl [K4] 2 2 1300.60557 High 2 650.80676 0.51 21.3866 
GITEIFIKDANL 1xDimethyl [K8] 2 1 1361.76749 High 2 681.38737 -0.02 28.0991 
DSLKNGEEFSFL 1xDimethyl [K4] 2 3 1413.68964 High 2 707.34805 -0.57 27.0482 

IKDANLTGLSDNKEIF 1xDimethyl [K] 2 2 1805.96435 High 3 602.66039 1.26 19.8593 
ATLEPLVKAQLVEEW   2 3 1725.94216 High 2 863.4761 1.6 28.7665 

AMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGYDSLKNGEEF 2xOxidation [M]; 1xDimethyl [K15] 2 3 3592.6175 High 5 719.32967 0.48 20.933 
GAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY 1xOxidation [M14]; 1xDimethyl [K8] 2 0 1793.85991 High 3 598.62479 -0.04 5.0191 

AMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGYDSLKNGEEF 1xOxidation [M21]; 1xDimethyl [K] 2 3 3576.62258 High 4 894.9187 8.5 21.617 
AMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGYDSL 1xDimethyl [K15] 2 2 2856.31472 High 3 952.77716 0.78 21.3827 

GAQGSTQKEIRHSMGYDSL 1xDimethyl [K8] 2 1 2093.00803 High 3 698.34076 -0.14 11.643 
SRQEVPLATLEPLVKAQL 1xDimethyl [K15] 1 3 2020.1801 High 3 674.0653 0.62 26.1733 

TGLSDNKEIFL   1 2 1236.64704 High 2 618.82622 -1.52 21.2462 
EPLVKAQLVEEW 1xDimethyl [K5] 1 2 1468.80461 High 2 734.90538 -0.76 24.5872 

TKDDESEVQIPMMY 1xDimethyl [K2] 1 0 1713.771 High 2 857.39073 1.85 25.0701 
DSLKNGEEF   1 1 1038.47383 High 2 519.7387 -3.57 11.2304 
TGLSDNKEIF   1 1 1123.56298 High 2 562.28457 -0.99 16.3794 

VENNTNNLVKDL 1xDimethyl [K10] 1 1 1400.73798 High 2 700.87208 -0.78 16.9464 
VENNTNNLVKDLVSPRDF 1xDimethyl [K10] 1 2 2102.08766 High 3 701.36765 0.36 23.9706 

ATLEPLVKAQL 1xDimethyl [K8] 1 2 1210.74055 High 2 605.87375 -0.26 20.728 
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ANSVKKQKVEVYLPRF 3xDimethyl [K5; K6; K8] 1 2 1990.18479 High 4 498.30145 -0.42 14.0871 
VKAQLVEEW   1 1 1101.59389 High 2 551.30087 0.53 17.7042 

ANSVKKQKVEVYLPRF 2xDimethyl [K5; K6] 1 2 1962.15349 High 4 491.29502 2.42 13.8206 
VKDLVSPRDFDAATY   1 2 1696.85408 High 3 566.28935 -0.35 19.1329 

ANSVKKQKVEVY 1xDimethyl [K8] 1 0 1420.81584 High 3 474.27675 -0.09 4.0673 
VKDLVSPRDFDAATYL   1 3 1809.93814 High 3 603.98377 -0.77 24.4094 
VKDLVSPRDFDAATYL 1xDimethyl [K2] 1 3 1837.96944 High 3 613.32863 1.02 24.5532 

AMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGYDSLKNGEEF 1xOxidation [M21]; 2xDimethyl [K15; K27] 1 3 3604.65388 High 4 901.91935 0.47 19.2141 
VMKIANSLF 1xOxidation [M2] 1 1 1038.56523 High 2 519.78607 -0.35 17.1395 

VMKIANSLFVQNGF 1xDimethyl [K3] 1 2 1595.86141 High 2 798.43534 1.25 26.4694 
VEEWANSVKKQKVEVY 3xDimethyl [K9; K10; K12] 1 1 2020.11135 High 3 674.04216 0.29 14.1329 

FKGNWKSQF 1xDimethyl [K6] 1 2 1169.6102 High 2 585.30872 -0.03 11.8579 
SIALAMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGYDSL 1xOxidation [M25]; 1xDimethyl [K19] 1 3 3256.5469 High 3 1086.19146 3.97 25.575 

SNMVTAKESQY   1 0 1257.57798 High 2 629.29262 -0.01 9.2071 
LKEFSNMVTAKESQY 2xDimethyl [K2; K11] 1 2 1830.93061 High 3 610.97954 -3.57 16.2384 
LKEFSNMVTAKESQY 1xOxidation [M7]; 2xDimethyl [K2; K11] 1 2 1846.92553 High 3 616.31327 -0.14 12.8478 
IKDANLTGLSDNKEIF   1 2 1777.93305 High 3 593.31583 -0.07 19.783 

IKDANLTGL 1xDimethyl [K2] 1 1 972.57242 High 2 486.79107 2.52 14.2739 
IKDANLTGL   1 1 944.54112 High 2 472.77428 0.17 13.9066 

KSQFRPENTRTF 1xDimethyl [K1] 1 1 1538.8074 High 4 385.45681 -1.3 7.3745 
KNGEEFSFLKEF 1xDimethyl [K10] 1 3 1502.75257 High 3 501.58922 0.35 23.3798 

KNGEEFSFL 1xDimethyl [K1] 1 2 1098.5466 High 2 549.77716 0.4 21.3852 
LSKAIHKSF   1 1 1030.60439 High 2 515.80587 0.07 3.9129 
KGNWKSQF 2xDimethyl [K1; K5] 1 1 1050.57309 High 2 525.79005 -0.26 7.8577 
LSKAIHKSFL 1xDimethyl [K7] 1 2 1171.71976 High 2 586.36338 -0.23 7.7498 
QMMKKYF 2xDimethyl [K4; K5] 1 1 1031.54166 High 2 516.27482 0.69 10.3576 

GAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY   1 0 1749.83369 High 3 583.94927 -0.25 8.1196 
KGNWKSQF 1xDimethyl [K5] 1 1 1022.54179 High 2 511.77596 2.8 6.8723 
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SDNKEIFL 1xDimethyl [K4] 1 1 993.52514 High 2 497.26651 0.6 16.9644 
SFLKEFSNMVTAKESQY   1 3 2008.96845 High 3 670.32837 1.04 25.4568 

KEFSNMVTAKESQY 1xOxidation [M6]; 1xDimethyl [K10] 1 1 1705.81016 High 3 569.27427 -1.11 9.6175 
KEFSNMVTAKESQY   1 1 1661.78395 High 2 831.39724 1.96 12.5163 
KALGITEIFIKDANL 1xDimethyl [K1] 1 2 1673.98363 High 3 558.66738 2.36 26.0199 

HVNEEFLQMMKKYF 2xDimethyl [K11; K12] 1 3 1899.94957 High 3 633.9875 -0.86 26.9208 
HVNEEFLQMMKKY 2xDimethyl [K11; K12] 1 2 1752.88116 High 3 584.96602 1.35 19.2091 

GITEIFIKDANL   1 1 1333.73619 High 2 667.37257 1.25 27.8135 
GAQGSTQKEIRHSMGYDSL 1xOxidation [M14]; 1xDimethyl [K8] 1 1 2109.00294 High 3 703.67295 0.64 8.5457 

SFTKDDESEVQIPMMYQQGEF 1xDimethyl [K4] 1 2 2537.12107 High 2 1269.06206 -1.66 29.6484 
SIALAMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY   1 2 2897.37765 High 4 725.10012 0.35 26.3012 

GAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY 1xOxidation [M14] 1 0 1765.82861 High 3 589.28102 -0.05 5.0368 
SDNKEIFL   1 1 965.49384 High 2 483.24999 -1.18 16.4196 

IKDANLTGLSDNKEIFL 1xDimethyl [K2] 1 3 1919.04842 High 3 640.35553 1.88 22.9346 
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6.5 Chymotryptic peptides identified from phNS MS analysis (Table A-4). Peptides derived from a single technical replicate are shown as an 
example. PSMs = Peptide Spectrum Match (i.e., the number of times the same peptide is fragmented by the instrument); MC = n° of miscleavages; 
TMM = theoretical monoisotopic mass ; DC = instrumental degree of confidence; z = peptide charge (i.e., by search engine: Sequest HT); m/Z = 
peptide mass to charge ratio (i.e., by search engine: Sequest HT); ∆m [ppm] = relative mass accuracy; RT = retention time. 

Table A-4. Chymotryptic peptides identified from phNS MS analysis 

Sequence Modifications PSMs MC TMM [Da] DC z m/z [Da] ∆m [ppm] RT [min] 
NAAVNHVDFSQNVAVANY  110 1 1932.91986 High 2 966.96387 0.31 20.9308 

FNAAVNHVDFSQNVAVANY  96 2 2079.98828 High 2 1040.49735 -0.41 23.9626 
LPRFTVEQEIDLKDVL 1xDimethyl [K13] 55 3 1943.0848 High 3 648.3664 -0.08 28.873 
SFTKDDESEVQIPMMY 1xDimethyl [K4] 35 1 1947.87144 High 2 974.43884 -0.53 27.4263 
SFTKDDESEVQIPMMY 1xOxidation [M]; 1xDimethyl [K4] 29 1 1963.86636 High 2 982.43625 -0.58 26.7801 

RPENTRTF  24 0 1020.52212 High 2 510.76418 -1.02 3.9208 
MGRVMHPETMNTSGHDFEEL  22 1 2317.99985 High 3 773.33763 -0.65 15.8744 
MGRVMHPETMNTSGHDFEEL 1xOxidation [M] 22 1 2333.99476 High 3 778.66969 -0.1 13.9963 

QVLEIPYEGDEISMML 1xOxidation [M] 21 2 1882.88128 High 2 941.94489 0.65 36.2813 
NRLRATGEDENILFSPL  21 3 1945.01376 High 3 649.00958 0.22 23.9447 

VMKIANSLF 1xDimethyl [K3] 20 1 1050.60161 High 2 525.80359 -1.62 22.4128 
SIALAMGMMEL 1xOxidation [M] 14 1 1182.55671 High 2 591.78207 0.12 30.2939 
SIALAMGMMEL  12 1 1166.5618 High 2 583.78435 -0.33 35.5168 

MRGSHHHHHHTDPTGATFPEEAIADLSVNMY  12 2 3495.57056 High 5 699.92105 1.6 20.4941 
FMGRVMHPETMNTSGHDFEEL  10 2 2465.06826 High 3 822.36061 -0.4 19.6702 

EIPYEGDEISMML 1xOxidation [M] 10 1 1542.67022 High 2 771.83701 -2.25 34.1803 
QVLEIPYEGDEISMML  9 2 1866.88636 High 2 933.94614 -0.72 38.441 

VMKIANSLF 1xOxidation [M2]; 1xDimethyl [K3] 9 1 1066.59653 High 2 533.80244 1.01 19.2008 
RATGEDENILFSPL  9 2 1561.78566 High 2 781.39681 0.43 25.6972 

YYGEFSDGSNEAGGIY  8 3 1728.70239 High 2 864.85555 0.84 25.5093 
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EIPYEGDEISMML  8 1 1526.67531 High 2 763.84225 1.25 34.799 
SIALAMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY 1xDimethyl [K19] 7 2 2925.40895 High 3 975.80774 -0.1 26.55 

SNMVTAKESQY 1xDimethyl [K7] 7 0 1285.60928 High 2 643.30795 -0.51 9.7232 
SNMVTAKESQY 1xOxidation [M3]; 1xDimethyl [K7] 7 0 1301.60419 High 2 651.30473 -1.55 9.0256 

SFLKEFSNMVTAKESQY 2xDimethyl [K4; K13] 7 3 2065.03105 High 3 689.01574 0.78 26.0168 
SFLKEFSNMVTAKESQY 1xDimethyl [K] 6 3 2036.99975 High 2 1019.00305 -0.46 26.0986 

FMGRVMHPETMNTSGHDFEEL 1xOxidation [M] 6 2 2481.06318 High 3 827.69112 -1.76 17.005 
VQNGFHVNEEFLQMMKKY 1xDimethyl [K] 5 3 2270.10966 High 3 757.37856 5.05 24.6487 

ATLEPLVKAQLVEEW 1xDimethyl [K8] 5 3 1753.97346 High 2 877.49062 0.29 29.2083 
SIALAMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY 1xOxidation [M]; 1xDimethyl [K19] 5 2 2941.40386 High 3 981.14094 1.5 23.8298 

AMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY 1xDimethyl [K15] 5 1 2541.17168 High 3 847.72813 -0.73 19.3432 
IKDANLTGLSDNKEIF 2xDimethyl [K2; K13] 5 2 1833.99565 High 3 612.00358 0.29 20.3513 
KEFSNMVTAKESQY 2xDimethyl [K1; K10] 5 1 1717.84655 High 3 573.28702 -0.03 12.8566 
KEFSNMVTAKESQY 1xDimethyl [K] 5 1 1689.81525 High 3 563.94338 0.2 12.2604 

VENNTNNLVKDLVSPRDFDAATY 1xDimethyl [K10] 4 3 2623.29983 High 3 875.10482 0.03 26.7511 
VQNGFHVNEEFLQMMKKY 2xDimethyl [K16; K17] 4 3 2298.14096 High 3 766.71853 0.03 24.7514 

YGEFSDGSNEAGGIY  4 2 1565.63906 High 2 783.32343 0.34 23.5698 
KALGITEIFIKDANLTGL 2xDimethyl [K1; K11] 4 3 1973.16814 High 3 658.39446 0.34 30.3155 

VKDLVSPRDFDAATY 1xDimethyl [K2] 3 2 1724.88538 High 2 862.94854 2.56 19.5002 
IKDANLTGLSDNKEIF 1xDimethyl [K] 3 2 1805.96435 High 3 602.65982 0.31 19.9482 

GAQGSTQKEIRHSMGYDSL 1xDimethyl [K8] 3 1 2093.00803 High 3 698.34084 -0.02 10.335 
INKWVENNTNNLVKDL 2xDimethyl [K3; K14] 3 2 1970.07055 High 3 657.36089 -1.23 21.2046 

SQNVAVANY  3 0 965.46869 High 2 483.23869 1.47 12.6657 
TGLSDNKEIF 1xDimethyl [K7] 3 1 1151.59428 High 2 576.30142 1.12 16.5191 

QVLEIPYEGDEISMMLVL  3 3 2079.03884 High 2 1040.02852 5.26 43.8593 
VLSRQEVPLATL  3 2 1325.77873 High 2 663.39217 -1.26 20.3353 

VMKIANSL 1xDimethyl [K3] 3 0 903.5332 High 2 452.26996 -0.62 12.7292 
YPQVIVDHPFFF  3 3 1508.75726 High 2 754.88245 0.24 31.7865 
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ANSVKKQKVEVY 2xDimethyl [K6; K] 3 0 1448.84714 High 3 483.61942 -2.37 4.0147 
SFTKDDESEVQIPMMY 2xOxidation [M14; M15]; 1xDimethyl [K4] 3 1 1979.86127 High 2 990.4308 -3.51 21.2855 

SFTKDDESEVQIPMMYQQGEF 1xDimethyl [K4] 3 2 2537.12107 High 2 1269.06148 -2.12 29.8364 
VMKIANSLFVQNGF 1xDimethyl [K3] 3 2 1595.86141 High 2 798.43489 0.69 26.5509 
KALGITEIFIKDANL 2xDimethyl [K1; K11] 3 2 1702.01493 High 3 568.00964 -0.33 26.5262 

GITEIFIKDANLTGLSDNKEIF 2xDimethyl [K8; K19] 3 3 2494.34393 High 3 832.11968 0.23 32.2597 
SFTKDDESEVQIPMMY  3 1 1919.84014 High 2 960.42411 0.42 27.1188 
HVNEEFLQMMKKYF 2xDimethyl [K11; K12] 3 3 1899.94957 High 3 633.98688 -1.83 27.1563 
TKDDESEVQIPMMY 1xDimethyl [K2] 2 0 1713.771 High 2 857.38935 0.25 25.2674 

YPQVIVDHPFF  2 2 1361.68885 High 2 681.34643 -2.4 27.3293 
YPQVIVDHPF  2 1 1214.62044 High 2 607.81391 0.09 22.0932 

QVLEIPYEGDEISMMLVL 1xOxidation [M] 2 3 2095.03376 High 2 1048.01244 -7.71 43.851 
RATGEDENILF  2 1 1264.61681 High 2 632.81237 0.53 18.6616 

AMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGYDSLKNGEEF 2xDimethyl [K15; K27] 2 3 3588.65897 High 4 897.9202 0 21.8984 
SRQEVPLATLEPL  2 2 1452.80567 High 2 726.90642 -0.07 23.572 

FNAAVNHVDF  2 1 1133.53743 High 2 567.27231 -0.08 17.4791 
YGEFSDGSNEAGGIYQVL  2 3 1905.85011 High 2 953.42894 0.26 31.852 

SPLSIALAMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY 1xDimethyl [K22] 2 3 3222.57781 High 4 806.3987 -1.5 33.9943 
SFTKDDESEVQIPMMYQQGEFY 1xDimethyl [K4] 2 3 2700.1844 High 3 900.73321 0.25 31.2109 

SPLSIALAMGMMEL  2 2 1463.73066 High 2 732.36952 0.75 44.2072 
ANSVKKQKVEVY 3xDimethyl [K5; K6; K8] 2 0 1476.87844 High 3 492.96377 -1.13 4.5415 

RATGEDENILFSPLSIAL  2 3 1946.02293 High 2 973.51137 -3.84 35.0277 
SFLKEFSNMVTAKESQY 1xOxidation [M9]; 2xDimethyl [K4; K13] 2 3 2081.02597 High 3 694.34924 3.46 22.1599 

SIALAMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGYDSL 1xDimethyl [K19] 2 3 3240.55199 High 3 1080.85221 -3.06 27.9936 
HVNEEFLQMMKKY 2xDimethyl [K11; K12] 2 2 1752.88116 High 3 584.96514 -0.17 19.2875 

LALINAVY  2 2 876.51893 High 2 438.76303 -0.17 27.2719 
VLSRQEVPLATLEPL  2 3 1664.95815 High 2 832.98236 -0.43 26.0495 

VKAQLVEEW 1xDimethyl [K2] 2 1 1129.62519 High 2 565.31672 0.86 17.8007 
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TVEQEIDLKDVL 1xDimethyl [K9] 2 1 1429.77845 High 2 715.39133 -2.14 26.1533 
AMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGYDSL 1xDimethyl [K15] 2 2 2856.31472 High 4 714.8341 -0.06 21.6315 

KEFSNMVTAKESQY 1xOxidation [M6]; 2xDimethyl [K1; K10] 2 1 1733.84146 High 3 578.6185 -0.3 9.7148 
KALGITEIF 1xDimethyl [K1] 2 1 1019.61356 High 2 510.31022 -0.39 23.6567 
VMKIANSLF  2 1 1022.57031 High 2 511.78843 -0.72 21.3501 

KNGEEFSFLKEF 2xDimethyl [K1; K10] 2 3 1530.78387 High 3 510.93298 0.34 23.703 
MGRVMHPETMNTSGHDFEEL 2xOxidation [M5; M] 2 1 2349.98968 High 3 784.00217 0.97 11.4645 

GITEIFIKDANLTGL 1xDimethyl [K8] 2 2 1632.9207 High 2 816.96361 -0.46 32.5032 
MRGSHHHHHHTDPTGATFPEEAIADLSVNMY 1xOxidation [M] 2 2 3511.56548 High 4 878.6469 0.09 18.6465 
MRGSHHHHHHTDPTGATFPEEAIADLSVNMY 1xAcetyl [N-Term] 2 2 3537.58113 High 4 885.15454 4.3 21.8568 

NAAVNHVDF  2 0 986.46902 High 2 493.73834 0.38 10.8305 
DSLKNGEEF 1xDimethyl [K4] 2 1 1066.50513 High 2 533.75635 0.27 11.2784 

DSLKNGEEFSFL 1xDimethyl [K4] 2 3 1413.68964 High 2 707.34771 -1.06 27.0166 
VQNGFHVNEEF  1 1 1319.60149 High 2 660.30416 -0.34 17.2924 

VQNGFHVNEEFL  1 2 1432.68555 High 2 716.8463 -0.16 22.1757 
TVEQEIDLKDVLKAL 2xDimethyl [K9; K13] 1 2 1770.02589 High 3 590.68016 0.02 30.4364 

VSPRDFDAATYL  1 2 1354.66376 High 2 677.83519 -0.48 24.4354 
VENNTNNLVKDLVSPRDFDAATY  1 3 2595.26853 High 3 865.76063 -0.46 26.9173 

VENNTNNLVKDLVSPRDF 1xDimethyl [K10] 1 2 2102.08766 High 3 701.36961 3.14 24.2446 
SRQEVPLATL  1 1 1113.62625 High 2 557.31731 0.99 16.1947 

VENNTNNLVKDL 1xDimethyl [K10] 1 1 1400.73798 High 2 700.87528 3.78 16.7122 
SRQEVPLATLEPLVKAQL 1xDimethyl [K15] 1 3 2020.1801 High 3 674.0651 0.31 26.3764 

TGLSDNKEIFL 1xDimethyl [K7] 1 2 1264.67834 High 2 632.84252 -0.46 21.7908 
VKAQLVEEW  1 1 1101.59389 High 2 551.30075 0.31 17.4682 

VEEWANSVKKQKVEVY 3xDimethyl [K9; K10; K12] 1 1 2020.11135 High 3 674.04264 1 13.5202 
ATLEPLVKAQL 1xDimethyl [K8] 1 2 1210.74055 High 2 605.87381 -0.17 20.8844 

SIALAMGMMELGAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY  1 2 2897.37765 High 4 725.10362 5.17 26.4028 
IKDANLTGL  1 1 944.54112 High 2 472.77375 -0.95 13.4423 
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LEVNEEGSEAAAVSGMIAISRMAVLYPQVIVDHPF  1 3 3742.88189 High 3 1248.30155 2.19 40.5359 
LEVNEEGSEAAAVSGMIAISRMAVLY 1xOxidation [M16] 1 2 2726.33754 High 3 909.45605 5.89 39.2933 

KSQFRPENTRTF 1xDimethyl [K1] 1 1 1538.8074 High 4 385.45723 -0.21 7.8083 
KGNWKSQF 2xDimethyl [K1; K5] 1 1 1050.57309 High 2 525.7897 -0.92 8.0038 
KGNWKSQF 1xDimethyl [K5] 1 1 1022.54179 High 2 511.77473 0.39 7.5858 

KALGITEIFIKDANLTGL 1xDimethyl [K1] 1 3 1945.13684 High 3 649.05281 3.62 30.0857 
IKDANLTGL 1xDimethyl [K2] 1 1 972.57242 High 2 486.79001 0.33 13.8428 

KALGITEIFIKDANL 1xDimethyl [K1] 1 2 1673.98363 High 3 558.66644 0.68 26.2198 
GEFSDGSNEAGGIYQVL  1 2 1742.78678 High 2 871.89723 0.23 29.7402 

GAQGSTQKEIRHSMGYDSL  1 1 2064.97673 High 3 688.99799 1.31 10.4255 
GAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY 1xDimethyl [K8] 1 0 1777.86499 High 3 593.29151 -2.82 8.4848 
GAQGSTQKEIRHSMGY  1 0 1749.83369 High 3 583.94976 0.6 8.5274 

FVQNGFHVNEEFL  1 3 1579.75397 High 2 790.3804 -0.28 24.9927 
FVQNGFHVNEEF  1 2 1466.6699 High 2 733.83598 -3.55 21.1218 

FSPLSIALAMGMMEL  1 3 1610.79907 High 2 805.90427 1.36 46.7347 
GITEIFIKDANL 1xDimethyl [K8] 1 1 1361.76749 High 2 681.38685 -0.79 28.1473 
SNMVTAKESQY  1 0 1257.57798 High 2 629.29187 -1.21 9.4418 

LKEFSNMVTAKESQY 2xDimethyl [K2; K11] 1 2 1830.93061 High 3 610.9815 -0.37 15.8708 
INKWVENNTNNLVKDL 1xDimethyl [K3] 1 2 1942.03925 High 3 648.01883 1.38 21.271 

ANSVKKQKVEVY 1xDimethyl [K6] 1 0 1420.81584 High 3 474.27685 0.1 3.8914 
SFLKEFSNMVTAKESQY  1 3 2008.96845 High 3 670.32653 -1.7 25.5773 

SDNKEIFL 1xDimethyl [K4] 1 1 993.52514 High 2 497.26612 -0.17 16.7044 
SDNKEIF 1xDimethyl [K4] 1 0 880.44107 High 2 440.7242 0.05 10.3146 

SDGSNEAGGIYQVLEIPYEGDEISMML  1 3 2917.31178 High 2 1459.15736 -1.49 45.0553 
SDGSNEAGGIYQVL  1 1 1409.65431 High 2 705.33023 -0.8 26.2318 

ATLEPLVKAQLVEEW  1 3 1725.94216 High 2 863.4722 -2.92 28.8349 
INKWVENNTNNL 1xDimethyl [K3] 1 1 1486.76487 High 2 743.89006 5.36 14.612 

RATGEDENIL  1 0 1117.54839 High 2 559.27797 0.24 10.5459 
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DSLKNGEEF  1 1 1038.47383 High 2 519.74064 0.16 10.72 
NRLRATGEDENILF  1 2 1647.84491 High 3 549.95299 -0.29 17.6164 
NRLRATGEDENIL  1 1 1500.77649 High 3 500.93113 1.56 10.963 

DSLKNGEEFSF 1xDimethyl [K4] 1 2 1300.60557 High 2 650.80675 0.5 21.4568 
LSKAIHKSFLEVNEEGSEAAAVSGMIAISRMAVL 2xDimethyl [K3; K7] 1 3 3614.92845 High 5 723.79231 1.1 31.0114 

EPLVKAQLVEEW 1xDimethyl [K5] 1 2 1468.80461 High 2 734.90579 -0.21 24.7456 
LPRFTVEQEIDLKDVL  1 3 1915.0535 High 3 639.02341 1.14 28.4669 
QVLEIPYEGDEISMML 2xOxidation [M14; M15] 1 2 1898.87619 High 2 949.94357 1.94 31.9868 

ALINAVYFKGNW 1xDimethyl [K9] 1 3 1423.77325 High 2 712.39025 -0.02 27.1726 
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6.6 Alkenyl-α-D-mannopyranosides NMR spectra. NMR spectra of compounds 1-4 are reported below as 1H (first) and 13C NMR (second) 
spectra. 
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